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Abstmct

Over the past decade community development organizations throughout North Arnenca

have been developing indicators to measure the progress of their efforts. The challenge
for these organizations has been to develop indicators that best reflect the values and goals

of their communities. This has involved adopting participatory approaches for including
various community constituencies in the development of indicators. This study explores
that challenge in the context of West Broadway, a Winnipeg imer city neighbourhood.

The role of indicaton in planning is contrasted from a positivist and phenomenological
perspective, concluding that indicators are merely tools for action that are inherently
informed by knowledge, expressed through experience, noms and values. Therefore, the
phenomenological concept of knowledge, which better explores these avenues, is a more
usefiil approach to adopt for indicator development. A phenomenological approach to
indicator development was carried out in focus group discussions with West Broadway
neighbourhood residents who are oflen under-represented in neighbourhood planning
activities; abonginals, single mothers and those of very low incomes. Key issues and
themes related to neighbourhood revitalization were identified fiom those residents'
experiences and perspectives. From those discussions a corresponding draft Iist of
indicators of neighbourhood revitakttion progress was developed. The study suggests
that this approach not only produced meaninal indicators for West Broadway, it aiso
helped to c l f i and reinforce the objectives of planning efforts in the neighbourhood.

A great number of people have positively
intluenced the way 1 think about the world,

fnends, teachers, colleagues and authors, but
none more so than my parents, Howard and
Elaine, who have also given me the values,
ethics, beliefs and the oppominity to make
that world a better place.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Statement of the Problem: Sekcting Meaningful Indicaton

There has been a well documented shift in the responsibility for housing and
neighborhood programs from the Canadian federal govenunent to the provincial and
temtorial governments, with a further devolution to municipal govemments and agencies
(Wolfe. 1998; Carter. 1997). Currently, no funds for new housing are being made
available at the federal level, while the need for improved housing and solutions to urban
decay are being more wideiy sou@ after than ever. As govemments have devolved their
responsibility for housing and neighborhood programs, a new non-govemmentai sector, in
the form of comrnunity alliances, advocacy groups and comrnunity development
corporations has emerged to fil1 the gap, defining and tackling the problems facing imer
cities (Blake, 1999, 1998; Sandercock 1998:204). This new sector mua be equipped to
deal with the complex issues associated with urban decline. Developing indicaton upon
which to monitor progress, evaiuate success, influence policy, determine future actions
and create coliective understanding of issues has been identified as one cntical tool for

these new advocates of imer cities,
Over the past thirty years a number of comprehensive volumes have discussed and
debated the development and practice of using indicators in planning and policy
development (Miles, 1985; Carley, 198 1;Rossi & Gilmartin, 1980; De Neufidle - Imes,
1975; Land & Spileman, 1972; Sheldon & Moore, 1968; Bauer 1966). These volumes

have sought to define the meaning and purpose of indicators with respect to planning and
evaluating social programs and policies. In the process they have served to highiight the
1

difficulty in rneasunng complex social phenornena and have reidorced the importance of

sound statistical rnethods that ensure the validity and reliability of these measures.
Collectively they have sought to establish indicators as important tools in responsible
planning and decision making.

While thae volumes have successfùlly set the stage for the credibility of indicators,
they have primarily looked at the role of information and the development of indicators

from a government planning perspective. Others however, have started to explore the role
and development of indicators from a local community development perspective (Besleme,

Maser & Silverstein, 1999; Beslerne & Mullin, 1997; Kingsley, 1997; Sawicki & Craig,
1996; Sawicki & Flynn, 1996; Bamdt & Craig, 1994). Some suggest that
neighbourhoods especially those of low income, have traditionaily not had access to data

at the local level and that the selection and development of indicators have been kept in
the hands of a few technical elite. They also suggest that this is changing. As local
community organizations are becoming more responsible for Lod planning and program

development, and factors such as information technology and access to data are becoming
less of a hindrance, they are beginnlig to play a lead role in developing indicators that best

represent the values and goals in their communities.

While there is a resurgence in the interest of indicator development, especially at
the Iocal level, others are beginning to explore the extent to which this type of information
or knowledge really impacts on actual planning practice (Sandercock, 1998; Imes, 1998,
1995, 1990, 1987; Cobb & Word; 1989; Forester, 1989; Friedmann, 1987, 1973; Schon,
1983). They suggest that indicators serve less in the rational sense as objective evidence

upon which planning alternatives are weighed and selected, but more indirectly as part of a
whole communicative planning process through which collective meaning and
understanding of issues and policies is established. In other words, it is through the actual

process of developing indicators, debating their meaning, accuracy and implications that
public action is reaiiy influenced. This is a more important role for indicators than was

previously recognized. Those working in the field of indicator development support this
premise, stating that the indicaton themselves are sometimes not as important as their
development process, especially if the process is participatory and open to al1 (Besleme &
MuIlin, 1997; Canadian Council on Social Development, 1996; Colorado Trust et ai.,
1996). Practitioners note that indicator development projects are not only creating usehl

inâicators. They are even more meaningfiil because they lead to new understanding
among participants, helping to focus action toward common objectives.
The literature has established that the deveIopment of indicators can play an
important role in the formation of planning decisions and public action and that local nongovernmental agencies are beginning to command a larger role in that process. F ~ h e r
exploration is required however, especially from a community development perspective.
Particularly important is a better understanding of the ways in which indicators can help to
shape local action. This is cntically important for cornmunity developers going about the
process of developing indicaton. If the development of indicators has the potential to
help clariQ issues and goals and unite people in action, communities should reap those
benefits at the same time as they develop measures that cm help monitor progress and
detemine fuhire actions in their communities. This requires a Merent approach, one

that l e m s fiom the lessons of previous indicator movements and looks towards emerging
planning theories about the role of this kind

pinf fort nation in

knowledge building.

It requires, dmost paradoxically, an approach that challenges the positivist concept

of knowledge and its reliance on data and information. While at first glance, indicators

may seem to fit quite comfortably with the positivist concept of knowledge and the
rational planning model. this study will purport that in faa this is not the best approach to
adopt for indicator development. Rather, this study wiI1 contend that indicators are merely

tools for action, that are inherentiy informed by knowledge expressed through experience,

noms and values. Therefore the phenornenological concept of knowledge (Innes, 1987).
which better explore these avenues, is a more usefiil and empowering approach to adopt
for indicator development.

1.2 Rationale and Objectives

The West Broadway Alliance W A ) is a cornmunity alliance comprised of
individuals and organizations who [ive and work in the West Broadway neighborhood and
others who are similarly concemed with its renewd and revitdization. The WBA formed
because of a desire for better communication between organizations and individuals in
order to join forces toward common goals in West Broadway. Currently there are more
than 65 member organizations of the Ailiance. They represent local govemment,
businesses, social seMce agencies, nonprofit organizations, advocacy groups and
residents. In 1997 the West Broadway f i a n c e conducted several strategic planning
workshops and in June of that year produced the document, A Neighborhood Renewal
and Revitalzution Initiative: S~rafegic
P i m . They have since fonned a legal arm in the

form of the West Broadway Development Corporation (WBDC),represented by a board
of directors (Blake, 1998). The mission statement of the WBA strategic plan is:

"To renew and revitalize West Broadway through responsible leadership
and participation of people who tive, work and play in the neighborhood"
with the vision of "a stable, healthy and safe neighborhood that is diverse,
vibrant, welcoming, dean and self-sufficient."
Twelve strategic goals organized into five sections were identified (See Appendk). Those
sections include: Organization Goals, Community Participation Goals, Housing
Development Goals, Social and Community Development Goals and Economic Goals.
Five volunteer subcomrnittees or "working groups" were formed to work toward the
objectives and actions defined in each of those five sections. Three subsequent working
groups have also been fonned ta address other needs including fùndraising, environmental

-

development and heritage.

The West Broadway Alliance (WBA) and the West Broadway Development
Corporation (WBDC), in partnership with a number of neighbourhood organizations and
agencies, have guided and achieved a number of important initiatives, many of which were defined in the WBA Strategic Plan. They have rehabilitated several singie farnily homes in
the neighbourhood and have established a Tenant-Landlord Cooperation Program that
recognizes quality rental apartments. They have opened a neighbourhood Education and
Employment Centre and Skuis Bank. They have established Art City a neighbourhood art
center for children, community gardens, park improvements, numerous programs for
youth, waterfront development, neighbourhood clean-ups, barbeques and many other
initiatives. At neighbourhood meetings and gathenngs there is an intuitive feeling that
these efforts are having a positive impact on revitdition progress in the West Broadway.
Intuitive feelings are often the best kind of indicators of progress. However, like
many other neighbourhood organizations, the WBA has expressed a desire to devetop

more formal ways to quali& those feelings and determine whether they are moving

towards their vision. In theû 1997 Strategic Plan they identified that desire in the
objective 'to ensure that progress in revitakatiordrenewd process can be monitored and
measured" ( W B 4 1997:9). The goal o f this study is to explore that objective through
cornmunity indicator developrnent.
It seeks to answer three research questions through a review of literature and field
research in West Broadway. First, this study asks what indicators should be used to
measure the progress of revitalization efforts in West Broadway? There are an unlirnited

number of indicators that can be used to monitor urban revitalization progress; too many
to effectively meanire and interpret. This study seeks to develop a method for arriving at

a narrow, yet effective list of indicators. Literature and practice suggests that the most

effective indicators are those that reftect what is important and meaningnil to various
neighbourhood constituencies. Therefore, this study asks the second question, how can
West Broadway's indicators of revitalkation progress b a t reflect the goals and values of
neighbourhood residents? To understand those goals and values requires an approach to
indicator development that includes neighbourhood residents, particularly those who have
been under-represented in other WBA neighbourhood planning activities; abonginal,
single mothers and those with very low incornes. Including these residents in discussions
about revitalization in West Broadway may help to determine if the goals, values and the

corresponding indicaton that emerge from that process are consistent with the stated
goals and objectives of the W B A Strategic Plan. Literature and theory suggests that the
process of indicator development has the potential to achieve this kind of clarification of

issues and objectives. Therefore, the third and h a 1 research question in this study
addresses this possibility and asks, if the process of indicator development will help to
clarify or reinforce the goals and objectives of the West Broadway Miance?

1.3 Significance of the Study: A Cast for Community Indicaton

A focuseci examination of indicator development through a participatory process at

the neighbourhood level is important for several reasons. Not only does it provide models
for community devetopers wishing to develop measures of their progress, it reexarnines a
common tool used in the profession of planning and begins to reexamine the role it plays
and how it can impact on thc way communities participate in public action.

The desire to develop indicators of their progress was an expticit objective and
action in the West Broadway Alliance Strategic Plan (WB4 1997: 9). However, through
research and a caretùIiy planned participatory process the execution of that action can ais0
fiifil1 other objectives. Indicator development processes not only produce meaninfil
measures of progress, they can help to reinforce and chri@cornrnon cornmunity goals
(Besleme & Mullin, 1997; Canadian Council on Social Development, 1996; Colorado
Trust et al., 1996). Through the participatory indicator selection process, the West
Broadway AUiance has the oppominity to reexamine its strategic goals. By cornmittïng to

the measurement of those hdicators over time it is afso assured that those goals are

constantly revisited and kept in the forefront of neighbourhood action.
The use of quantitative information in the anaiysis and evaluation of planning

decisions is still tau@ in most planning schools (Sandercock, 1998; Imes, 1998;
Friedmann, 1996). It is a defining characteristic of rational planning and even more
current models of strategic planning and community economic development include steps

to measure and evduate planning actions. Yet most planning processes and programs f
d
short of actually taking action to gather data for evaluation (Kingsley, 1997). Why?

Perhaps it is becaux of the time and costs involved in gathering the data (Sawicki &
Craig, 1996). Perhaps there is a mistrust in the data, as flaws in traditionally used

indicaton are behg exposed (Johnston, 1983). There may also be hesitance because the
actual importance of this kind of information in planning decisions is being scnitinized and
questioned in the literature (Imes, 1998, 1995, 1990, 1989, 1987). This study contributes
to that discussion, suggesting a new way to explore the role of measurement in
planning.
Although there is debate in the literatwe about the extent to which indicators really
impact on policy decisions, there are those in the field that beiieve community indicaton
can be tools for inf'iuencing public policy and raiskg awareness about quality of life issues

in our cornrnunities (Colorado Trust et al., 1996; CCSD,1996). In the past, the
determination and selection of measures of weîi being were kept in the hands of a few
technical eiites (Sawicki & Craig, 1996). These measures were ofken economic in nature
and measured at a scde that did not necessarily indicate what was realiy happening to the

social fabnc of neighborhoods (Ross, 1996; Sawicki & Flynn, 1996; Cobb, Halstead &
Rowe, 1995). They tended to reüiforce power structures through misinformation. For
example, positive figures for Gross National Product and low aggregate city
unemployment rates may give politicians reason to praise the success of govemrnent
initiatives. People Living in b e r cities however, often know that's not the particular
reality in their cornmunities. This study explores a way that communities can take over the
process of selecting measures of well-being and progress. If these kinds of indicators,
developed at the local level, cm begin to gain the credibility and almoa star status of long

.

held economic indicators, perhaps popular focus will shift to local issues and imer dies
may begin to play a larger role in defining public issues and action.

1.4 Methodology

This study was conducted in two parts. First an extensive review of literature
relating to the topic of indicator development was completed. This provided background
for the design and implementation of the second part of this study which was the field
research component, conducted in the West Broadway neighbourhood.
The field research component of this study was divided into three parts. First, this

researcher convened a meeting with members of the West Broadway Alliance
Organization Working Group to discuss their objective "to ensure that progress in
revitalkatiodrenewal process can be monitored and measured." The goal of this meeting
was to clarify their proposed objective and determine how to best proceed with indicator
development.
Second, this researcher conducted four neighbourhood focus group discussions
with residents of West Broadway who are ofien under-represented in neighbourhood

planning activities. The goal of the discussions was to determine what changes these
residents have witnessed in the neighbourhood and what signs or indicators they would
experience ifthe neighbourhood improved in the ways they desire.
Finaily, this researcher met with members of the West Broadway Alliance
Organization Working Group to discw the findings of the focus group discussions. The
goal of this step was to determine if the results and indicators selected in the focus groups
are consistent with the goals and objectives of the West Broadway Aliiance. This volume

describes in detail the resdts of al1 steps of this methodology.

1.5 Limitations

There are several limitations of this study that must be clarified. First, while this
study has sought to determine what indicators shouid be used to measure revitalization
progress in West Broadway, the short time frame of this study has only dlowed for the
devefoprnent of a draft list of indicators. Therefore, not al1 the indicators developed in this
study should be construed as necessarily vaiid or appropriate masures of revitaluation
progress. The field research component of this midy was ody meant to begui a
democratic process of indicator selection in West Broadway. Nthough the indicators
developed in that process do reflect common issues raised by West Broadway residents,
they may have methodological problems which preclude their eventuai usefulness. For the
West Broadway Alliance to anive at a final lia of indicators for adoption, fùrther effort

and neighbourhood resident input is required.
Second, the literature indicates that the process of indicator development can help
build consensus around neighbourhood goals and objectives. This study has asked ifthe
process of indicator development in the field research will help to cl*

and reinforce the

goals and objectives of the West Broadway Alliance. Once again, the short time fiame of
this study prevents the ability to answer that question conclusively. The literature shows

that the point at which people fom new or reinforce old attitudes about goals and
objectives in the indicator selection process is often subconscious and occurs over a longer
penod of time. While this study compares the focus group results to the WBA Strategic

Plan's stated objectives to determine ifthey are consistent, it wiîi be necessary to revisit
this question in the future. Some time after the final list is developed and the ùidicaton

are measured, it may be possible to observe if the indicator development process has
changed or reinforced the way the WBA views particular neighbourhood objectives and
how they act upon them.
A final limitation of this study is the transferability of the research results to other

neighbourhoods. While the process used in this study rnay be transfeiable, the draft List of
indicaton developed should not be interpreted as indicators ofneighborhood revitaikation

in ~eneral.Rather, those indicaton are only meant to represent the goals and values of
West Broadway residents and are particular to that neighborhood. In fact, this whole

volume purpons that indicators must be developed specific to their context and through
processes involving neighbourhood residents.

1.6 Contents o f the Study

Each chapter of this volume and the empincd research component of this study

attempt t o explore a new way of thinking about the role of indicaton in planning. Chapter
Two, Indicators and KiiowIedge, beguis with a description of this author's reflections on a
project related to this study, The West Broadway Neighbourhood Database Project. It
describes how, through that process, this researcher came to a better understanding of
how personal experiences and values are important in the selection of incikators. It

describes a personal shifl in thinking about indicator development fiom a positivist to
phenomenological perspective. The remaining sections of Chapter Two compare the
positivist and phenomenological concepts of IcnowIedge, concluding that the latter
supports a stronger link between knowledge and action in planning. Finally, this chapter
defines that indicators are inherently informed by our experiences, noms and values and
therefore are more appropriate to develop from the phenomenological perspective.
Chapter Three, Indicator Movements, traces a history of social measurement. It
begins with a discussion of early social measurement and the social indicators movement
of the 1960's and 70's. It describes the reasons for the decline in that movement and the

important lessons learned fiom its histocy- Chapter Three then outlines the more recent
cornmunity indicators movement and atîempts to illustrate how it has Iearned fiom the
collective history of social measurement, It describes how this movement has redefined
the importance of indicator development at the local level and has identified new uses and
criteria for indicators. Most importantly it describes how the community indicators
movement has highlighted the role of community participation in indicator selection

.

processes. The Minneapolis Neighbourhood Sustainability Indicaton Project (NSIP) is
outlined as an appropriate example for the West Broadway context. Finaliy, Chapter
Three describes the themes and challenges of the community indicators movement that
should be addressed in fùture projects and the West Broadway indicator development
process.
Chapter Four, Developing Iltdicators of Progress in West Broadway, outlines the

design of the field research component of this study. It describes a proto-typicd process
for community indicator development and how it was adapted in this study. The data
collection procedure and the findings of the focus groups are descn'bed in detail. The
results and corresponding draft list of indicators are compared to the goals and objectives
of WBA Strategic Plan and inconsistencies between the two are commented on.

FUialIy, Chapter Five, Co~tclusionr
ondNext Steps, describes how the research
questions in the study were answered. It concludes that a phenomenological approach
aided in developing a Iist of indicators that are rneaningfùl within West Broadway,
reflecting the concerns of neighbourhood residents. It then outlines the next steps
required to arrive at a final list of indicators and rnakes recommendations on how those
steps should be structured. This final chapter dso comments on the important

implications of this research on planning and the role of the planner.

2.0 Indicatois and Knowledge
2.1 Reflections on the West Broadway Neighborhood Database Project

In the summer of 1997 this author was contracted by t w members
~
of the WB&
the University of Manitoba Department of City Planning and The Lion's Club of Winnipeg
Housing Centres, to proceed with the following objective and action identified in the
Organization Goals section of the West Broadway AUiance Strategic Plan:
"To ensure efficient use of information by the Alliance in directhg activities
and communication" through the "development of a database for use by
Alliance cornmittees-"
The guidelines or parameters for the contracted task were not much more specific than
that stratesic plan description. It was expressed that the database should include photos
and information about properties in West Broadway, but there was no clearly articulated

vision of what purpose the database would ultimately serve and how it would be used by
those living and workuig in the neighbourhood. 1sought to arrive at a better
understanding of these two issues by speaking with other members of the W B 4 especially
those who expressed interest in this action at the Strategic Planning Workshops. This

started a chah of events and experiences that eventuaiiy brought me to the nudy of
indicator development and new understanding of the roles of positivist and
phenomenological knowledge in planning.
1 contacted severai members of the WBA and asked four generai questions

including how would they use a property database of West Broadway, what information
should it contain, do they have access to a sirnilar database and do they have data to
contribute? Whiie people were helpftl and most were intrigued by the idea, they often

admitted they could not easily visualize the database 1 descnbed. Many were not sure
how they would use it, if they had access to it. Some said they did use certain data sets in
their work already such as census data, police records, cïty assessrnent data, home
ownership and so forth. Most expressed that it would be convenient to have ail that data
in one centralized database, but couldn't really explain how or why they would use it. 1
concluded at that stage that the usefulness of a computer database of properties in West
Broadway was too abmact for most people to understand So I began to develop a
prototype of a property database which 1hoped couid be used for demonstration and then
developed fbnher after feedback fiom WBA members.
Without knowing what data would be most meaningfiil and how people would use
it, my task was a little l i e organizing a filing cabinet without any files. 1 developed

categories and stmctured the computer or technical requirements of the database in as
flexible a manner as possible to allow for input of currently available data and future data
requirements.' Digital photos of ail properties were taken and inputted dong with some
basic datz suggested by members of the Alliance. This included zoning, dweIling

characteristics, property values, businesses and ownenhip (See Appendix). 1 quickly
discovered however, that some suggested data would be more diacult to obtain.
Police and fire records, hydro and water arrears, tax deiinquencies, code violations
and even home ownership were some of the data only available through formai

government charnels. When 1approached various govenunent departments for this data,

' 1 developed a spatiaüy relationai database structure using a cross platform prograrn
called Filemaker Pro. The cornmon reference data between al1 records is the property
address.

-

1 was redirected fiom one individual to another. They ofien told me that the information

in question was considered private and 1 would most likely not gain access to it. The

director of one city department said that because of the issue of privacy he would ody be
codonable providing the data if he received direct permission from the Mayor of the City
of Winnipeg. The irony of his apprehension is that the information 1 wanted from his
department was readily available through an antiquated cornputer database available at
public terminais in Winnipeg's City Hall. However, pnnting from those cornputers was
not possible. This meant that 1 would have to look up al1 820 addresses individually and
then copy the information From the cornputer screen by hand, taking approximately 150
hours of labour. Perhaps even more ironic is that 1 could have received a print out of al1
the properties from a provincial department, if1 were wiIiing to pay ten doUars per
property, $8200 in total. In essence, the information 1 sought was private, if you couldn't
afford it. 1gave up on my quest for this data for several reasons.
First, 1 recognized that formal agreements must be established between the West
Broadway Alliance and the various government departments responsible for the required
data, especiaiiy since fiequent updates would be required and the Alliance did not have the

rneans to pay for the data. Second, before the WBA spent valuable tirne on setting up
these agreements, the most relevant and meaningftl data must be determined and the
ultimate purpose of the database rnust be better understood. 1brought these challenges

forward when 1 first presented the database.

In October of 1997,Ipresented a demonstration of the database to a small group
of Alliance rnembers. 1 showed how one could query the database to find properties with

various characteristics. Those attending were impressed by the ease of access to the data.
Some were ovetwheimed by the query possibilities, suggesting dzerent ways to organize
it. Everyone recognized that formal agreements with data providers would have to be set
up in order to maintain the database, but few comments were made about how to select
the moa relevant data. However, one significant comment made dunng the presentation
indicated how members of the Alliance might begin to use the database and what purpose
it could dtimately serve. One participant suggested that it wouid be hteresting to see two
particular pieces of data plotted on a map over the last few years. Her hypothesis was that
this might tell a meaningfbl story about revitalization efforts and changes in the
neighborhood. Others agreed it would very insighttùl.
Although only discussed for a short time, E believe this showed a desire to take a
step fiom simply collecting Uifonnation in a database, to actually analyzing relationships,
causes and effects and changes over the. It indicated a clear signal to me that the

database could be more than a sophisticated "filingcabinet" of information, but an actual
tool far neighbourhood revitalkation. While the property database 1 had developed to
that point wouId be very usefbl for administrative purposes, it did have more potential. Or

more specifically, the information inside it had more potential. But in order to achieve its
potentid, the information needed to be relevant. The data had to tell a meaninfil story

about the goais and the values of those living and working in West Broadway. The
database must contain "indicators."
It immediately occurred to me that another action in the West Broadway Alliance
Strategic Plan needed to be completed before any computer database was going to be of

any long term assistance to the WBA.

"Ensure that progress in revitalizatiodrenewal process can be monitored
and rneasured" t hrough the "kstablishmentof a'base-line' of statistical data
and relevant information corresponding to specific strategic goals."

The "statistical data" or "relevant information" the WBA referred to were really other
ways of saying "indicators." The question still remained however, how would those
indicators be setected?
At the same time that I muddled through this question, hammers were swinghg in
West Broadway. Six homes on Langside had been renovated with projections for 60 more
in the next five years. As work began, people began to talk about the changes. It was

clear that residents and those working in the neighbourhood understood the effects their
revitdization efforts wodd have on the neighborhood.
"The secret to any neighborhood revitaiization is to get people to move in
and stay for a long time. This is what we are going to do." Bruce Moore
Langside Resident (Santin, 1998, April 1)

-

"After we started [renovating houses], we noticed some neighbours have
decided to do some work as well, painting and drywalling. They seem to
be encouraged by what's going on. Now they're taking the initiative
themselves, that's exactly what we hoped would occur" Af Davies fieeutive Director. Li00 's Cfubof Winnipeg HOming Centres (Santin,
1998, April 1)
Informal conversations and formai planning sessions provided similar comments. Those
living and working in West Broadway had predictions, they had forecasts and they knew
what would need to happen iftheir efforts were to be successfùl. In one case, length of
residency and in the other case spin offrenovations would be m e u r e s of success. In
effect, they had aiready selected indicaton to measure their progress. These examples and

corresponding indicators may not be perfect indicators of revitalization progress. For
example, in the first comment the value of current residents is ignored in the desired
outcome of long term residency. However, they proved to this author that those living
and working in West Broadway had definite ideas about indicators of progress and that
those indicators needed to be discussed and debated.
When I initially set about on the task of develophg the database 1 asked people
what information they wanted in a database and they looked at me blankly.

But, when

they were posed with questions like, what is the goal or what do think will happen as a
result of your actions, they had no trouble answering. They provided the measures.
Through further discussion of goals and values with neighbourhood residents, 1 believed
the most reievant indicators to measure the progress of revitalization efforts in West

Broadway could be selected.
Having time now to reflect on this experience, 1 have concluded that the WBA's
desire to create a neighbourhood computer database had a considerabfe amount to do with
the predominance of the positivist concept of knowledge and the allure of data in western

society. In particular, the advent of sophisticated information technology has reùiforced
the idea that "information is powei' rather than "knowledge is power." At times this idea
overshadows our quest for real knowledge and planning has not been immune to this
danger. ïndeed Forester (1989:29) in PIunning in the Face of Power writes that the
concept that information is power is common in planning. This author subscribed to that
view in the beginning of this research on the topic of indicators in the form of what
Forester (1989:29) calls "liberal advocate planner." This planner advocates for under-

.

represented groups to gain quai access to technicd infonnation and resources in order to
participate more effectively in the planning process.
Writen outside planning literature wam that what often constitutes the information
strived for in this view is little more than meaningless bits and bytes of data and doesn't
really approach the knowledge required to understand complex planning issues. They are
taking a sober second look at the positivist concept of knowledge and the idea that
"information is power" in our society (Barnberger ,1999; She*

1997; Chodos, Murphy

& Hamovitch, 1997; Stoll, 1995; Splichal, Calabrese & Sparks, 1994).

Splichal, Calabrese and Sparks (1994) devote a whole volume of essays to the
subject of the information society and its impact on civil society. Mowlana (1994) in his
essay "Civil Society, Information Society, and Islamic Society" &tes that the second haif
of this century has given rise to the "information society" as a conceptual framework to
describe the development of modem societies. While Islamic society has always valued
communkative or oral transference of knowfedge, western societies highly rely on the
written word and more recently the electronic word for the transference of knowledge.
He daims that this reliance has degraded the transference of true knowfedge and wisdorn

is western society.
With the development of electronic technology, especially cornputers and
other infonnation adiaries, the West entered a new era in which the
production and distribution of data, though not necessarily information and
knowledge, became the central foci of society. The terrns "data,"
"infomation," and c'knowledgeT'tend to be used interchangeably in the
West. As 1have argued, the major characteristic of the so-called
postindustnai or idionnation revolution has been it's ability to produce and
distribute data, not necessarily information or knowledge, in large
quantities. (Mowlana 1994:222)

Bamberger (1999). when writing in the context of children's learning in "Action
Knowledge and Symbiotic Knowledge: The Computer as Mediatof' similarly warns that
this new age has blurred the lines between data, idormation and knowledge. She writes
t hat "information lies quietly in books, is gathered tiom others or accessed via the Web,"

whereas "knowledge is actively developed through experience, interpretation,
constructions, questions, faïlures, successes, values and so forth" (Bamberger237). Her
definition of information as a passive produa however seem to fly in the face of mon of

the hype surrounding the contemporary role of information in our society and its support
of the positivist view of knowledge (Dertouzos, 1997; Negroponte, 1995; Tapscott,
1996).

It seems that everywhere one tums someone is extolling the vimies of information

technology, whing to automate and "get online." We live in the "information age," we
travel down the "information super-highway" and when we' re tired, we say we're
experiencing "information overload." It hardly sounds passive at ail* In fact, it sounds
exciting and enticing, as if we're living and breathing it. This author was enticed by the
promise of this new age, and perhaps the positivist concept of knowledge in earlier
research on the topic of indicators, focusing on its technological aspects. Some might say
that the West Broadway AUiance was also enticed by the promise of idormation by
contracting this author to develop the West Broadway Neighbourhood Computer
Database without a clear idea ofits purpose or content. What is it that we are attempting
to achieve by trying to produce and acquire information that can be sorted and accessed at
millabytes per second? If it's lrnowledge we're trying to achieve, some might say that we

are going about it the wrong way.
There is a belief that with every paper written, every study conducted and every
indicator chosen we gain more insight into the problems facing urban neighbourhoods. As
planners, the piles of background reports, the f&büity d y s i s , population projections,
housing demand models can trick us into feeling somehow more powerfùi, better able to
handle the challenges facing our cities. Upon reflection most planners would agree that
this is somethes a false --se

of security. The f8a is, however simplistic it seems in

retrospect, that unless you interpret and debate the Uiformation, the uiformation is
meaningless.
As Midley (1989:6) in Wisdom, Information and Wonder points out, there have

been some theorists who clairn that human knowledge has been doubling itselfevery seven
years since the early 1960's. The only grounds for the claim, she writes, is the increase in
the number of scientSc papers being published at an ever-increasing rate. The problem is
that no one can possibly read aU these publications and in some cases they never reach the
minds of those who are in the best position to use and interpret that information to build
upon their own knowledge and this is particularly tme in the cornmunity building context.
Simply producing the information, or in this study indicators, is not going to create the
necessary knowledge on which to base appropnate action.
The argument she makes is similar to one made by Stoii (1995) in Silicon Snake
Oil: Second Th0ugh1.sON the Infoonntion Highway. He writes that the contemporary

notion that "information is powef' is patently flawed. Having information does not make

one powertiil. He notes that librarians, the keepen of vast amounts of information and
data, are "hardly a powertùl bunch." Yet the quest for faster modems, advanced search
engines, and petabytes' of database storage space continues. The result has been what

Shenk (1997) cdls a kind of "data smog," or an overabundance of data that challenges our
ability to properly arrange it in Our minds. He expresses this phenornena in a devastating
way.
Data smog gets in the wax it crowds out our quiet moments, and obstructs
much-needed contemplation. It spoils conversation, Iiterature, and even
entertainment. It thwarts skepticism, rendering us less sophisticated as
consumers and citizens. It stresses us out. (She& 1997:3 1)

While his description is somewhat "dooms-dayish"in nature, it causes us to contemplate
how the positivist concept of knowledge, its focus on scientific data, and the

corresponding support of information technology has challenged Our ability to process
what is reaily needed to solve probtems.
Technology allows us to stock pile data in ways never achieved before and that
ability can be enticing. This information stock piling dong the h e s of what Innes (1990)
calIs the "empirical tradition," and perhaps what the West Broadway database project
resdted in however, facilitate quick answers to questions iike what is the total number of
roorning houses in West Broadway? It in no way, answers the question, what political and
historical consequences have caused those rooming houses to exist and how do they
impact on the qudity of life in the neighbourhood?
It is the simple questions that can be easily found through an application of the

* A petabyte is a quadrillion bytes.

positivist concept of knowledge and the information h"rasuucture we strive to create.
The fact is that the ùifonnation age has created vast arnounts of data, some of it is
information, and it's only when you rnix in "experience, context, compassion, discipline,
humor, tolerance and humility" that you may get knowledge or even wisdom (Stoll,
1995:194). The more sticky questions branch into areas of health, politics, economics,

-

history. As Stoll (1995:124) puts it, "these questions requïre thinking their importance

isn't in the answers, but in what turns up during the research." What develops through the
process of research is knowledge.
Friedmann (1987) in Plminng and the Pttblic Domain: From Knowledge to
Action, writes that in a broad sense planning is about linking knowledge to action. Many
planners believe this to mean that by producing reports, holding public consultations,
making forecasts, researching history, designing alternative strategies cud developing

indicators, we are in some way trying to acquire the appropriate knowledge on which to

base actions. Whiie many plannen subscribe to this concept of planning, many do not
critically examine what really constitutes the knowledge in their actions. Most planning

theorists however, say that this question of epistemology, or a theory of knowledge, is at
the heart of any p l d g theory (Sandercock, 1998; Sandercock & Forsyth, 1992;Innes,
1998, 1995, 1990, 1987; Forester, 1989; Friedmann, 1987; Lim & Albrecht, 1987; Schon,

1983). Aithough this discussion of information and knowledge may at first seem

theoreticdy tangentid to the topic of indicator development, this chapter will illustrate
that it is not. In fact, detennining how to develop indicators in the West Broadway
context, or any other context for that matter, depends very much on how one views what

constitutes knowledge in planning and how it relates to action.

Pears (1971) in mat is ffiowkdge?. a book devoted to answenng that question,
writes that the question of knowledge raises more questions with only a few that are ever
effectively answered. Rather, "the probiem divides like the roots of a tree" that can be
traced back to the times of Plato and Aristotle and is key to any philosophical discussionThis study will avoid an in depth analysis of the various theories of knowledge discussed

in the philosophical literature, because such an attempt wodd most dehitdy wander into

an dtogether difEerent and complicated direction- It will sufice to say that the major issue
in the epistemology debate since the Enlightenment has centered around the concept of
reasoning versus perception as valid €omis of knowledge. The following two sections of
this chapter will explore these two "roots" or concepts of knowledge as they are
expressed in planning literature. They are what h e s (1987) calls the positivist and
phenornenological concepts of knowledge or what Sandercock (1998) calls the
Enlightenment epistemology and the epistemology of rnultiplicity.

-

2.2 The PositivWt Concept o f Knowlcdge: The Allure o f Data

The positivist concept of knowledge and its method are most akin to the idea of
conventional science. Its roots are in the work of the nineteenth century French
mathematician Auguste Comte and early twentieth century logical positivists Like Ludwig
Wittenstein, Bertrand Russell and G. E. Moore. In planning we look to the literature of

Max Weber, KarI Manheim, Herbert Simon, Harvey PerIoff,Karl Popper. Charles
Lindblom and many others who explored these ideas (Friedmann, 1987). The positivist
concept of knowledge embraces the beliefs that the social wodd is analogous to the
*

physical world and that the social world can be proven through a value-fiee scientific
method. It has been the overriding epistemology in planning and has prescribed a very
disjointed relationship between knourledgecreation and action.
The most prevailhg characteristic of the positivist concept of knowledge is its
belief that the social world can be understood and mastered like the physical world
(Haynes, 1987:75, Nosteman 1983: 216) and that society is iduenced by social laws in
the same way that the physical or natural world is innuenceci by the laws of physics,

evolution and others (Weber, 1956 in Friedmann, l987:99). Krushelnicki ( 1 982) in
''Understanding Planning on the Basis of Social Change" writes that this widely adopted
idea is evidenced in the language we use to describe many sociai phenornena. For
instance, we often append mechanical words such as 'pressure', 'fiction', 'inertia', and
'revolution' to the word 'sociai.' These and other examples "make the point that the
origins of social thought can be traced to an era where society was betieved to h c t i o n

Iike a machine'' (Krushelnicki: 3 1). This mechanical view of the social world has

reinforceci the ideas of efficiency, utility and rationality in planning and the belief that in
order to undersiand the social world, one must adopt the epistemology of the physical

wortd which is the scientific method.
The scientific method atternpts to observe the world objectively, without tàlsifying

observations with some preconceived view. It is concerned with that which can be
empincally observed using the five senses of sight, sound, touch, smell and taste
(Kiosterman, 1983). The validity of these observations is judged in temu ofthe degree to

which they can be reproduced through experimentation As Innes (1987:87) writes, the
positivist concept of knowledge "is about objeaively measurable things like behaviors,
prices, or numbers of housing units rather than more elusive issues like life styles or
neighborhood character." The positivist concept of knowledge purports that "scientSc
statements are statements about the world as it really is" (Friedmann l987:41). In fact
positivism goes so far as to say that any statements which are not scientificaiiy verifiable
are not cognitively meaningfLl (Lirn & Albrecht, 1987) and therefore do not constitute

valid knowledge.
Xone were to construct a hierarchy of what constitutes knowledge in the positivist
model, it would appear Iike an inverted triangle that stnves for validity rather than
rneaning. It expresses that valid knowledge is best achieved through scientificaiiy
verifiable information and data which are placed at the top of the hierarchy (Figure 1.).
Ideas derived noai experience such as intuition, emotion and tacit knowledge are viewed
as inferior to data and information and are placed at the bottom of the hierarchy.

Indicators in the positivist concept of knowledge find their place in the hierarchy within

the realrn of information and data, as objective observations of social processes and status.

POSlTlVlST
KNOWLEDGE
HIERARCHY

PHENOMENOLOGICAL
KNOWLEDGE
HIERARCHY
EXPERIENCE

lNFORMATlON

WDlCATORS

INFORMATION

Figure 1. The Positivist and Phenomenological Hierarchies of Knowledge
Source: Author

Innes (1 987:87) in "Knowledge and Action: Making the Link" characterizes the

positivist concept of knowledge in a similar way by outlining its five main assumptions.
1. Knowledge consists of measurable facts which have independent reality.
2. These facts may be discovered by a disinterested observer applying
expkit, replicable methodology.
3. Knowledge also consists in general laws and principles relating variables
to one another.
4. Such laws can be identified through logical deduction fiom assumptions
and other laws and through testing hypotheses empirically under
controlled external conditions.
5. The tme scientist will give up his most chenshed ideas in the face of
convincing evidence.

The second and nfth assumptions imply that planners as experts can clearly

separate values fiom facts in the decisions and actions they take. Nosterman (1983) in
"Fact and Value in PlanningTT
writes that this is one of the most widely accepted beliefs in
the social sciences and planning. Aniculated, it is a beliefthat in theory and in practice,

faaual statements are those which daim something is tme or fdse. in contrast, value
statements are those which suggest that something is good, bad, ought to be done, should
be prohibited, and so on. It purports that factual statements can be conclusively proven,

whereas value statements are a matter of personal taste which can o d y be confirmed or
declined by personal decision (Klosterman, I 983:2 18).

While most planners now recognize that such a clear distinction between fact and
value cannot always be drawn because there is a certain degree of intentionality in
everything we do Ofaynes, 1987; Klosterman, 1983), it is still an ideal to which many
plannen aspire (Baum, 1996, Dalton, 1986). To uphold even a semblance of this ideal
means that planners must avoid the question of value by restncting their analyses to

objective questions of fact, dlowing elected officials and the public to debate and resolve
the questions of value.
The result is a belief that knowledge creation in planning should be kept away from
the messy political and emotional world of action. Many authors have described the
rational planning paradigm in a way that demonstrates this rather disjointed relationship
between knowledge and action (Baum, 1996; h e s , 1990, 1987). Most oflen in the
rational planning mode1 it is described as an " a m i s length" relationship where the
production of knowledge or information is kept away from the actual process of decision

making or action.

Baum (1996) quotes Banfield's (1955) description of rational decision making as a
demonstration of how this operates in the r a t i o d planning model.

The decision-maker considers al1 of the alternatives (courses of action)
open to him...; he identifies and evaluates al1 the consequences which
would follow nom the adoption of each alternative...;and he selects that
alternative the probable consequences of which would be preferable in
ternis of his most valued ends (Banfield, 1955:3 14).
This description connotes a very conscious, step-by-step. almost appealingly tidy process.
The decision-maker is fùiiy aware at al1 times ofwhat is informing bis actions and

rationally he makes a decision. The knowledge presented in fiont of h i d e r has been
created in a separate room somewhere by an objective planner, presumably an expert in
the issue at hand. That knowledge rnanifests itself tangibly in the fom of papers, reports,
tables and graphs which represent objective facts, theones and analysis. They are based
on formal or scientific research conducted under controlled conditions which can easily be
interpreted and weighed against the explicit desires of the public.

Some suggest that this idealized process and the use of positivist knowledge
remain dominant in planning and are pervasive in western societies (Baum, 1996; Innes,
1990; Dalton, 1986).
...it has become an implicit working model that fiames the expectations of
the average participants or observer about the role of information in policy.
Though experts and those deeply involved may know the reality to be more
complex, no one has thus far offered an equivdent alternative view. The
"scientificY'model remains, ifonly by default, the principal way in which we
understand and prescnbe for the use of knowledge in policy (Innes*
1WO:3).

However, over the last two decades more and more authors and practitioners are
challenging this relationship between knowledge and action and the positivist concept of

knowledge as an epistemology for planning. Fust they challenge that the process
prescribed to by the positivia concept of knowledge does not accurately reflect the reality

of actual planning practice (Innes 1998, 1995, 1990, 1987; Forester, 1989; Friedmann,
1987, 2973; Schon, 1983). In reality the Iink between knowledge and action is far more
cornplex, iterative and intemuined. Second, the positivist concept of knowledge and its
focus on information and data have effectively excluded other kinds of knowledge. In
particuiar, we have ignored the knowledge ofwomen and marginaüzed people

(Sandercock, 1998, Sandercock & Forsyth, 1992).
I ~ e(1987)
s
claims that planners rarely play such a divided role as either
knowledge provider or knowledge user. She cites a study by Howe (1980) that identified
that planners neither view themselves as strictiy technical or politid, but rather a
combination of the two. Further, most planners do not h d themselves within a
organizational structure that has the resources to do the kind of rigorous research required

by the positivist concept of knowledge. Planners oflen use less than scientinc rnethods for
knowledge creation such as "windshield surveys, walking neighbourhoods, taiking to
people, and generaily gathering information in an ad hoc way" m e s ; 1987:87).
When the resources are in place to do extensive research or "knowledge creation"
the information produced is not used in the step wise procedure prescribed by the rational
planning method. In her research on social indicaton and coiiaborative planning practiceq
h e s (1998, 1995, 1990) has found that in most instances it is very diBcuIt to determine
what impact positivist knowledge has on decision making. In instances where information

has had an impact on the actions of participants in the planning process it was not that the

information prescribed a particular course of action. Rather, it was the conclusions drawn
fiorn the discussions, debates and aaivities surrounding the production and anaiysis of the
information that became embedded in peoples' actions.

In other words the most

influentid information in planning is that which is socially constructeci in the very
community which is meant to use it. These social processes h e s (1995) clairns are what
turn information into knowledge and in tum into action.

The implications for these conclusions are such that they challense the very
foundation of rational planning and the positivist concept of knowledge; the importance of
the arm's length professional or expert. These conclusions were previously supported in
theory by other prominent planning theorists such at Friedmann, who in Retrockng

America (1973) and Plarining in the Public Domain (1987) wntes about the wide gap
between expert planner and the average person. He concludes that neither actor's
knowledge is superior in the planning process. Rather they should both come together in
a kind of mutuai leamhg to solve problems. Schon (1 983) in the Reflcfive Pracfifior~er:
How Professimal Think in Action takes apart the whole notion of expert and professional

knowledge. He writes that professionals not only apply technicd reason in their practice,
they also rely a great deal on tacit knowledge and a kind of 'reflection-in-action' that is

unique to each context, not dependent on established theory and technique. Forester
(1989) in PIanning in the Face of Power draws on the work of Habermas (1984) in
7heot-y of Communicative Action and concludes that what planners really do amounts to a

kind of interactive and communicative activity.

AU of these challenges to the positivist concept of knowledge tend to demystify the
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supremacy of expert or professionai knowledge that has long been the daim of rational
planning. They propose that "what ordinary people know is at least just as relevant as
what is found through systematic professional inquiry " (Innes, 1995: 185). Sorne cntical
theorists suggest that the predominance of scientific rationality however, has reinforced
existing power structures and has effectively silenced the knowledge of many of these
"ordinary" rnembers of society (Habermas, 1984). Sandercock (1998) writes that the
positivist concept of knowledge, which has traditiondy subordinated the views of women,
minorities and lower classes, is now being challenged because it does not accurately
represent al1 realities. These feminist, postmodem and post-colonial criticisms advocate
that differences must be incorporated into a new epistemology of planning. It rnust reject
the dualism of reason versus perception to better represent the pluralism of today's world.
Innes (1987) talks about this new epistemology as the phenomenologicai concept of
knowledge. Sandercock (1998) calls it an epistemology of multiplicity.

2J The Phcaomcnologiul Concept o f Knowledge: Embracing Esperience

The phenomenological concept of knowledge as described in planning iiterature
(Sandercock, 1998; h e s , L998. 1995, 1990, 1987; Forester, 1989; Friedmann, 1987,
1973; Lim & Albrecht, 1987; Schon, 1983) is rooted in the important twentieth century

philosophical movement of phenornenology. Whiie the phenomenological concept of
knowledge and its application in planning have not had the tirne or practice to become as

cleady defined as the positivist concept of knowledge (frines, 1987). severai key feanires
have emerged. Unlike the positivist concept of knowledge, the phenomenological concept

of knowledge recognizes that there are no absolute truths, science is not value fiee,
knowledge is socially constructed and there are different ways of knowing, many of which

are derived simply from experience (Table 1.). Further, unlike the positivist concept of
knowledge it provides a stronger link between knowledge and action.

1
1

Cornparison of Concepts of Knowîedge

Positivist

-

1

Phenomenological
world is socially constructed and subjective

the world is extemal and objective
science is value free

science is driven by human interests
m

scientific method to establish one truth
self-evident truths

1
1

I

multiple methods to establish different views

1

observations

Table 1. Comparison of Positivist and Phenornenological Concepts of Knowledge

Source: Author
If one were to construct a hierarchy of what constitutes knowledge fiom a

p henomenological perspective it would appear like the positivist hierarchy, but with its
components reversed and the search for meaning being held as more important than

I

objective validity (Figure I .). Meaning is best achieved through the products of
experience and therefore it resewes the highest order of the hierarchy. Einstein (195430)

-

supports this idea, writing that "knowledge exists in two forms lifeless, stored in books,
and alive, in the consciousness of men" and that "the second form of existence is after al1
the essential one; the first, indispensable as it may be, occupies only an inferior position."

His comment also reflects that the p henomenological concept of knowledge does not
reject science, but -ratherrecognkes that the positivist concept of knowledge, via facts,

statistics and research hdings is not the only valid way to know and understand al1 that is
true about the world. Rather the phenomenological concept of knowledge begins to look

at an epistemology of multiplicity (Sanderwck 1998:76).
Imes (1987:88) describes this idea of multiplicity by writing that the goal of the
phenornenological or interpretive approach is to "rnake sense of particular situations rather

than primarily to make generalizations." It attempts to understand the meaning of a
specific phenornenon in its own terms and contexts, whereas the positivist approach looks
to universal causes and effects k e those attainable within study of the physical or naturd

world. The phenomenological concept of knowledge believes there are many tniths and
no absolutes and that knowledge creation is a social process that includes many ways of
knowing.
Innes (1987:88) describes knowledge creation as a process that involves and
altemates between the subjective and objective. She uses two examples to iliustrate this
point. First she writes that this process is like the way children attach meaning to words.
Children exPenence something fira hand in the world and then others give those

experiences names and explanations. Each time that child has that experience the meanhg
of the word or concept becomes e ~ c h e and
d the phenornena develops an objective form.
Sirnilady she writes that adults develop their understanding of the public world in the same

way through their subjective experiences mixed with explanation and stories tiom others,
like intellectual and political Leaders.
This is similar to what Friedmann (1987:43) describes as a kind of social
construction of knowledge He suggests that aU knowledge whether derived fiom
scientific research or personal experience is validated through a kind of social or
interactive process. Evidence itselfdoes not constitute knowledge, rather knowledge is
deveioped through our discussions about such evidence. Values and goals therefore can
not be omitted fiom process because whenever we engage in these discussions we bMg
our desires, experiences and passions to bear upon them.

The construction of knowledge must therefore be regarded as an intensely
social process, with its own interpersonal and group dynamics. Because
human beings pursue ends, have desires, and want their views to be
accepted by others, communication processes are structured both
politically and theoreticaliy. The knowledge we have about the world is
part a reflection of our values Friedmann, 1987:43).
Imes (1995: 185) suggests that planning has little experience n u r t u ~ these
g
kinds of
social processes to access rneaningful knowledge, but it must if planning is to remain
legitimate.
Sandercock (1998:77-82) writes that this c m be achieved through a new
epistemology of multiplicity that recognizes and gives equal status to at least six dBerent
ways of knowing in addition to scientific knowledge. First, planning should begin to

.

recognize knowledge through dialogue m e s , 1998, 1995; Healey, 1997; Forester, 1989).
Not only should we hear the words of others, we should Ieam to listen attentively and

We can hear the words, but miss what is meant. We can hear what is
intended, but miss what is important. We can hear what is important, but
neglect the person speaking. As we listen, though we can l e m and nurture
reiationships. Listening is an act of being attentive, a way of being in a
moral wor1d. We can make a difference by listenhg or failing to do so,and
we can be held responsible as a result (Forester, 1989:108).
Sandercock (1998) suggests that we should aiso b e sure to ~isiento d l those affeaed by
the issue concerned and not only in the usual situations offormal planning. We should
listen to structured dialogue, but also leam to listen to the eveiyday stories that people

relate (Mandelbaum, 1991).
Second, we should accept knowledge nom experience. Often times people biow
more about something thtough their experience, than they can articulate in words. It
sometimes cornes in the form of intuition or tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1962). It is Mce the
idea that we can distinguish a person's face that we know fiom a million other faces, yet

cannot quite explain or descnbe how we recognize it (Schon, 198952). Sandercock
(1998)suggests that it is important to tap into people's tacit knowledge particularly when
working in disempowered communities. h e s (199858) writes that through her shidies

of consensus building, peoples' experiences have proven to play just as large a role in
planning as technicd information.
Third, we should recognize local biowledge. Sirnply stated, we should recognue
that those who best know the streets, the parks, the places in a neighbourhood are those

who walk on hem, play in them and are surrounded by them eveiy day of their lives.
Sandercock (1998) niggests that the positivist concept of knowledge has made plannen
believe that these perspectives are tainted by emotion and seIfinterest and therefore
shoutd be avoided. Innes (199858) suggests that local knowledge elucidates problems in
ways that science cannot. She uses an example of a planning situation where fisherrnen

expressed that they couldn't catch as many bass in their bay as they did previously. In that
situation, scientists disrnissed the story as anecdota but other participants saw the stories

as authentic indicators and demanded that more studies be conducted into the probIem.
Fourth, knowledge is also manifested through non-verbal or symbolic messages.
We shouId leam to read what is contained in music, poetry, murais, photographs, graffiti,

theatre and other foms of human expression (Innes, l998:59). Sandercock (1 998)
suggests that once we learn to read these symbolic forms of knowledge, we can learn
about people's hopes and anxîeties particularly in the conten of dSerent cultural or class
settings.

Fifth, knowledge also cornes in the form of contemplative or appreciative
knowledge which is very different fiom instrumental knowledge. It is a kind of spintual
knowledge that is celebrated and passed down through storytehg and by example, but
cannot be explained through rational discourse. Rather, it is followed as a 'way of life.'
Sandercock (1998) suggests that this kind of knowledge is manifesteci in the different
attitude that some native cultures have toward nature and their place within it.
Finaliy, some suggest (Friedmann, 1987; Schon, 1983) that there is a sort of
knowledge that comes nom 'doing' or 'action.' It requires that as we take action in the

.

worfd, we must continually and purposefully refiect on those actions. Sandercock (1998)
suggests that for 'action Iearning' to be tmly effective, planners must work with and fiom
the perspective of disempowered communities, rather from the state of expert position.
Ail six of these ways of knowing are context specinc and Sandercock (1998:83) suggeas
that knowing when and where to use them is the "artistry of planning."
Imes (1987) writes that thk account of how meaninfil knowledge is created is a
more redistic representation of how pIannins practice actudy works. Kt aiso provides for

a stronger link between knowledge and action. The communication of knowledge

becomes a highly iterative, two-way conversation and not just the expert providing
information to the layman or the poticy rnaker. This approach more effectively motivates
people to action in two ways. First, it cornes not ody in the form of charts and graphs, it
cornes in the form of stories and examples. The emotions and vividness of this knowledge
tends to engage people in a more active way. Second, wtien people are participants in
knowledge creation, they feel the knowledge is their own. When they can see that
research or analysis is grounded in their own values and understandings, they have a stake

in using the results. Finaiiy, when a phenomenologicai concept of knowledge is adopted,
knowledge creation never stops. It is a continual process which permits ideas to change
with a comrnunhy's values and goals, and therefore remains relevant. These benefits
suggest that it is advantageous to adopt a phenomenological concept of knowledge when

developing indicators as tools for planning.

.

2.4 Indicators: Defined by Experienct

In fact the phenomenologkai concept ofknowledge seems more appropriate t~ the
development of indicators because of what indicaton realiy are. Many people think of
indicators within the positivist concept of knowledge. It is taken for granted that they are
objective masures that are value fiee. The reality is however, that indicaton are
intnnsically value laden, subjective and particular. When we set out to identia an issue to
be measured and when we define, operationalue and interpret thaî masure, we are

informed by our values, goais and normative ideas. In this way, it seems more fitting to
accept this reality and adopt a epistemology of multiplicity to be sure that the indicators
we choose equitably represent, as broadly and inclusively as possible, the values, goals and

noms in any given community. This can be fiirther explained by carefùlly defining what
indicators are and what they are not.
Recent discussions about measuring the well-being of d i e s and neighbourhoods

have adopted the terms community indicators (Beslerne, Maser & Saverstein, 1999),
neighborhood indicators (Sawicki & Flynn, 1996), niaainabïfity iadicators (Hart,1996;
MacLaren, 1996) or quality-of-life indicators (IISD & City of Winnipeg, 1998) in place of
the older tenn "social indicators." The distinction between the older and more recent

terms is more a matter of fbnction than definition (Tyler Noms Associates et al., 1997;
Besleme & MuIlin, 1997). It represents a shift to thinking about developing social
indicators at the local level and using specific concepts, such as sustainability or quality-oflife, in the selection and design of the indicator fkameworks. For the purpose of this
chapter however, the sole terni "indicator," without a preceding adjective, is used in place

.

of al1 other terms. Its definition however, can be derived from Iiterature surrounding the
definition of socid indicators. It is in that debate that the distinction between indicators

and data is made.
As Innes (1990:42) points out, data is "factual information (as rneasurements or

statistics) used as a basis for reasoning, discussion, or calculation." Indiators extend
beyond data and constitute rneanuigfùl information by the fact that they have meaning in a

paràailar context. As StoU (1 995) in Silicon Snake Oii: Second Thuughts on the
I n f d o n Highway points out:

Data is not information, anymore than fi@ tons of cernent is a skyscraper.
A string of bits might represent a draft treaty between two nations, a slice
fiom a rock video, a thousand digits of TF,or random noise. Data is just
bits and bytes.. .grains of sand without a concrete aggregate. Information
has utiiity. It has meaning. (Stoll, 1995:194)

How indicators derive their rneaning may be most easily understood through an
examination of the word itself. For this author, it was initiaiiy the easiest way to
understand how indicators are different fiorn data. To "indicate" sirnply means to point
out or show. if sornething is "indicative," it suggests or gives "indication" of something.
Alone, data or statistics have Little meaning, but once they are applied to or developed

from a concept, they begin to gain meaning or become indicators. For exarnple, the
amount of cash contributions to regionai arts organizations is an administrative statistic or
piece of data When thought about in terms of civic participation or pride however, it
becomes an indicator of something meaninfil in that community. Sidariy, library
circulation rates are considered administrative statistics. When studying the librw's role

as a community facility however, librmy circulation rates can indicate something about

education and community belonging in the tibrary's neighborhood?
Redefining Progressa also takes a simple approach when defining what an indicator
is.
Indicaton are s m d bits of information that reflect the statu of larger
systems. The gas gauge and speedometer on your car are classic examples,
and so is your body temperature. When we can't see the condition of
something directly or in its entirety whether it's a car, a person, an
educational system, or a whole community - we need indicators to make
those conditions visible. (Tyler Norris Associates et ai., l997:Z)

-

Cariey (198 1) similady begins by looking at the definition of a social indicator

using an analogy. He wrïtes that in everyday Life we rely on certain indicators of concepts.

The color or temperature of a person's face for example are crude hdicators of a penon's
health. He writes that governments and public policy makers, similar to physicians are in
the business of improving individual and societal weii-being. To do this, there mua be

meanirements to ascertain whether this is taking place. He states that u&e

in medicine,

there are no direct measures of societal well-being. Therefore "surrogates" for more
direct rneasures must be established.
These surrogates may be termed social indicators - which are measures of

These indicators were seiected by the Joint Venture's Index of Silicon Valley and
Sustainable Seattle indicators projects respectively (Tyler Noms Associates et al., 1997:
Appendk).
Redefining Progress is a public policy organization based in San Francisco, California
that researches and advocates alternative ways to meanire weli-being including the
development of the Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI). One program of the o r g h t i o n
is the National Indicators Program. The Community Indicators Network, a component
project has identifiai and surveyed 150 community indicators projects in Canada and the
United States.

an observable trait of social phenornenon which establishes the value of a
different unobservable trait of the phenornena (Cariey, 1981:2)
in other wotds, "the number of crime-less days" is a surrogate for the less observable trait

of ' ' d e streets." Imes (1990:95) supports that this mediai analogy as a definition was a
cornmon conception in the early practice of social indicators. It became problematic
however, when proponents began to expand the use of social indicators to forecasting,
anaiysis, evaluation and policy making. The "diagnosis" definition redy ody allows for
describing society quantitatively. It neglects to criticdy dserentiate itseff fkom socid

statistics by addressing the issue of weU-being in terms of a society's values, goals or

normative interests.
Recogninng the inefficiency of such a simple interpretation many researchen
began to qua]@ their definitions with additional requirements or limitations. Each

aîtempted in some way to constnict a working definition of a social indicator. Mon
however, did not entireiy agree on one universal. In fact, when asked the question is one
universally accepted definition possible, likely or even worthwhile, Carley (198 1:29)

writes that it is "most certainly worthwhiie, and definitely possible, but hardly Wrely." He
goes on to write that although one single agreed upon definition may be unattainable, the
process of attempting to define social indicators was cntical to the advancement of
knowledge in the field.
The first to attempt to really define social indicators, and often referred to as the
father of the social indicators movement (Nol, 1996)' was Raymond Bauer. In his 1966
edited volume, Social lndicutors, he opens by defining the topic quite broadly.

Social indicators are statics, statistical series, and aii other forms of
evidence that enable us to assess where we stand and are going with
respect to o w values and goals, and to evaluate specinc programs and
determine their impact. (Bauer, 1966:1)
In this definition, Bauer puts forward the only component of a definition that most
researchers have agreed upon (Rossi & Gilmartin, 1980:15; Sheldon & Freeman,
1970:97). Indicators are statistical tirne series that help to i d e n e long terrn trends and

penodic fluctuations in certain conditions over an extended penod of time. They can be
expressed as variables such as the totai number of households ushg food banks. Or they

can be expressed as a fùnction of a variable such as the number of black unemployed
persons over the totai number of unemployed persons.' They can be disaggregated
according to geography or demographic characteristics such as age or sen Or, several
indicators can be weighted then aggregated into a single masure of an overall trend c d e d

an index (Rossi & Gilmartin, 1980: 18). An example of this is the proposed aitemative to
the Gross National Product, The Genuine Progress Indicator (Rowe & Anielski, 1999).

It is the second, less mechanical component of the definition that really begins to
differentiate social "indicators" tiom social "statistics" and beguis to express these
variables as meaningful infomüition. Bauer expressly links social indicators with values
and goals. Whereas previous attempts at measuring societal well-being attempted to

appear neutral and objective, Bauer's definition openly recognizes that social indicators

are not only meant to describe the course of society quantitatively, but also to shed light

These two indicators were seiected by the Quality of Life Indicators in Toronto and the
Life in Jacksonville: Quality Indicators for Progress projects respectively (Tyler Noms
Associates et ai., 1997: Appendk).

on our progress towards Our values and goals. By doing so he was the first to express
that indicator development is not a value neutral endeavor.
A definition that takes one step tiirther than Bauer's was put forth by The U.S.

Department of Heaith, Education, and Welfare (DHEW) in T'ards a Social Reporl
(1 969). This definition ftrther differentiates social indicators £iom social statistics by

stating that social indicators are to be output measures of welfive that have a normative

component,
A social indicator is a statistic of direct normative interest which facilitates
concise, comprehensive, and balanced judgements about the conditions of
major aspects ofsociety. It is, in all cases, a direct meanire of welfare and
is subject to the interpretation that ifit changes in the 'right' direction,
while other things remain equal, things have gotten better, or people are
better o f Thus, statistics on the numbers of doctors or policemen could
not be social indicators, whereas figures on health or crime rates could be.
@HEW 1969:97)

The normative component of DHEW's definition impiies that social indicators
should measure or gauge society's relation towards the way things "should" be. For some
researchers, this definition wandered too far from rational planning precepts with the

inclusion of this normative aspect. Impiying that there is a 'right' direction in the
movernent of the Uidicator imposed a value laden aspect to their aoalysis, which many

were uncornfortable with at that time. Furthermore, some felt that the normative
component was restrictive because noms or values change in society and what may be
relevant today, rnay not be relevant tomorrow (Henderson, 1974:35; Land, 1971; Shetdon
and Freeman, 1970).

Since then most researchers recognke that attempts to remain one hundred percent

value neutral in indicator development are in vain (Haynes, 1987; Klostennan, 1983).
Others have expressed that accepting and recognizing and even embracing the value laden
aspect of indicator development aids in their relevance to policy issues and program
development (Imes, 19998, 1995, 1990, 1987;Tyler Norris Associates et al., 1997).

mer reviewhg several definitionsKenneth Land (1975) proposed the following
definition-

Social indicators are statistics which measure social conditions and changes
therein over time for varÏoussegments of population. By social conditions,
we mean both the extemai (social and physical) and the intenial (subjective
and perceptual) contexts of human existence in a given society. (Land,
1975:14)
It seems that Land's definition avoids the "value fiee" debate of social indicators

by not making reference to welfare, normative interests, values or goals. Yet, Land's

definition opens another discussion that was not without criticism with regards to
subjective versus objective indicators. Land is explicit that a definition should include a
reference that social indicators not only measuse objective, matter of fact, occurrences in

society, but also subjective or personal perception of social conditions; a comment shared

by current advocates of cornmunity indicator development (Colorado Tmst et al., 1996,
CCSD, 1996).
Although researchers in the area of social indicator developrnent have had trouble
corning to a succinct dennition of social indicators, the most prominent researchers
confirm that indicaton are not shply data (Bauer, 1996; DHEW, 1969; Land, 1975).

They are meshed with Our perception of weii-being, Our goals. values, and normative
interests.

2.5 Conclusion

Clearly, indicators are not the objective instruments that they may be perceived as
under the positivist concept of knowledge. They are information thaï only gain meaning
and importance through the values and goals embedded in them by those who develop and

interpret them Funher, the positivist concept of knowledge and its reliance on the expertdnven scientific method and its disjointed relationship between knowledge and action have
meant that many have been exciuded fiom the creation of indicators. Therefore traditional

indicators have not always equitably represented the values and goals of the various
constiiuencies they have impact on. The phenomenological concept o f knowledge, on the
other hand, seeks to overcome the rather limiting nature of the positivist concept of
knowledge. By accepting that the most useful knowledge is socially constructed, the
phenomenological concept of knowledge embraces new ways to encourage that
construction to take place. These new ways of knowing or the 'epistemology of
multiplicity' provides an excelient approach to explore for the development of indicaton
that truly reflect the values and goals of a community.

WhiIe the recent surge in community indicator projects can b e p d y attributed to
the pervasive qualities of the positivist concept of knowledge, there is reason to believe
that the emerging 'epistemology of multiplicity' is contnbuting to the way these indicator

projects are carried out in practice. A brief history of social measurement and a
description of the characteristics of the new community indicators movement
demonstrates this.

3.0 Indicator Movements
Any attempt to select meaningfid indicators of progress is done with the benefit of
a solid foundation laid by successive movements of social measurement that culminated in
the landmark "social indicaton movement" of the 196û's and 70's. Although the original
flurry or excitement surrounding the rnovement waned in the 1 9 8 0 ' ~there
~ has been a

resurgence in social measurement in the 1990's in the form of what has been termed the
"community indicators movement." Human Resources DeveIopment Canada and the

Canadian Council of Social Development daim that "social indicators are back in vogueT'
(HRDC, 1998). Redenning Progress, an Amencan public policy organization that

researches and advocates alternative ways to measure weU-being has identined and
surveyed over 150 community indicators projects in Canada and the United States and has
set-up a program (The National Indicators Program) specificdly to examine and promote
community indicator development. Countless other researchers and programs are also

reexamining the benefits and processes of social measurernent (Beslerne, Maser &
Siverstein, 1999; Cobb & Rixford, 1998; Besleme & Mullin, 1997; Kingsley, 1997;
Andrews, 1996; Sawicki & Craig, 1996; Sawicki & Flynn, 1996).

Ifwhat we are experiencing with the comunity indicators movement is a kind of
revival, it raises several important questions. Where did indicators go and why are they

back? What spurred the social indicators movement, what caused its decline? What has
been Ieamed fiorn its mistakes and successes? What makes this new movement different

and what are its challenges? Finally, how can al1 this history provide insight for
neighbourhoods who are searchg for meaninfil indicaton of cevitaiization progress?
50

3.1 Early Social Measunment

The recent emergence of the community indicators movement should not be
thought of as appearing t o m nowhere. indeed, the practice of measuring societal
phenomena for public decision making has a long and detailed history (See Cobb &
M o r d , 1998; Imes; 1990; Miles, 1985; Carley, 198 1; Rossi & Gilmartin, 1980; De
Neufille, 1975). In Canada the tradition can be traced back to the 17"' century with the
first North Amencan ceasus pecformed by Jean Talon in 1665 (Statistics Canada 1998)-

This first census recorded the population of the French colony by age, occupation,

marital status, and relationship to head of the farnily. It also measured the characteristics
of industry, agriculture, lumber, domestic animals, seigneuries, government buildings and

churches (Statistics Canada, 1998). The resdts of this census were used to guide many
policies including one that arrangeci for 900 women, filles du roi, to arrive in the colony
fiom France because the census showed that men outnumbered women nearly two to one.
This kind of simple application of these meanires became more difncult of course as social
phenomena of North Amenca becarne more complex with increased population and
industriaiization. The cornmitment to social measurernent however, continued dong the
iines of what Innes (1990) calls the "empirical tradition" or what Cobb & M o r d (1998)

c d the "inductive7'or "descriptive'* approach. For clarification, this study will use the
term "positivist approach" to mean an approach whereby data is gathered fkst and its
interpretation follows.
Innes (1990) describes this process in the 1grncentury whereby statisticians would
gather data with no hypothesis or problem in rnind. Simply, large quantities of data were

organized into generaf topic areas, then tabulated and presented without any
interpretation. She writes that this approach was baseci on a false assumption that often
still exists with policy makers today; "if you have it al1 [the data] in front of you in more or
Iess raw fonn, you will suddenly see what it irnplies" (Innes, 1990: 13).
Cobb and m o r d (1998) trace an early history of this approach in the United
States beginning with the earfy prison refonners of 18 10 who, to prove that the justice

system had broken down, used tables showkg the number of inmates d i awaiting trial.

The temperance movement in the 1830's similarly used statistics on the amount ofgrain
devoted to alcohol production to prove that alcohol was econornically wastefbl and that
its consumption ultimately promoted poverty and criminal behaviour (Cohen, 1982212).
Sirnilarly, the second haifof the 19&century saw labour statistics used to combat low
wages, unemployment and poor working conditions (Cobb & Rixford, 1998:6). These

types o f efforts continued into the early twentieth cenhiiy.

The 1920's and 1930's rnarked an important stage in the foundation of social
measurement. This period was characterized by rapid social change that materiaiized in
crime, urban sprawl, women's sufnage, race nots and child welfare (De Neufville, 1975:
40). In the United States these changes provoked a desire for the establishment of social

rneasures to somehow make sense of al1 these transformations. President Hoover
established the Research Cornmittee on Social Trends and in 1933 they published their
report Recent Social Trenak Over 1500 pages in length, it focused on such topics as

race, education, women, health and environment, communications and leisure activities
(De Neufilie, 1975:40). Some hailed the report as a crowning achievement in social

measurement, while others considered it practically useless (Cobb & Rubord, 1998).
Those who viewed the reports as ineffixtual ciaimed that the data didn't help
c l a i e public issues or debates, because its authors followed the positivist approach,
believing that social reports should present objective facts and not opinions (Bulmer,
1983; De Neufville, 1975). Therefore the reports lacked interpretation and policy

recommendations which didn't help to better understand or solve the problems of the

Great Depression. After the Second World War the €baisshifted to econamic issues,
employment and a more concerted effort toward better measurement of economic
indicators. As Cobb and Rudord (1998:8) put it "the study of social trends was on the
back burner" until the social indicators movement of the 1960's and 70's.

3.2 The Social Indicaton Movement

The social indicators movement of the 1960's and 1970's coincided with the whole
social awakening of that era. Issues of equality and polarization received public attention
and prominence in political debate (Noll, 1996). On one hand it was a period of great

a u e n c e and economic indicators played a large role in public discussion. On the other
hand it was a period that exposed the other side of afnuence, poverty, and the limitations

of economic indicato~to adequately measure the impacts of this reality.

In the eady I960's,economists successfùlly used a number of economic indicators
to influence governent policies such as cutting taxes, which inflated the gross national
product (GNP) to a predicted level (Carley, 198 1:17). This success and others, caused
some social scientists and researchers to propose that an anaiogous set of social measures

be established to influence social policy in the sarne way (Andrews, 1989). In o.ther words

if "social theory and planning were given equivalent institutionai support, they surmised
that social policy could be rationalized in the way economic policy had been" (Cobb &

Rixford, 1998:9).
At the same time that some were looking to the success of economic indicators for
direction, others were beginning to recognize that these masures "were sirnply inadequate
indicaton of unerghg devebpments and issues uiader prevailing conditions of rapid social
change and severe social arains" (Johnston, 1989). Concern was shifhg to social
problems such as poverty, health, environmental pollution, unernployment and housing
(Rossi and Gilmartin, l98O:Z). They suggested that improved methods of social
measurement and expanded data collection capabiiities were required to tackle these real
problems of the day.
Therefore, in the 1960's and 1970's a flurry of activity around social measurement
developed. The establishment of several permanent organizations and periodicals served
to increase communication between researchers and practitioners in the field of social
measurement, notably the U.S. Center for Coordination of Research on Social Indicators
in 1972 and the international journal SociaI lndicatws Resemch in 1974 (Rossi &
Gihartin, 1980:lO). ui addition, by 1972 a bibiiography with more than one thousand
entnes on the topic of social indicators was pubtished (Wilcox, 1972). The focus of these
publications and the overall movement was national in scope and concerned with
producing social information for govenunent policy setting (Besleme & Mullin, 1997).

The most signifiant publication, SociaI Inciica~ors(Bauer I966), previously

mentioned when denning indicators, launched the movement. It resulted tiom a project
undertaken by the Arnerican Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1962 for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. The purpose ofthe project was to determine what
social impacts or "unintended consequencesy'the American Space Program had on
American society. The principal authon Raymond Bauer, Albert Bideman and Bertram
Gross conceded that such a task was very diaicult due to a lack of sufficient data and
instead advocated for inaeased colIection of social statisocs published in a social report

and a system of social accounts to guide policy.
Another notable publication of the movement was Tnvmd a Social Reporr
(DHEW, l969), also previously mentioned when defining indicators. It followed-up on
the recommendations of Social Indicarors (1966) and firrther advocated for national
annuai social reports. These social reports which were eventualiy developed in the United
States (Social Indc4tors), the United Kingdom (Social Trenak),Canada (Perspective
Cm&)

and many other countries were characterized by large compendia of charts,

tables and text that attempted in a very broad way to describe what was happening to
social trends at a national level (Carley, 198 1:3). These reports marked the broadest
effort of the social indicators movement.

However, these landmark reports of the social indicaton movement in many ways
camied almg the "positivist approach" to social measurement (Innes, 1990). In the US.

under the Nixon administration, their annual reports began to seek greater neutrality and
lacked interpretation or reference to policy issues. A study of Canadian social reports
similady showed that the reports were primarily used by academics and students, rather

than by policy makers (Brusegard, 1978). By the 1980's, there seemed to be an apparent
disillusionment and decline in social indicators research. Although some notable work
continued into that decade, (Andrews, 1989:403) many researchers and social scientists
were left wondering what happened to the movement.

3.2.1 Decline of the Movemtnt

In 1989. the&J

of Public Poiicy published a special symposium edition

entitled, "Whatever Happened to Social Indicators?" (Rose, 1989). In it a nurnber of
distinguished researchers active in the social indicators movement of the 1960's and 1970's
were invited to submit papers of their assessrnent of the apparent decline in the movernent

in the 1980's. Six key reasons emerged from those papers (Table 2.0). The first three

reasons deal with some of the theoreticai problems associated with measwing complex
social phenornena. They demonstrate that by end of the social indicators movement many
adrnitted that the success of economic indicators could not be directly translated into

success for social indicators.
A major challenge for the social indicaton movement was that the social sciences

lacked a theoretical fiamework that was suni1a.r to economic theory. Whereas economic
indicators oniy pertain to the exchange of resources within the economic system, social
indicators pertain to a wide range of complex social behaviour and characteristics in al1
reaims of society (Bulmer, 1989:408). Many of these characteristics are not comparable
or integrated into a common fiamework. Therefore it was difIicult for social indicators to

establish a clear rationale or justification for a comprehensive system of social indicators.

Reasons for the Decline of the Social lndicators Movement

1 1 1 Lad< of a social theory comparable to ecorornic theory.
2

Lack of a cornmon social unit of measurement to permit aggregation.

3

Unresolved debate on the normative aspect of social indicators.

1 The perceivedfaikire of sacial indiators to inffuence social palicy.
-

r6

-

Table 2. Reasons for the Decline of the Social Indicators Movement
Source: Adapted f?om Rose (1989) and Cobb & M o r d (1998)

In addition, the social sciences ïacked a cornmon unit of measurement (Bulmer,
1 986:409). Whereas economics uses money as common unit of value, there is no such

unit in heaith, education, housing or crime. Therefore the social indicator movement's
promise of creathg comprehensive indexes analogous to the GNP proved difficult without

a cornmon unit of meanirement for aggregation of disparate indicators.
There was also still no resolution in the debate about the normative aspect of social
indicators (Bulmer, 1989:10). ~ o m researchers
e
believed that indicators could be
objective mesures upon which objective policy decisions couid be made. m e r s
recognized that there wiU inevitably be disagreement on what trends in indicators mean.

While some may uiterpret the trends as good, others will find ways to ïnterpret the trends
as bad. This was a challenge that caused some disiiiusionment within the movement.
Andrews (1989) in his paper "The Evolution of a Movement" states that social
indicators activities in the 1980's slowed because of fùnding cuts and non-renewal of

I

1

1

various indicator projects. For example, the Washington D.C. based Center for the
Coordination of Research on Social indicators, haled as a triumph of the legitimacy of
social indicaton, was closed in the 1980's. He suspects that the reduction in funding for
social indicators work in the 1980's was a result of three factors.
First, tougher economic times of the early 1980's brought with it a greater conceni
for meeting people's basic economic needs, rather than the fa.reachùig social needs that
emerged as important at the begiMing of the social indicators movement in the 1960's.
Second, there was a political power shift in most western countnes to govemments with
more conservative ideologies such as those represented by Reagan, Thatcher and
Mulroney (Andrews, 1989). Johnston (1989), in her reflections on the U.S. experience,
agrees that the social indicaton movement took a different turn under the Reagan
administration. Prïor attempts to produce social indicators reports included some
supplementary reports that analyzed and interpreted the implications of the data. Under

Reagan the role of the govemment statistical agency was fùrther reduced to simple data
collection, tabuiation, and presentation. Interpretation and analysis was delegated to
political appointees with sirnilar ideological backgrounds as the administration (Johnnon,
1989).

Andrews (1989) &tes that, finally and perhaps most disheartening to those
working in the area of indicator development, by the late 1980's there was little evidence
that social indicators had irnproved public policy. There were no specific demonstrations

of how govemments had used indicators in decision making and by the late 1970's
established social indicators did not show a marked improvement in people's quaiity of

life.
Innes (1989) in her paper "The Disappointments and Legacies of Social
Indicators," like Andrews (1989)and Bulmer (1989), writes that the decline in the socid
indicators movement was mainly a result of this perceived €dure of social indicators to
reaIIy influence public pclicy. She goes hrther however, to conclude that this failure was
due to an over-simplified understanding of how knowledge and information really
influence policy &ers

and public action Her conclusion is based on research done in the

1970's at the height of the movement and published in her book Social Indicutors and

Public Policy: Interactive Processes of Design and Application (De NeuMIe, 1975)with
a revised edition published in 1990 (Innes, I99O). Research for that book was based on

case studies of several indicators that were successful in influencing public policy. Her
goal was to determine the root of their success. She concluded that indicators which are
able to become legitimate and influentid in policy decisions do so because of technical,
political and institutional factors.
Infiuential indicators are social constructions that mesh with policy objectives as
weli as meet high standards of conceptuai and methodologicai adequacy.
Indicators design, therefore, involves not only the design of measures themselves,
but also the design of institutional arrangements for their production and
application and for public scrutiny and assessrnent of methods. m e s , 1975: 430)

This,Imes (1990)claims, is where the movement really failed. Most attempts at
establishing indicators as important tools in policy decision making ignored the complex
political and institutional fiarneworks in which they operated. Much attention was paid to
the technical requirements of rneasurernent, but the measures themselves were not based

explicitly on theones about social problems or their solutions. Their construction and

implication were not discussed in govemrnent debate and therefore policy makers didn't
use the indicators constructively. in the few instances that they d i a she says it "seemed to
have something to do with public debate over methods, where people came to share an
understanding and attribute a common rneaning to the indicators." In other words, when

a more phenomenological approach was taken, the indicators were effèctive.
Despite the decEne and perceived failure of the movement, there was a legacy leR

behind by the mial indicators movement. It had far reaching and subtfe e f f i s most
notably that "social science concepts and data have a major impact on society by
producing gradua1 but highly significant changes in the way people think about themselves
and their social systems" (Andrews, l989AO4). For example, whiie a cost benefit analysis
would have at one time been enough in evaiuating large sale planning projects, now w e

require and the public expects social and environmentai impact assessments as well. This

legacy and many lessons have been lefi behind which will surely improve social
measurement in the ftture.

3.2.2 Lessons Learned

Cobb and M o r d (1998) in their report, Lessons Lemedfiom the History of
SocialIndicators, caution that indicator movements tend to start with extreme optimism
that turns to pessimism when change in social policy o r action is not achieved. as

demonstrated in eariy social measurement attempts and the d e c h e of the social indicaton
movement. The community indicators movement, they contend, can aven this fate if it
leam fiom the conclusions drawn by Innes (1998, 1995, 1990, 1987) and the histoiy of

previous movements. They outline twelve lessons l m e d from the history of social
indicators (Table 3.) and ultimately prescribe an abandonment of the "positivist approach"
in favour of more action oriented approach to indicator development. The following is an

adapted summary of those lessons in Cobb & M o r d (1998).

Lesson 1. Having a number doesn 't necessatîlj mean thatyou have a g

d indcator.

It is flawed to believe that because some official organization has rneasured something it

cm used as a valuable indicator of the concept you wish to understand. In general,
indicators that tell you something about quantity or magnitude are easy to h d , such as the
number of roorning houses. Indicators that can tell you something about the quality of life
associated with those rooming houses are harder to find. Identimg these indicators will
usualIy require fùrther study or surveying of the issue.

Lesson 2. Effective indicators require a clear conceptuaI bask

Before an effective indicator can be identified one must have a clear understanding of the
concept to be measured. For example, home ownership is often described as a indicator
of stability in a neighbourhood. However, if by the concept of stability one means that

people feel attached to a neighbourhood and would like to stay, then clearly home
ownership is not the only, and perhaps not the best, way to measure that concept. ûther
indicators nich as length of residency or participation in neighbourhood activities may also

be indicators of stabiiity. Many indicator projects start compiluig data before concepts are
cleary understood and defined. This usually results in validity problems later in the

project. It is worth the time and the effort to develop a process to clarw assumptions
about the concept prior to developing indicators.

Surnmery of Lessons Leamed from the History of Social lndicatort
Lessons on Improving Indicator Quality
1

1 Having a numberdoeM't necessm7y mean thin yw have a good ind&atw.
1 ERedve indicators requin a clear conceptual basis.
I

2

1

3
4

me symbolic value of an indicatw may outweïgh ifsvalue as a literal measure.

( To take action, look lbr indicatm that reveal causes, not symptoms.

I

Cessons on Improving the lndicator ûevelopment Process
I

I

Comprehensivenessmay be the enemy of eîYectbwness,
I

A democratic indicatm m

m requins more than good public participation processes.
I

Challengingprevaiiing wsdom about what causes a problem is onen the fi& step to
fixing it.
I

Lessons on Improving Outcornes of lndicator ûevelopment
Don? conflate i%licators with reality.
Measurement does not necessarily induce a p p n a t e action.
Belter infonnafion may lead ta bettef decision and improved outcornes, but not as easily
as it might seem,
You are more likeiy to move î b m riidcators to outcornes if you have confrol over
resources.

Table 3. Summary of Lessons Learned tiom the History of Social Indicators
Source: Cobb and Rixford (1998)

.

Lesson 3. The symb0f.c d u e of a,n indicator may wîweigk its v&
measwe

as a lirerd

In some cases an indicator may go a long way to raise public attention and concem for a

particular issue even if it is never measured or its measure is not particularly effective for
monitoring that issue. It may represent something that is extremely meaningfùl in a
panicular community and has a kind of metaphoncal value that shouid not be overlooked
in favour of indicaton that are easily quantified or accessible.

Lesson 4. To take action, fookfor indicators that reveal causes, not symptomz
Many indicator projects simply describe a particular problem through its symptoms. To

really solve the problem however, one must have a theory about what causes the problem
and how it can be solved. Effective indicaton should reveal sornething about these causes

and solutions, thereby motivating appropriate action. Unemployment statistics, dthough
helpfùl to describe a key challenge facing inner city neighbourhood, do not indicate rnuch
about how to overcome that challenge. In contrat, indicators such as the number of
residents participating in job training programs or the number of residents being hired in
local businesses indicate something about causes and solutions to unemployment.

Lesson 5. There's no such tking as a vufue-fee indicator.
The possibility of a value-fiee indicator was explored throughout the social indicaton

movement, but could never be fully realized. Sirnply deciding what to measure is a
process that involves value judgments that cannot be avoided. Similarly, interpreting what

indicaton mean is a process that involves prior knowledge and ideas about the concept

being meanired and thenfore can never be a totally objective process.

Lesson 6. Cornpnhensivenessmay be the enemy of effectiveness
Large compendia of measures are not as powerful as a small number of focused indicators.
While there is a tendency to want to develop many indicators as a better way to explain

complex phenomena, there is evidence that a smaller number of indicators is more
accessible for interpretation and elicits deeper inquiry into the phenomena.

Lcsson 7 . A demueratic indicators program requirer more than good pubiic

participaiion processes.
While the amount of public participation in indicator development is one indication of a
democratic process, it is also important that the indicators themselves are democratic and

do not support one prevailing interest. Therefore, participation in indicator development
should aim for divenity and represent the whole community.

Lesson 8. Challengingprevaiiing wisdom about wkut causes a problem is oflen the
Jrst stcp iofixing it
Indicaton are very useful when they enlighten. Indicators can draw attention to new
issues or redefine old ones. They can serve to change common understandings of
particular issues and can be a catalyst for new approaches and solutions.

Lesson 9. Don'? c o n f l ~ indfcuîors
e
with reality.

It is important to rernember that indicators are only proxies providing information about
very complex issues. While there is a naturdly tendency to want to simplw issues into
one measure, this will inevitably be an over simplification that only serves to mask and
cloud m e understanding of the issue.

Lesson 10. Meusurement t h e s uot necessdy inctirce approprfateacn'om

Indicators are only a tool. Simply rneasuring an issue will not automatically result in
action to improve that issue. Indiaiton can provoke, eticit reactions and create debate
around an issue, but action or change oniy results fiom political wilf and cornmunity
momentum.

Lesson 11. Beîter informatio~~
may leaà to beîîer &cisions and irnproved outcomes, but
not as easik'y as if mght seem
The use of idormation in poticy m a h g is not straighdorward. Simply having the
information wili not create informed decisions. Decisions are based on motives and
perception. Indicators are only a small piece of the policy making process.

Lesson 12. You are more likefy to movefrorn indicaforstu outcomes Vyou have
confrol over rtsources,
Action on indicators is only Iikely to occur if those responsible for indicator development
have a comection to those able to make substantive changes. Therefore it is necessary to
identw and include those individuals and agencies in the indicator development process.

There is good indication that these lessons and the findings of Innes (1990) have been
transferred to the new community indicators movement of the 1990's.

3.3 The Community Indicaton Movement

As previously stated, there has been a revived interest in social measurement in the

1990's. There has been a proliferation of indicator projects throughout North America
and indicator development has earned a place in recent plannins iiterature and debate
(Besleme, Maser & Silverstein, 1999; Cobb & Rixford, 1998; Kingsley, 1997; Besleme &
Mullin, 1997; Andrews, 1996; Sawicki & Craig, 1996; Sawicki & Flynn, 1996; Bamdt &
Craig, 1994) Further, in 1996 two major forums were held in Canada and the United
States on the topic of indicaton. in Canada, The Canadian Council on Social
Development (CCSD)sponsored a two day symposium entitled " M e a s u ~ gWeil Being
and Social Indicators." In the U.S.,The Colorado Trust. The White House Interagency

Working Group on Sustainable Development indicators, and Redefining Progress, hosted

"The Colorado Forum on National and Cornmunity Indicators." M e r describing the

recent admitted failure of the social indicators movement to achieve one of its primary
goals, to influence public poticy, it seems almost paradoxical that we are witnessing

another indicator movement, in the fonn of the community indicaton movement.

3.3.1 Reasons for the Movemtnt

However it is not so unusuai considering that the general social climate of the day
is not unlike that at the beginning of the social indicators movement. Challenges facing

inner cities, poverty, homelessness, crime and racial inequalities are coming to the
forefiont of public discussion. And not uniike those advocates of the social indicators
movement, community indicator advocates are dissatisfied with current methods used to
measure the well-being of our cities because they ofien ignore or discount these pressing
issues (Andrews, 1989:404). While traditionai indicators such as housing starts and new
road construction may present positive figures of overall city vitality, their resulting
impacts such as urban sprawi, environmental pollution and decaying cores are disastrous
for inner cities (Tyler Noms Associates et al., 1997).
Unlike the sociai indicators movement however, the cornmunity indicators
movement has gained its momentum at the community or neighbourhood level, rather than
at the national govermental level (Beslerne & Mullin, 1997). This is most ofien
attributed to two coinciding factors; the governrnent devolution of housing and
neighbourhood programs to the local level (Sawicki and Craig, 1996; Sawicki & Flynn,
1996) and the adveat of more accessible data processing technologies (Schon, Sayal &
Mitchell. 1999; Sawicki & Craig, 1996; Cordero, 1991). Local non-governrnental groups

are increasingiy carrying the burden of neighbourhood revitalization projects and
programming (Blake, 1999; Wolfe, 1998; Carter, 1997). To deal with the complex issues
of neighbourhood dechne, many are looking at the development of indicators as a tool for
their work.
Another reason for the emergence of the community indicators movement is the
fact that the positivist concept of knowledge and the rational planning mode1 have not
entirely died despite the accounted failures and criticism @ a m , 1996; Dalton, 1986).

.

The rationd planning model still pervades planning practice with its idea that quantitative
measures are supenor forms of evidence or knowledge m e s , 1990, 1998).
However at the same time the rational planning model penists, other insurgent
forms of planning (Sandercock 1998) are shaping the way these community indicator

projects think about the link between knowledge and action. Many community indicator
projects concede that it is the discussion centered around indicators that reaily builds the
knowledge for action (Tyler Noms Associates et al. 1998). In a way these two streams of
thought around the use of knowledge in planning and community deveiopment, manifest
themselves as accepted contradictions which are refiected upon in many community
indicator projects. This kind of reflection may be evidence that the community indicators
rnovement is less likely to fail in the same way as its predecessor movements.
For example, in the course of this siudy, this author experienced this kind of
contradiction or reflection in indicator projects. In the tirst instance, it occurred in an
initial meeting with members of the Organization Working Group of the West Broadway

Alliance. In that meeting members expressed what they saw as two roles for indicator
development in their neighbourhood. On one hand, some believed that it was necessary
to develop "hard indi~ators"~
that could be used to influence policy makers. Hard
indicators they defined as commonly cited indicaton such as unemployment figures and
poverty rates, although they admitted there were technical difficulties with those particular

The participants choice of tems, "hard"and "soft" indicators, reinforced the belief for
this author that the rational model pervades most peoples' thinking about how knowledge
is used in planning. The term "hard" connotes a certain legitimacy, whereas the terni
"soft" connotes less infiuence and authority.

indicators. The belief was that policy makers act in a rational sense and were influenced
by this type of information - the rational mode1 persists.

On the other hanci, members ofthe group conveyed a desire for what they defined
as "soft Uidicators," more subjective or qualitative indicators. They expressed that if
indicators were developed with neighbourhood residents, particulariy margoiaiized
residents, the W B A could start ta quantifjc why people currently Iive in West Broadway.
Further they beiieved that with personai accounts of quaIiaIityof life in the neighbourhood,
they could obtain a better idea about what progress would need take place for people to

stay longer and attract new residents.
In fact, although some believed they needed to develop "hard indicators," they
were at the sarne time skeptical that these indicators would give them an indication of how
things were improvhg in the neighbourhood. In their opinion, the nurnber of community
newsletten distributed each year was just as good an indicator of progress in their
neighbourhood. This recognition that personal or expenential knowledge was just as valid
as technical knowledge aligns itself less with the positivist concept of knowledge than with
the phenomenological concept of knowledge.

Another example of this kind of contradiction was experienced by this author at
the Neighborhood Sustainability Indicators Roundtable held in Muineapolis in Februaxy of
1999. At this roundtable, two Minneapolis neighbourhoods that participated in indicator

development projects attended to describe the progress of their efforts. The comments
made by participants suggested that indicators wiil play a dual role in their
neighbourhoods.

Some participants believed that indicators were going to be knowledge constnicts
upon which allocation of resources and policy decisions could be made. a rational idea of
planning. Others express& a kind of skepticism towards this idea. They were "not sure"
that indicaton would be used in this way. They tended to express that in the beginning
they were very confbsed by the idea of indicators, but through the process of developing
and defining the indicators, they have gained a better understanding of some of the issues

in their neighbourhoods. This was for them the reai vahie of going through the process.
In other words, knowledge for action was gained through expenence and process, not by
what the actual indicaton told them. These projects fomally reconciled this contradiction

by defining different types of indicators upon positivist and phenomenological models.
In the positivist tradition they developed what were called "Core Indicaton."'

These were "linked indicators usefiil for Iocal residents as well as for externa1 investors,
fùnders and researchers. These more readily ailow for cornparisons among diverse
communities" (Meter, 1999). They also developed what were called 'Data Poetry
Indicators" which are "highly linked indicators that are most usefiil for local stakeholden.
They have the quality of transfomiing the discussion of the neighborhood's future toward

a more long-term view" (Meter, 1999).
These examples and others suggest that while the impetus for the community
indicators movement, better social measurement, may be similar to previous rnovements,
the approach of the community indicators movement is markedly different. This new

'In this case, the use of the terms "core indicators" and "data poetry indicators"
reinforces, once again through language, the idea that the positivist or rational planning
approach is more legïtimate.

wave of the indicator development, as demonstrated in recent Iiterature and forum
proceedings, has learned many lessons from the past (Cobb & M o r d , 1998; Imes
1990,1998) and bas defined its own characteristic approach to indicator development, one
that adopts a Iess positivist idea of knowledge.

3.3.2 Defining Characteristics
Perhaps the most outstanding characteristic of the wmmunity indicators
movement ofthe 1990's is its attempt to demystQ indicators. Proponents of the
movernent seek to develop indicaton based on experïence and a phenomenological
concept of knowledge rather than the positivist or expert driven processes of the past.
This translates into indicator projects that focus on the local geographic level for analysis.
They see new uses for indicaton and see new cnteria for indicators that extend beyond

technicai aspects. Moa importantly, this movement understands the shortcomings of the
social indicators movement (Cobb & M o r d , 1998; Imes, 1998, 1990; Rose, 1989) and
advocates for indicators to be institutionalized through community processes. Uniike the
indicator movements of the pst, there is a greater emphasis on process rather than
product in the development of indicators. There is a belief that the process of community
indicator projects can m a t e working relationships, discover new community assets,
redefine problems and allow for opportunities to be seen in new ways.

3.3.2.1 Geography and Tcehnology

The first defining characteristic of more recent indicator development projects is
the role of scale and the geographic unit of anaiysis, which is reflected in the increased use
of the terms "comrnunity" and "neighbourhood indicators. Sawicki and Flynn (1996) in
their paper 'Weighborhood Indicaton" write that in the past, nation, state or city level
indicators were used because they were a convenient unit for anaiysis, although they did
not aiways represent the most policy relevant level of geography for the issue being
addressed. They write that geography should not play this kind of passive role in indicator
development. Rather the unit of analysis should be related to the issue being rneasured.
The neighbourhood is not viewed simply as a convenient unit of analysis.
In practical terms, the neighbourhood as a unit of analysis is quite
inconvenient. The neighbourhood is chosen because some believe that the
neighbourhood-level indicator c m be a tool to change people's lives.
(Sawicki & Flynn, 1996)
When looking at issues and challenges of imer cities, it is necessary and obvious to use the
neighbourhood as the unit for analysis. One of North Amerka's most renowned indicator
project Quality of Lve i11Jachot~ville:Indicatorsfor Progres (QLnP'has recognized
this challenge. In 1998 d e r over ten years of tracking quality of life in Jacksonville at the

city level, QLJIP developed a revised work plan which included a goal to broaden the
geographic scope ofindicator reporting to include neighbourhood information. The
reason for this revision is to enable users of indicator data to understand issues of
distributional equity within the metropolitan context (Besleme, Maser, Silverstein, 1999).
However, it is yet to be seen whether Jacksonville wiil be able to achieve this goal. Data
at the neighbourhood geographic level has traditiondy been difficult to access because

most govemment data collection institutions were put in place and enhanced during
previous indicator movements when the focus was more national in scaie (Besleme &
Mullin, 1997).
Sawicki & Craig (1996) in "The Democratization of Daia: Bridging the Gap for
Community Groups7'infier that this Iack of data at the neighbourhood level has amounted
to a kind of obstruction of democracy. Community organkations, panicularly those in
low income neighbourhoods, have traditionaliy not had access to relevant data

Therefore, many have not been able to manage their own programs efficiently or
participate effectively in public debate. While Sawicki and Craig's (1996) fiarning of the
problem somewhat overemphasizes the positivist concept of knowledge, their point about
the lack of data at the neighbourhood level as a barrier is certainly accurate (See Chapter

2.1 ). There are signs however that the barriers to data are becoming less of a hindrance

(Kingsley, 1997) due in large part to adïanced information technologies and in some cases
govemment cooperation.
The technical sophistication and cost required for operating high powered

cornputer data processing software, particuiarly Geographic Information Systems (GIS),
have decreased exponentially in recent years, making it more accessible to cornmunity
organizations (Sawicki & Craig, 1996). Further, most 6 t h are now tramferring
administrative and census data to address matching GIS software, and particularly in the
United States, this information is made publicly available through the Intemet. While

Canada lags behind the U S in this area, there are initiatives being planned to make

administrative and census data available at the neighbourhood level 0.
Lezubski, personal

interview, June 17, 1999). Even at the beginning of this decade there were signs that
community organizations were beglluÿng to take command of data that had previously
only been avaiiable to larger agencies.
Corder0 (199 1) in Tomputers and Community Organizing: Issues and Examples
fiom New York City" provides many examples of comrnunity organizations in New York

using computer databases to automate communications, combat arson, fight housing
repossession, d y z e crime data and develop housing idonnation systems. These kinds
of efforts are further evidenced in the more recent publication of High Technology and
Law Incorne Communities: Prospectsfor the positive use of advrmced infmafion
recfidogy (Schon, Sayal & Mitcheu, 1999) a volume of essays cataloguing various

examples of advocates and organizations in low income neighbourhoods using technology
to fùrther their efforts and mandates. The removal of these barriers has allowed many
comrnunity organitations to begin to look to indicators as a tool for theü work.

3.3.2.2 Purpose o f Indicaton

The social indicators rnovernent of the 1960's and 70's proposed several uses for
social indicaton. The five uses most commonly supponed in the literature are description,
analysis, evaluation, infiuencing policy and forecasting (Rossi and Gilmartin, 1985:23,
Illner, 1984). The cornrnunity indicators movernent generaliy recognizes the fint four of
these uses (Table 4. Conrm~ni@
Indicators Movement column developed from sections
outlined below.). However, the community indicators movement adapts these uses and
includes public education as another major use. Proceediags from the U.S. and Canadian

-

forums on indicators seem to reuiforce these wide ranging applications for indicatorsSome indicator projects have developed goals and then selected groups of
indicators to assess progress towards those goals. Some projects have
numericai target d u e s or benchmarks for their indicators, to be achieved
by a specified fLture date. Most programs have collected data for several
years to focus on trends on whether the indicator values are irnproving or
worsening. Kate Besfenre (Colorado Tmst et al., 1996: 17)

-

Participants also stressed that beyond specific uses for indicators, it is important for
indicators to £ÙlfilI the over reaching purpose of community action.
They need to result in cleaning up rivers, putting people to work, and
feeding poor children. At a minimum, indicators must help to create
change by focusing attention on critical issues. At their best, indicators can
help mobilize comrnunities and draw people toward a cornmon vision.
(Colorado Tnin et al., 1996:4).

COMPARlSON OF SUPPORT FOR THE PURPOSE OF INDICATORS
Social lndicators Movement vs. Community lndicators Movement
PURPOSE

.

WHETHER GENERALLY SUPPORTED

Social Indicators Movement
(Source: Rossi & Gilmartin, l985:28)

Community Indicatori
Movement

Description

Yes

Yes

Analysis

Yes

Yes

Forecasting

Yes

Not Oiscussed

Evaluation

Mixed Support

Yes

Cornmunity Education

Not Discussed

Yes

Influence Policy

Mked Support

Yes

Table 4. Comparison of Support for the Purpose of Indicators
Social Indicators Movement vs. Community Indicators Movement
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Description

Using indicators to describe social change is the most common indicator use.
Descriptive indicaton simply report on the status of society and descnbe the physical or
social well-being of certain sectors. They are indicators which are not based on any
explicit mode1 of cause and effect, means-end relationship or any prospective theoqr about
the allocation of resources (Carley 1981:24). Illner (1984) in "On the Functional Types of

indicators in Social Planning" describes the planning process as a sequence of four steps
fiom diagnosis programming, realization and evaluation. He writes that descriptive and
analytical indicators are mostly used in the diagnosis stage of planning. At that stage
indicators are used to measure and monitor the initial state of the issue to be addressedFems (1988) in "The Uses of Social Indicators" uses several examples to
demonstrate that in the area of description and monitoring, indicators have been very
successful. He quotes Theodore D. Woolsey, the former chair of the Council of
Professionai Associations of Federai Statistics.
How else does the ordinary citizen assess the problems of society and the

success or failure of his, or her, govenunent in deallng with those
problems? The citizen r a d s or hears about the rate of inflation;the rate of
unemployment; changes in the cost of living; the growth and movement of
population estimates; however poor, or illegal Unmigration; crime rates; the
degree of niccess we are having in education of our children; the rate of
divorce; the increasing numbers of single-parents; the spread of AIDS; the
number of teenagers kiiled in automobile accidents or coMnitting suicide;
and hundreds of other descriptors of today's life. These social
indicators...absolutely must be made available to any interested citizen with
a minimum expense and difiiculty because an Uiformed electorate is an
absolute requirement of a working democracy (Fems 1988: 604).
There is no debate that indicators have gained a high degree of credibility in the
description of social change. As Imes (1990: 1) describes in the first chapter of her book,

one has only to open any newspaper on any morning to see it littered with statistics about
social phenomena Most researchers do agree that one of the main purposes for indicators
has been to describe levels of well-being in various social areas (Rossi & Giirnartin 1980:

To say that indicators always tùlfill this role well however is misleading. Although
Woolsey's comments are encouraging to those working in the area of indicator
development, it is naive to say that simply providing people with indicators d l create an
informed electorate or the proper definition of social problems. In fact, Iohnston (1983)
in "Census Concepts as Knowledge Filters For Public Policy Advisors" holds many well
known indicators up for scrutiny and debate such as the unemployment rate, race and

ethnicity, poverty thresholds, crime indexes, household incomes, life expectancy and
educaîional attainment up. She writes that many indicators which have corne to be
institutionalized as demonstrating a certain degree of well being, rnay not actually be
measuring that at al1 and that Our "uncritical acceptance" of those indicators can be
dangerous.
Our concem is that the conventional statistics that reflect such concepts
channel our vision and infiuence our understanding of important segments
of social reality in ways that may inhibit or mislead, rather that facilitate,
the search for solutions to many of our most pressing social problems.
(1983: 101)
Participants in the US.and Canadian forums on indicators echoed this concern,
although they agreed that description or monitoring was a key purpose for indicators.
Many expressed however, that cities still rely on "old fashioned economic indicators [like
housing starts] that fail to capture the entire pichire of community well-being, and leave

unexamined the root causes of social, economic or environmental problems" (Cobrado
Trust et al., 1996: Background). Improved description of social well-being is a major goal
of the community indicators movement (Beslerne, Maser, Silverstein, 1999).

Analysis

In addition to straight reporting, most social indicator researchers agreed that
indicators could be used for analysis of certain changes in society (Rossi & Gilmartin,
1980). Whereas a descriptive indicator may simply report the number of unemployed

persons by their age or sex, a more in-depth anaiysis of the indicator can allow the
researcher to hypothesize cause and effect linkages between various other indicaton.
For example the nurnber of unemployed persons may be statisticafly related to the
number of high school &op-outs for that particular population. In other words, the

researcher can trace two indicators over time and if they appear to change in correlated
directions, the researcher can hypothesize that one is uinuencing the other or they are both
being infiuenced by another factor. Some form of a statistid covariation method is
usually used to determine correlation between the two variables in analysis. But as Rossi
& Gilrnartin (1980) point out, this type of anaiysis can only make a hypothesis about what

is occurring and cannot prove an absolute cause-and-effbct relationship between
indicators. Rather, the analysis can provide insight into an area that requires further
research.
The community indicators movement recognizes the ability ofindicators to be used
for comparative analysis, although the types of anaiysis and hypotheses are Iess

experimental than those discussed by prevïous social indicator researchers. Patrice F l p

a neighbouhood indicators practitioner (Sawicki & Fïynn, 1996), notes that the
community indicators movement is helping to show relationships among issues (Colorado
Trust et al., 1996:4). In this respect she is refemng to the abiiity to show links between
the economic, social and environmental aspects of sustainability. This kind of informa1
analysis is seen particulariy in indicator projects that use fhmeworks such as sustainabüïty
or quality of lifie for developmeot, which are designed specificaiiy to highiight those
interconnections.
In the widely acclaimed indicator project Sustainable Seattle, which began in
1990, researchers traced an indirect chah of linkages between child poverty and the death

of area salmon to highlight co~ectionsbetween social w e k e and environmental quality.
They suggested that nsing child poverty was causing the juvenile crime rate to rise, which

in tum made citizens feel l e s safe walking or biking. This resulted in more people using
their cars causing oil and other road construction pollutants to eventually end up in
streams, thereby killing & n o n (Tyler Noms Associates et al., 1997:35). The direct
correlation between these events is obviously far-fetched and incredible, aimost refiecting

a total abandonment of basic scientific knowledge. However the objective of the chah of
linkages was to provide a metaphorical story about the interconnections of sustainabiiity.
Similarly, the Roaring Fork-Grand Valley, Colorado Heaïthy Mmntakz
Cornmunities indicator project, began in 1996, strives to highlight these kind of iinkages.

They produce a report that outlines possible cause and effects oftrends aiongside each of
their indicators. These kinds of analysis are not meant to provide a rigid scientific account

of causal relationships. Rather they are meant to raise consciousness about the concept
that "a healthy and sustainable community is a network of related systems, resources and
capacities" (Tyler Norris Associates et ai., 1997:34). This appears to be a major thnist of
many indicator projects (Belseme & Mullin, 1997).

Community Education

Using indicators to educate the public was not discussed explidy in the social
indicators movement of the 1960's and 70's. In the community indicators movement
however, it has eamed a certain level of importance- In fact a survey of 150 indicator

projects conducted by Redefining Progress identified that 67% of indicator projects
responded that public education was one of the top goals of their projects (Redefining
Progress Survey, 1997). This is particularly tme when indicator projects are concemed
with introducing concepts such as sustainability, quaiity of me, heaithy cornrnunities,

econornic deveIopment, growth management or other somewhat compticated planning
approaches or concepts (Tyler Norris Associates et al., 1997).
Besleme, Maser and Silverstein (1999) describe this as a desired political outcome

of indicator projects. Raised awareness shapes perceptions, forges identity and brings
people together to create a political base tiom which common action can occur. The
community indicators movement sees the carefùl presentation of indicators and the role of
the media as key components in achieving this outcome of public education.

As evidence, the 1996 Colorado f o m on indicators held two presentations

addressing this issue. One presentation, given by a reporter, focused on strategies to get

"indicator stories" in the media and the other focused on effective ways to present
Inrlcators Hmtdbmk (Tyler Norris
indicator information. As well, The Commz~ni~

Associate et al., 1998) identified the publication and promotion of indicators projects as a
vitai step in most indicator projects. Community indicator projects are doing this several
ways: 56% publish indicator reports; 4 1% use local newspaper coverage; 34% participate

in conferences; 34% publish an intemet website; 2% hold infiormationai forums; and 24%
use broadcast media coverage (Redenning Progress Survey, 1997). Indeed the movement

contends that "no matter how wonderhl your vision, process, research and data, if the
results are not attractively reported and effectively communicated, few people will ever

know about them" (Tyler Norris Associate et al., 1998:36), thereby Iosing the ability to
truly create collective comrnunity action on the indicators.

Forecasting

Many academics in the social inâicators rnovement believed that indicators could
be used for the purpose of forecasting trends (Rossi & Gilmartin 1980). Forecasting most

often involves creating a model where fùture trends in certain indicators are compared to
actual trends, or what really happens in the fùture (Isserman, 1984)- lfthe actual and

projected trends are similar, then the model is considered a usefùl tool for fiirther
forecasting of future trends. Modeling such a system usually involves the development of
sophisticated mathematical or statisticai formulas or computer programs which simulate
fbture outcornes.
Despite the suppott for this use within the social indicators literature, there is iittfe

mention of forecasting in community based indicator development literature- This may be
because long time senes. aggregated data and a high level of technical expertise are
required to do this kind of modeling Onnes 197552). resources not usually available at the
community level (Sawicki & Craig 1996).

Evaluation

Evaluation of programs is one possible use for indicators. This involves selecting
indicators, oflen specific to the prograrn (Miles 1985: 78), to measure the success of that
progra.cn. For example, if a youth work program were implemented in a community and
indicators such as youth crime rate and youth unemployment decreased, a conclusion
could be drawn that the youth prograrn was havhg a positive effect.
This quasi-expenmental approach is sometimes criticized and is not totaily

supported in social indicators Literature. For it to be tnily valid, "the evaluation requires
particular analytical structure, controlled conditions, and special data collection before and
&er on the target population and on the control group" (De NeufviUe, 1975: 53). In

other words, it is not enough to choose any statistical time series to evaluate a particular
program, because if those masures are not specifically chosen and collected for the
purpose of evaluating that program, they could be afkted by extemal forces. This could
lead to improper conclusions about fluctuations in the data.
Some participants in the Canadian and U.S.forums expressed the desire that
indicators be used for the purpose of evaluating comrnunity programs and some indicator
projects focus on performance measurement. Most proponents of community based

indicators however, see indicators as a tool for evaluating overail progress toward defineci
goals (Colorado Trust et al., 1996:17). In this way, the approach of the community
indicators movement looks less like the quasi-experimental approach of program
evaiuation. Rather cornmunity indicator projects seek to evaluate a whole host of efforts at
once, attempting to answer the question, "have we rnoved towards our goal" whether it is
sustainability, quality of iife or neighbourhood revitaiization.

Influencing Policy

Using indicators to influence policy is discussed extensively in the literature and by
those currently working in the field of community development and social policy. It is the

one purpose that is most highly debated and has not yet proven to be truly effective (Imes
1998, 1995, 1990, 1987; Rossi & Gilmartin 1980:26). There is a notion that if a
concerted effort is made to measure our progress and the numbers say we are failing, then
the govemment and those people in policy making positions will respond with targeted

policy decisions.
Miles (1985:75) claims that the notion that indicaton can influence policy in such a

way is "based on an exuemely mechanical and technocratie view of the policy making
process." The policy making process and the allocation of resources is a much more
complex process and far more value laden.
In short, when used for purposes of setting goals and priorities, indicators
must be regarded as inputs into a complex political mosaic. That they are
potentially powerfiil tools in the development of social policy is not to be
denied. But they do not make social policy development any more
objective. (Sheldon & Freeman, 1970:100)

.

Participants at the Colorado forum carefiilly approached the concept of the ability
of indicators to influence public policy. Many participating in the forums expressed that
indicators should be used to "drive action towards poIitical changey'(Colorado Trust et
al., 1996: 6) and that indicators are "tools for influencing public policy"(CCSD 1996: 45).

Many other participants felt that "while indicators should be usefùl to decision and policy

makers, ultimately indicators must relate to the individual: Our own action and behavioral
change" (Colorado Trust et al-,1996:10). This stresses a prevaiiing idea in the community
indicators movement that individual and community action is ofien just as important as
govemment policy action.

3.3.2.3 Quality of Indicaton

The social indicators movement paid particular attention to the technicd quality of
indicators as a basis for their selection and adoption, In Rossi and Gilmartin's Handbook
of Social Indica~ors,several critical indicator qualities are outlined (Rossi & Gilmartin,
1%O:3 3-3 8). These include vdidity, reliability, comparabiiity, accessibility, timeliness and

understandability. The community indicators movement recognizes the importance of
those qualities, but tiirther advocates that indicaton must be credible, compeiiing and have
meaning within their context (Table 5.).

Validity, Credibility & Stability

Clearly the most critical quaiity of an indicator is that it is valid. This is the "the
extent to which the measure reflects the phenomena or concept it is intended to" (Rossi &

GiIrnartin, 1980:33). Testing vdidity involves asking questions Eke does the indicator
tmly meanire what it is intended to rneasure? Can you defend, jus*

and support the

indicator logidly or scientifically? (Tyler Noms Associates et al., L997:ZS)

Qualities of Community Indicators

Quality

1

Vatidity

1 Dues the indicator truly rntasura what it ir intendcdta meawre?

1

I

1

Stability

Questions for Assesring Quality

1s the data source and measurement method likely to provide high
quatity consistent data over a number of years?

1I

-

--

-

Is the indicator believable to the participants who selected it and to the
broader
comrnunity as well?
- -

Credibility

How easily does the indicator compare with indicators used in other
neighbourttoods?

-

How easily can the data for the indicator be obtained and how
important is the proposed indiwtor?

Accessibility

--

Meaning
Understandable
Compelling

l

I
l
I

1s the data available at the cequired frequency?

Ooes the indicator address the values and goals of al1 community
mernbers?
Is the indicator easily understood and interpreted by the general
public?
Does the indicator resanate with its intended audience(s)?

Table 5. Qualities of Comrnunity Indicators
Source: Author

Further the community indicators movement contends that the indicator must be
credible in order to be tmly vafid. While community indicators can be technicdly valid,
they may be so incredible that they are not supported in the wider community. Therefore
to assess an indicator's quality it is necessary to ask whether the indicator is believable

1

first to participants who selected it, and then the wider community who will observe and
interpret it? (Tyler Noms Associates et al., 1997:25)
Another related aspect of validity is stabdity, This is the extent to which the
measurement of the indicator will remain consistent over a long period oftime. In other
words, an indicator is stable if the method of data collection rernains constant over tirne
(reliability) and the phenomena being measured doesn't change so much over time that the
indicator is no longer vaiid (Rossi & Gilmartin, 1980:35). Testing this involves
researching data sources and asking the question, is the data source Iikely to provide high
quality data over a number of yean? (Tyler Noms Associates et al., 1997:25)

Comparability, Accessibility & Timeliness

The first aspect of comparability is what Rossi and Gilmartin (1980:40) cal1
"intertemporal comparability." This is closely related to ideas of reliability and stability. It
is the ability of an indicator to be compared against itself over tirne. Things that challenge
this quality are changing measurement procedures (reliability), changes in the sample

population being surveyed or the actual understanding of the phenomena changing over
time (stability).
The second aspect of comparability is "intergroup comparability" (Rossi and
Gilmadn 1980:40). This is the ability of the indicator to be compared to other population
groups or geographic areas. While there is nothing wrong with an indicator that only

possesses intertemporal comparability, one that possesses inter group comparability has a
greater breadth of application (Rossi and Gihartin 1980:40). In low-income

neighbourhoods the selection of indicators which are comparable to indicaton in other
neighbourhoods is especially helpfU1 to point out inequities. However, sometimes similar
data is not avdable in other neighbourhoods. in that case, if the indicator is important

and meaningfùl in the neighbourhood being measured, intertemporai comparability must
suffice (Tyler Noms Associates et al., 1997:25).
A good quality indicator is not necessady an accessible indicator, but accessability
wili eventually rnatter in most indicator projects. An indicator project may corne up with a

new valid and compelling indicator of particular phenomena and never actually be able
measure it because no mechanism for measurernent exists or existing data is too costly to

acquire. If certain indicators are not available, yet they are particularly salient to an issue
being explored, they are wonh keeping on an indicator Iist. They may have what Cobb &
W o r d (1998) cal1 metaphoncal meaning which can help to frame and expose the issue
being discussed even if they are never measured.
There are trade-offs concerning accessibility to be considered when selecting
indicaton* Asking questions, like how easily can the data for the indicator be obtained
against how important is the proposed indicator, can help to decide those trade-offs.
Further, for data that is not available, many indicator projects have developed surveys to
collect the needed information or have partnered with organizations who can begin to
collect the data. SusiainabIe Seattle indicator project felt it was important to meawe the
concept of "neighbouriiness," but no such data existed for that concept. They developed a
survey to measure and now have a badine of information fiom which to buiid. This kind

of effort, and many other simiiar efforts, illustrate that the community indicators

movement has realized that it must discover new ways of quantifjing information that is
really importmt in communities. Falling into the trap ofjust using information that is easy
to measure will not fiilfil1 the main goals of the movement which is better social

measurement (Colorado Trust et al., l996:8).
Related to the qualities of accessibility and comparability is the quality of
tirneliness. Indicators used for policy formation especially, must be current and up to date
or they will be disregarded (Rossi & Gilmartin, 1980:43). Traditionally, social indicators
have not b e n collecteci as fiequently as economic indicators. For example, in the U S ,

the consumer price index and the gross national product are reported every three to four

weeks whereas infant mortality and teen suicides are reported every two to three years
(Wagner, 1998). This is a r d challenge for community indicator projects who are
looking to use available social indicator data sources such as the census.

Meaning, Undentandable & Compelling
Perhaps the most defining quality of indicators in the cornmunity indicators
rnovement is the idea that indicators must have meaning and must be institutionalized
within the community they are measuring. To have meaning in the community they must
equitably represent and speak to the full range of citizens in the community (Cobb &
m o r d , 1998; Tyler N o m s Associates et al., 1997). They mua not only represent the
prevailing interests of those who are most often involved in planning in the cornmunity,

but should also reach out to the whole community.
Participants in the U S forum on indicaton felt strongly about the idea that

"indicators must touch people in the community and be meaningftl to their lives." They
"should document and tell the stories of our communities, or put a face on what we value"
(Colorado Trust et al., 1996:S). To achieve thîs quality of rneaning they should be tied to
a set of community values or shared vision for the fbture. In fact Kate Besleme, a

prominent researcher in the community indicators movernent, aates in her presentation to
the U.S. forum on indicators that this is where real success in the movement is happening.
It appears that indicator projects that start with a vision and clear goals and
values, and then use indicators to set priorïties and give feedback, are
having the moa success. We should look to them as models for our
processes. (Colorado Trmt et al., 1996%)

Testing an indicator against the goals and values of the community is one way to help
determine if the indicator really has meaning in the community and is worth using the time
and cost of measuring it.

Further, in order for indicators to be meaninel in the cornrnunity they must also
be understandable (Hart, 1997). Language used to describe indicators is critical.

Indicators themselves rnust be simple. Complicated indexes and statiaical rnethods may

be dficult to understand. They may distance the indicator from the actual issue it
attempts to assess, thereby losing its rneaning in the community (Tyler Noms Associates
et al., 1997). If the indicator itself cannot be redefined to be understandable, researchers
must explore way to help comniunities understand (Rossi & Gilmartin 1980:41).
As previously stated in the section on purpose, the community indicators

movement is concerned with educating the cornrnunity and inspiring collective action. The
movement suggests that one way to do this is to develop indicators that not only possess
the previous qualities, but dso compei, interest and excite. They can achieve this quality if

they illustrate comrnunity values and elicit readons (Tyler Noms Associates et ai., 1998).
For example an analysis (Larkin, 1999) conducted for

me OakIand Ihdicaror

Projecf in Oakland, California recommends a "popsicle access indicator" as indicator of

social sustainability. It provides a rough estimate of how many children can safèiy walk to
purchase a popsicle within five minutes oftheir home. As an indicator, it has
methodologid measurement challenges, but discussion around the indicator touches on

issues of crime, t r s c , animal control, pedestrian and bicycle route design, distribution of

neighbourhood stores, urban density and other components of community well-being and
design.
The comrnunity indicators movement also advocates that where possible indicators
should focus on causes not syrnptorns, assets rather than deficits and indicators that are

creative and illustrate Iinkages between issues and actions toward comrnunity
improvement (Tyler Noms Associates e al., 1997; CCSD, 1996; Colorado Trust et al.,
1996). Of course not every indicator can achieve al1 these qualities. It stands to reason

however that those indicators which are meaningfbl, understandable and compeIIing wiil
gain interest and support fiom the community. And if those indicators are based on
sound statistical methods that adhere to the qualities of vaiidity, stability, comparability
and accessibility they will serve a long and usefiil purpose. The community indicators

movement tùrther contends that for indicators to achieve this level of quality, their
development must focus on the process and involve all members of the comrnunity.

The discussion surrounding the process of indicator development is by far the most

defining charactenstic of the new comrnunity indicators movement (Besleme, Maser &
Silverstein, 1999:41). It is what sets the movement apart fiom the social indicators
movement and may well be the key to its success. The community indicators movement
recognizes what Imes ( 1998, 1995, 1990, 1987) identifies as the tme relationship between
knowledge and action. It is an recognition that community action cornes nom the
discussion and debate that surrounds indicator development rather than what the trends in
the indicators eventually demonstrate. Participants in the U.S. forum on indicators

expressed their views on this characteristic in several ways:
"We must keep our eyes on the prize. The prize is not more numbers and
graphs, but creating a sustainable society. It is about change and making
change at al1 levels." (Dan Chiras, Speaker, SustaimbIe Futures Society)
"Process is the point. Using indicators is trivial compared to the process."
(Judith Innes, Participant, author and researcher)
Indicator projects create not only new Somation, but new relationships
among participants that can lead to new work toward cornmon objectives.
(Colorado Trust et al., 1996)
.-

Indicators, however, are merely a tool for action- While the development
of indicators is an important beginning, it is the process by which indicators
are used, discussed, and interpreted that results in change. (Colorado Trust
et al., 1996:4)
When participants in the U.S. forum on indicators asked themselves, "what is Our process
for developing indicators?" one main theme emerged. The process should involve broad
community participation because "while the data is important, it is usually the dialogue
they spawn which results in action" (Colorado Trust, et al., 19965).

3.4 Minneapolis Ntighborbood Sustainability Indicators Project (NSIP)

While there has been a proliferation of indicator projects in North America that
follow many of the lessons of the cornmunity indicators rnovement, there have b e n very
few, and some contend none (Meter, 1999). developed at the neighbourhood level through

a resident driven process. Most are modeled &er such succesfil Wcator projects as
Jacksonville QuaLity of Life, S~trsainabfe
SeattIe and Oregon Bedirna7h (Redefining
Progress Survey, 1997). Although many of these projects are exemplary modeis of cross
jurisdictional participation in indicator development, most put a greater ernphasis on citywide indicators and have a higher proportional representation fiom business, govemment

and larger environmental interests (Redefining Progress Survey, 1997). While this study
learned a number of lessons corn these projects, a fairly new initiative, the Neighborhood
Sustainability Indicators Project in Mimeapoiis, Mimesota, is worth exarnining in more
detail, because it begins to adopt a more phenomenological approach to indicator
development.

The Urban Ecology Coalition's (LEC) Neighborhood Sustainability Indicators
Project (NSP) is "apparently the first U.S. effort to engage residents directly in defining
indicators of neighborhood sustainabiiity" (Meter, 1999). Mer neighbourhood and
environmental interests convened at a conference entitled Creating a Sustainable City:
Strategies for Environmental Action it was discussed and determined that fiaming

indicators of sustainability wouid be a usehl tool in local environmental action. After fiuid
raising and strategic planning, the UEC determined that an indicator project should be
developed to achieve the following two goals:

1. Assist Minneapolis neighbourhoods or communities that seek to become

more sustainable to develop indicators to assess progress toward their own
sustainability goals; and
2. To encourage the City ofMinneapolis to adopt neighbourhood-defined
sustainability indicators as official indicators (Meter, 1999)
M e r receiving Nnding for the project in 1997, the UEC put out a Request for Partnen
(RFP) to neighbourhood organizations in Minneapolis. Seven neighbourhoads responded

and &er interviewing ail applicants, two were chosen as core neighbourhood partners and
five were asked to participate as secondary partners who could receive technical, not
financial assistance, if they wished to start their own indicator projects. Neighbourhoods
were selected based upon their capacity to see the project through into the future and their
ability to assist in building support for these indicaton at the city level. The two core

partnen chosen were the Seward Neighborhood Group (SNG) and the Longfellow
Community Council (LCC). The Seward Neighbourhood Groups's indicator development
process is worth describing in detail because there are some similarities between Seward
and West Broadway and important lessons fiom their process were applied in this study.

3.4.1 The Seward Neighbourhood

The Seward neighborhood boundaries are fairly well defhed. Its eastem border is the
Mississippi River, the southern boundary is the Soo Line Railroad, the western boundary
is Hiawatha Avenue and to the no& is an Interstate Highway. According to 1990 census
data, there were 7,020 people living in 3,664 households in Seward8. It is considered an

The source of al1 Seward demographic data is Kosyakovsky, M. (1997) Buildina
Communitv in Seward Neiehborhood. Prepared for the Neighborhood Planning for
Community Revitaiization Center for Urban and Regional Mairs,University of Minnesota.

"imer-city"neighbourhood within the Minneapolis conte* although it is not as

disadvantaged as some of its adjacent neighbourhoods.
Its socio-economic characteristics are less extreme than West Broadway's.
Although it identifies itself as being a culturally diverse neighbourhood, 87 percent ofthe
population is white, seven percent AfKcan Amencan, two percent Native Arnerican and
three percent Asian Amencan. The percentage of residents living below the poverty level

is nineteen percent, close to the city-wide average. Seward maintains a "public
perception" of d e t y and stability, although its crime rate is closely comparable to its
adjacent neighbourhoods where crime and gangs are perceived to be substantial problems
(Kosyakovsky, 1997).

Unlike West Broadway, the rate of owner-occupied property in Seward is close to
t h e Mimeapoiis average ofjust over three-fourths. However, one-third of Seward's

housing is subsidized, approximately 1LOO units concentrated in three large high-nses and
two residentiai facilities. Sixty five percent of the housing stock was built before 1920 and
the 1990 census showed that 17 percent of buildings were considered substandard,
compared to 10 percent city-wide. Nonetheless, Seward is one of the few imer-city areas
where housing values rose LO% o r higher in the 1990's. Despite these more optimistic

numbers, the Seward Neighbourhood has perceived some of its challenges in the same
way as West Broadway and has developed simiiar activities to address those challenges.

.

3.4.2 Seward Neighbourfiood Group

The Seward Neighborhood Group (SNG),founded in 1960, is one of the oldest
and most established neighborhood organizations in Minneapolis. R is recognùed by the
City of Minneapolis as the official citizen participation organization within the boundaries

of the Seward neighborhood. SNG is a volunteer, committee driven organization with an
eiected Board of Directon and a smali permanent staff. It is responsible for implementing
the Neighborhood Revitaikation Program (NRP) Action Plan, a 4.7 &on

dollar, five

year project funded by the city of Minneapolis and several other funded programs. SNG

sponsors a variety of projects and events designed to build cornmunity, prevent crime,
preserve the housing stock and promote vitality. Its ongoing projects include an
innovative youth outreach and jobs program, a very successfiil crime prevention initiative,
a housing program aimed at improving quality of the housing stock, and a new program

airned at improving the natural environment.

3.4.3 Seward Neighbourhood Indicators Process

Seward started their indicator development process in the third year of their NRP
Prograrn grant. By this time they felt they had achieved a number of their goals and were
ready to build a plan for another five years of possible funding. They began by forming a

Sustainability Indicators Task Force which is comprised of ten SNG staff and residents
that are active in the neighbourhood's various working cornmittees. Their reasons for
geîting involved in indicator development included:
They want to step back fiom a 'check List' mentality to see how effective
their work is; they seek to integrate the work of the various cornmittees

that have a d d r d issues such as housing, economic development, parks,
and schools separately under the Neighborhood Revitalkation Program
(NRP); they want to develop benchmark or badine information for
assessing fùture programs; and they want to be able to look critically at
indicators being urged on them fiom the outside (Crossroads Resource
Center, 1998)Their first step was to reflect on their existing goals and objectives and determine how
they currently gauged their success. They examined what informai indicators were aiready

being used by members of the group. They disaissed how the average home selling price,

a commonly used indicator, perhaps didn't b a t represent the goals of SNG and that other
indicators were required.
The group then went through what they cdled a "guideci brainstorming" process.
First, they developed an initial list of al1 the indiators that rnight be used to assess their
neighbourhood's sustainability. Over a series of meetings they reduced that lia to one
hundred indicators. They then used a systems theory approach to reduce the list even
fbrther. This approach Iooks at the existing state of çystem (in this case the
neighbourhood), inputs or pressures put on that system and then its output or new state.
This helped them to trace possible impacts or indicators of their efforts.

At this point LEC organized the tirst annual Neighbourhood Sustainability
hdicators Roundtable in February of 1998. Sixty five people attended the meeting
including neighbourhood representatives, unatnliated citizens, NGO representatives, city
staff, county staff, community development corporation staff, foundation staff, academic

researchers, graduate students and consultants. Seward, Longfellow, Phillips and Lyndale
neighbourhoods shared the progress of their indicator projects. Ideas, concerns and
indicaton developed up until that point were discussed and exchanged. As well, it was

unanimously decided that a city-wide indicator task force be formed to advocate for citywide adoption of the indicaton. It was also determhed that a main challenge for the

future was to increase representation of people of color in their indicator projects. One
participant made a comment on their evaluation sheet that asked, "where are the people of
color in this discussion? 1boked around the room and it was mostly white homeowners
that were represented." (Crossroads Resource Center, l998:8).
Seward decided at this stage that some important community stakeholders had not

had a voice in the indicator selection process up until that point. They decided to hold
nine meetings with businesses, high-nse tenants, other renters, elders, churches, people of

colour, disabled residents, youth and a growing immigrant Afncan cornmunity.
Unfortunately, due to lack of staff t h e and resources very few of these meetings were
eventually held, although some indicaton did result fiom the meetings that did occur. The
steering cornmittee continued with their task of reducing their list of indicators down to a
usefùl number,

They did this by first detennining which indicators were linked to SNG goals.
Those indicators that linked to more neighbourhood goals were considered to better
represent the idea of sustainability and an integrated vision and were kept on the list.
Seward fûrther evaiuated their indicators based on effective indicator criteria, similar to
those iisted in Chapter 3.3.2.3. As well they looked ai data avaiiabiiity, "common sewe
and after hours of stimulating and sometimes difficult conversations" (Meter, 1999: 16)

they reduced their list to ten "data poetry" indicaton (Table 6.).

-

Seward Neighbourhood
Data Poetry
Neighbourhood Sustainability Indicaton

Linked to Neighbourhood Goals

lndicator
1. Friendiy Space

l

3. Purchasesfrom local vendors
by local businesses
4. Number of nsidenîs who shan
skiils or barter #Nicc?i with @ach

5. Number of residants wfm
vduntm for church or tammunity
servicc work
10 s&y in neighboumoodfor a

7. N u m k of bicycks ûyding on
key routes compared to the

Annual ccaunt of biqcks
and cars on kys rwtes.

8. Number of Scward home-based
businessesand mskknt mnsgcd
studidoffice spaccs.

Annual business sumy.

9. Percent of residcnts eaming a

Annual rcsidtnt survey or
Sbte data-

I

1O. Percentof HIOCk«S mxking
inside and out of Seward

h n u a l nsidant sunry and
iafa fmlotal empbycn.

Table 6. Seward Neighbourhood Data Poetry Indicators
Source: Meter, 1999:23

These indicators are meant to express complex interconnections between neighbourhood
pnorities in a concise way. They are specific and important to the neighbourhood,
aithough they are not meant to be transferable to other locais where priorities and goals
98

may be different.

This raised a challenge for the UEC. While the "data p o e w indicators were
meaninfil and had the potential to really motivate residents in their neighbourhoods they
were not comparable across neighbourhoods. This is something that many Nnden or

investors require when making decisiom about the allocation of resources. To resolve this
challenge UEC ran a paraIlel process to develop what they called core indicators,
background indicators and deep sustainability indicators (Table 7.). These were selected
by consultants and professional researchen and then reviewed by neighborhood residents

in Seward and Lon@eliow.

One of the key issues that Seward faced when they selected their data poew
indicators was the availability of data. They quickly reaiized that moa of the indicators
that were really meaningftl to them were not available through usud data sources. They

were not willing to abandon those indicators in favour of ones more easily avdable so
they developed other ways to access the data For example, Seward's "Friendly Spaces"
hdicator is a measurement of the spaces, places and objects that invite people to
participate in the neighbourhood. They developed a lia of over fifty "fiiendly spaces"
including such thhgs as community gardens, bird baths, athletic facilities, out door
benches, flags, wind socks, yard art and h i t trees. Each type of friendly space was

assigned a certain level of points. Once a year in the summer, a tearn of neighbourhood
residents take a walk about the neighbourhood and visualiy record an inventory of al1 the
"friendly spaces" and add dl the points into annual total indicator for the year.

UEC Neighboumood Sustainability Indicator Types
-

lndicator
Type

I

Description

Data Poetry
1ndicators

Highly linked indicaton that are most
useful for local stakeholders. They have
a quality of transforrning the discussion
of the neighbourhood's Mure toward a
more long terrn view

Friendly Spaces
Percentage of children involved in
organized community activities

Core indicaton

Linked indicators useful for local
residents as well as for extemal
investors, fundefs and researchers.
fhese more readily allow for
cornparisons among diverse
cornmunities-

percentage of residents who feel safe
in their neighbourhoods
skifls and capacities sought for hire
by local businesses

Background
indicators

Interesting background information that
helps define the context in whîch
sustainability initiatives take place.
They are useful for interna1 and externat
stakeholders.

population by age, race and gender
household income
* employment

0-P
Sustainability
indicators

Assist local stakeholders define a longer
t e m vision for life in their community.
These are oRen very highiy linked and
look far to the future. Years of activity
may be required to realue progress in
such indicators.

ratio of highest income to lowest
income in the neighbourhood
percent of residents who regulariy
celebrate their local heritage

Table 7. UEC Neighbourhood Sustainability Indicator Types

Source: Meter, 1999:3

The SNG also committed to a randorn survey of Seward residents to measure their
other chosen indicaton. They sent out six hundred surveys to neighbourhood households
and received two hundred back by mail. They obtained another one hundred responses
through fiirther telephone surveys. They concede that their first survey may have rnissed
some residents, particularly people without telephones, renters and recent immigrants.
They are now in the process of analyzing the data and intend to make the survey a
biannual effort.
When reflecting on their indicator efforts, the Seward residents were very positive

about what it had helped them achieve.
We've made great progress in our 6 r s t few years of W. But something
was missing. We were so busy trying to get our plans off the ground, we
never had tirne to step back and think about where we tmly want to be
over the long haul. indicators are one way of building consensus around
our long-terni goals, and evaluating the impact of our local action.
Debbie Wolking. Executive Director SNG (Meter, l999:6)
Even ifwe never use a single indicator the process has given us so much.
Diann Anders, Seward Resident (Meter, 1999:7)
Data poetry is perhaps what neighbourhoods do best.
Rounddie Participant (Crossroads Resource Center, 199833)
The discussions of indicators created some very interesthg conversations
and critical exarninations. Those people that worked on the indicaton
really stuck together as a group. They became a very cohesive group.
(Debbie Wolking, SNG Executive Director, personai interview, 1999)
Despite the positive feelings about the process some challenges still Iïnger for the Seward
neighbourhood sustainability indicators project.

In February of 1999 UEC held a second annuai neighbourhood sustainability
roundtable. This researcher atîended that event and asked participants if they were able to
involve the more under-represented members of their neighbourhood in the indicator
selection process- Representatives expressed that although they did go to some tenant
association meetings, they were remiss in getting margindized residents involved and they
weren't sure how to overcome this. Some participants expressed that the technical aspect

of indicators made them hesitant about going to these populations, thinking that indicators
may be too complicated to taIk about. One person suggested that they could have tried to
do focus groups, but resources and t h e didn't permit. The SNG admits that this is one

area where they could have improved their process (Debbie W o b g , SNG Executive

Director. personal interview, 1999).
Clearly this shortcoming is not unique to the Seward Neighbourhood Sustainability
Indicator Project as previously discussed (Besleme. Maser & Siiversteixt, 1999) and the

UEC project is one of the more resident inclusive indicator processes this researcher has
corne across. However, it is hard to imagine an neighbourhood indicator project that is
tmly going to reflect the values and goals of the neighbourhood unless divenity in the
process is achieved. Ideally, Seward shouId have attempted right nom the beginnhg to
include those residents in the process. By the time they decided to hold neighbourhood
meetings, they were already at a stage where the indicators were beginning to take shape.
It is not nirprising that it was hard to engage the people they did consult. By that point,
the discussion of goals and objectives was completed. Those discussions however, are the
ones that start to clarify and frame what indicators are really about. Those are also the
discussions that people enjoy and have an easier tirne participating in, rather than the realiy
methodological inhicacies of measurement.

3.5 Direction for the Future

This account of the history of social measurement and the defining characteristics
of the community indicators movement provides some common themes that should be
applied to neighbourhoods searchuig for meaningful indicators of progress. The most
noteworthy is the key lesson learned from the social indicators movement. The positivist
approach to data collection is not effective ifindicators are to be used in policy formation
or as catalysts for community action. Simply gathenng data wiii not solve problems or

create change.

The community indicaton movement has certainly leamed this lesson Without
abandonhg the technical requirements of indicators, the new movement has sought to

demystifj. indicators and bring them to a level where they can b e understood by a larger
constituency. To achieve this, the movement recognYes the important role that process
plays in creating indicaton that are meaninml and indicaton that become embedded in

community culture and action. It advocates that indicators should emerge nom the goals
and the values of the community, the things that really matter.

This is the biggest challenge for neighbourhoods searchg for meaninml
indicators of progress and this study. How can we select indicaton that best represent the
values and goals of neighbourhood residents? The movement advocates democratic
participation in indicator selection to achieve this end. Yet exemplary projects like the
Seward Neighbourhood Sustainability Indicators Project and even the most long standing

and successfÙl indicator projects admit that they have faUen short of achieving true
diversity and broad representation in their processes (Debbie Wolking, SNG Executive
Director, personaf interview, 1999; Besleme, Maser & Silverstein, 1999). While business,
government, academic institutions, churches and other social or environmental groups are

well represented in indicator projects (Redefining Progress Survey, 1997), some
populations are consistently absent fiom indicator selection processes.
The greatest challenge of indicaton projects may be in increasing citizen
participation, particularly in the area of engaging marginaiized populations
in the process. These populations often have the most at stake and ofien
do not participate in the discussions. This is one area in which the
community indicators movement must create a god to search for strategies
that can more effectively balance representation of the "usual suspects" in

community processes with the 4'unusualsuspectsn that have an equai stake
in the process. (Besleme, Maser & Silverstein, 1999:39)

This is not a mal1 challenge for the movement. Indeed, it is a significant challenge in al1
community planning efforts. To achieve tme representation in indicator projects, the

process mua be well developed and under-represented groups must be included fiom the
beginning and through al1 stages of the process.

4.0 Developing Indicators of Progress in West Broadway
This researcher could have set about to answer the first teseuch question of this
study, what indicators should be used ta measure revitaiizatîon progress in

Wat

Broadway?, by researching various indicator projects. M e r determinhg what indicators
they used to measure progress, those indicators could have been applied in West
Broadway. Clearly, the emerging planning theories outlined to this point criticize that
such an approach wouid h p l y be foiIowaig dong the h e s of the positivist concept of

knowledge and the rational planning approach. Further, this study also asks h m con
those indicdors best reflet the go& and values of neiihbou~hoodrresients? Recent
community indicator practices suggest that to answer this research question a more
specific and phenornenological approach is required.
As outlined in the previous chapter, a defining characteristic of recent indicator

development projects is a belief that indicators must be rneaningfbl to the community in
which they are used. Those proponents believe that meaning can oniy be derived through
their collective development and adoption in the community. To effectively do this one
must engage the various community constituencies, including under-represented residents.
Two participants at the 1996 Colorado Forum on National and Community Indicators
proposed how this shodd take place.

-

We engaged the whole community not just by holding public meetings,
but by meeting with people one-on-one, and in focus groups to solicit
input. People were not interested in "doing" indicators, but solving
problems. Our job was to tie the two together, to rnake indicators a tool
for problem solving. Knsti C o r d i (Colorado Trust et al., 1996:6)

First, a m with stones, the vision. Visions and stories can apply to d groups.

-

You don? have to "get them to the table." Go to them go to the coffée shops,
the ladies' stitching circles. Tony Hodge (Colorado Trust et ai., 1996:6)
The empincal research component of this research has drawn upon this advice through the

decision to conduct neighbourhood focus groups with under-represented residents in West
Broadway. This approach will also help to answer the 6nal research question which asks

if the indicaîor selecrion process will clanfi or mnforce the goals of the West
B d v a y Alliance? B y cornparhg the responses and indicators developed in the focus
groups with the goals of the West Broadway Strategic Plan, consistencies or

contradictions can be identified.

4.1 The Community Indicator Process

The Community lndicators Handbmk (Tyler Noms & Associates et. al, 1997)
outlines a prototypical process (Figure 2.) for developing community indicators through a
community participatory approach. While there is no one single approach to indicator
development, the Community Indcators Handbok approach more or less resembles a
process that moa successfùl indicator projects take. It involves ten-steps from forming an
initiai w o r h g group to publishing, promoting and updating the indicatofs. Although this

researcher had originally hoped to achieve al1 steps of the process, because of tirne
constraints this study has attempted to complete steps one through five, the important
foundation stages of the process. These steps have helped to inform the design of the
empirical component of this study.

THE COMMUNITY INDICATORS PROCESS

,
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Figure 2. The Comrnunity Indicators Process
Source: The Community Indicators Handbook (Tyler Norris & Associates et
ai., 1997)

Form a working group
The first step is to form a working group for the indicator project. This group
guides the whole process of developing indicators. The Communiîy Indicaiors Handbook

recornmends that this working group represent the diversity of the comrnunity concemed,
yet comprise enough technical expertise to be cornfortable with the more mechanical

aspects ofindicator development. When this is not possible, a techical advisory
cornmittee can be formed, but diversity should not be sacrificed in the main working
group.
Because of the exploratory nature of this study. it was decided that the aiready
established West Broadway Alliance (WBA) Organizah Woricing Group wouid serve as
a temporary working group and contact for this researcher. Since this study is o d y meant
to begin the process of indicator seleaion, the working group was not asked to commit a

great deal of time to the project. It was the intent that once the results of t his study were
presented it would be the WBA Organization Working Group's prerogative whether or
not to recommend that an indicator worlang group be formed and that work continue on
step five and then on to steps six through ten.

Clarify your purpose
The West Broadway Aliiance in their Strategic Plan identified that the purpose of
developing indicators specific to their strategic goals is to 'ensure that progress in
revitalization/renewal process can be rnonitored and measured" ( W B 4 1997:9). This
researcher convened an initial meeting with the members of the WBA Organization
Working Group to discuss the proposed action and cl*

and confirm its purpose.

This meeting provided a great deal of guidance for the subsequent steps of this
research. Some expressed that the WBA Strategic Plan had up until that point been a kind

of "wish Iist" and that they hadn't looked at it in quite some time. Others expressed that
although they hadn't looked at it, there were examples where the actions were being

completed or had been completed. Some were not familiar with the action related to
indicators in theu strategic plan, but thought it was probabIy a good idea now that "things
were happening" in the neighbourhood and progress was visible.
This researcher explained the difference between "statistics," as described in the
strategic plan, and neighbourhood "indicaton." It was explained that indicaton are
meshed with the values and goals of a neighbourhood and that they are used to better
describe the reafity of well-being in a neighbourhood, monitor revitaiization efforts,
participate more effectively in public debate and reinfiorce or redefine neighbourhood
objectives, usually through a participatory selection process. Working group members
expressed that it would be good to have indicatoa to demonstrate progress to funders and
govemment. Othen expressed that it would be good to have indicators that address
stability in the neighbourhood and answer questions like why do people corne to the
neighbourhood and what makes them stay? What are the "comects" in the
neighbourhood that make people feel iike they belong and how cm those be highlighted to
encourage other people to move into the neighbourhood?
The group also expressed that two of the most pressing issues in the
neighbourhood are housing and safety and that those issues should be addressed in this
study. They were pleased by the researcher's proposal to involve neighbourhood residents

in selecting a draft list of indicators. They encouraged the researcher to engage groups
and individuals that have not traditiondy been involved in West Broadway Aliiance

activities.

Identify your community's shared values and vision
As previously discussed the West Broadway Alliance has created a shared mission

and vision published in the WBA Strategic Plan (WB& 1997). The plan resulted fiom
two open strategic planning workshops held in 1997. From those workshops twelve

strategic goals with corresponding objectives and actions were identified. While it is an
impressive document, the lack of use by organization working group memben caused
some concem for this researcher about it being the only guiding framework for indicator

development. Funher, despite the large number of people who participated in the
strategic planning workshops, there was limited representation from certain residents,
particularly aborigùials, seniors and very Iow income residents. This led the researcher to
decide that a better understanding of the values and goals reiated to revitalkation in the
neighbourhood was required before meaninfil indicators could be deveioped. This,the
researcher believed, could be achieved through neighbourhood focus groups with
residents who don? ordinarily participate in neighbourhood planning activities.

Review esisting madeis, indicators and data

The researcher completed an extensive review of literature and praaices related to
indicator development as outlined in Chapters Two and Three of this document. There
was a specinc emphasis spent on understanding why previous indicator movements had

failed in order to understand how West Broadway might avoid those same mistakes. The

most significant shortfa in most of the iiterature and projects reviewed by this researcher
was the lack of participation by margindized residents in selection processes. While rnany

projects purponed to represent their respective communities, many had no<uicluded sorne
significant mernbers of the population (Besleme, Maser & Silverstein, 1999; Meter, 1999).

Draft a set o f proposed indicators

The ernpirical research component of this study attempted to &Mi this step of the
process. The one main shortcoming of the Seward Neighbourhood Sustainability
Indicators Project was its inability to include marginalized residents of their
neighbourhood right in the beginnhg of their process. Instead they drafted their indicator
list and then took it to those neighbourhood residents for discussion. Understandabiy, it
was hard to engage those residents' knowledge and insight at that point. Therefore this

researcher decided to include under-represented residents in the development of the draft
list of indicators for West Broadway which is outlined in the following section on data

coilection.

4.2 Data Collection: West Broadway Neighbourhood Focus Groups

4.2.1 Sampling

Krueger (1988) writes that the purpose of a study should dictate who is invited to
participate in its focus groups. Since a primary purpose of this study is to detennine
indicators that best represent the values and goals of the West Broadway neighbourhood,
focus groups were conducted with residents that best represent the neighbourhood. In
particular, purposive or theoretical (Patton, 1990) sampling attempted to inchde
participants who although they represent a greater proportion of the West Broadway
population, are often marginalüed and not generaily represented in neighbourhood
planning activities. These included people living on social assistance, aboriginal people,
young single mothers and people with very iow incornes.
Krueger (1988) recommends that a single focus group should be homogenous, but
with sufficient variation arnong participants to allow for contrasting opinions and fkee

flowing conversation. Morgan (1997) &tes that researchen should also consider
whether participants in a group could easily discuss the topic in a nomal day-to-day
conversation. If participants vaty too much in social background or lifestyk, this is
usually not possible. Those recommendations were adopted in this study. Each of the
focus groups had a fairly homogenous composition which allowed for a good level of
cornfort and ease during the discussions.
Most focus group researchers agree there are advantages and disadvantages of
both s m d and large sized focus groups (Patton, 1980; Krueger,' 1988; Morgan, L997).

Smaiier groups are easier to recruit and host, aiiow for more in depth insights and are
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more cornfortable for participants. It is more difficult however to maintain active
conversation in srna11 focus groups, especially if the participants are not actively involved
in the topic. On the other hand, large focus groups ailow for a greater range of

perceptions, but can be difficult to control. Four to six people participated in each of the

.

neighbourhood focus groups. This number allowed for a good degree of c o d o n in al1
groups and provided an adequate level of discussion and insight into the topics.

1

Group 6

1

1

Composition of Neighbourhood Focus Groups

1

Group C

6 Participants

4 Participants

5 Participants

White
Men and Women
receiving Social
Assistance

Young
Aboriginal
Mothers

White
Men and Women
unemployed
and
under employed

1

Group O

Young White
and
Abriginal
Women

Table 8. Composition of Neighbourhood Focus Groups

Four focus group discussions were conducted (Table 8). M e r the first two focus
groups were conducted this researcher decided that an additional two were required to
achieve "saturation" - the point at which additionai data collection does not produce new
understanding (Morgan, 1997).

Group A coasists of six white participants, three women and three men They
range in age fiom twenty to fifty years old, two are disabled. They aii are recipients of
social assistance and are aquainted with one another through their membership in an antipoverty advocacy organization. This group could be characterized as the most

1

empowered group, fairly aware of many neighbourhood issues and initiatives. Ail
participants are long term residents of the inner city. Most are currently residents of West
Broadway, while others have been residents in the past.
Group B consists of four aboriginal mothers of young children. They range in age
between twenty and thirty years old. They are al1 participants in a neighbourhood daycare

and educational program for abonginal parents and their children. Three live in West
Broadway, and one lives very close in an adjacent inner city neighbourhood.
Group C is cornprised of five white participants, four men and one woman. They
range in age from thirty to

fiw yean old. They are al! either unemployed or

underemployed, working in paying low paying part time jobs. Those who are unemployed

are receiving social assistance and one man is disabled, receiving some fonn of disability
compensation. AU are casual acquaintances of one another through the drop-in centre
where the focus group discussion took place. They al1 live in West Broadway in roorning
houses or apartrnents, except for one who recentiy moved nom the neighbourhood to
another part of the inner city.
Group D consists of four participants, two abonginal single mothers and two white
women, one of whom is a single mother. They are acquainted to one another through a
neighbourhood drop-in centre for parents and children where the focus group discussion
took place. They al1 Iive in West Broadway. This group can be characterized as the
second most empowered group. In particular, the two white women were quite aware of

many neighbourhood issues and initiatives.

4.2.2 Pilot Testing

Pilot testing in this study occurred as o u t i i i in Kmeger (1988). First the
question outlines were reviewed by the researcher's thesis cornmittee, an experienced
team of scholan. Second, after conducting the fim group, the researcher reflected on
several issues such as question wording and sequencing, room arrangement and moderator
involvement. No major changes were requked after the first group, although the
researcher discovered quite quickly into that discussion that a very formal approach was
not appropriate for the groups selected and adjusted accordingly.

4.2.3 Rtcruitment

Through contact with the administrators of several West Broadway drop-in centres

and organkations, tirnes were arranged to meet with focus group participants for one and

a half hours at their convenience. Some suggest that using already eaabtished groups or
acquaintances in a focus group inte~ewsis not advisable because people who know one
another tend to leave out taken for granted information that a researcher may need to

know (Agar & McDonald, 1995). Others however, suggest that effective focus groups
are routhely conducted Ui already established groups (Knieger, 1988: 165).

4.2.4 Data Recording

This researcher struggled with the idea of using an audio tape recorder in the focus
group inte~ews,fearing that it might make participants uncornfortable. While the
literature is not unanimous on this point, sorne suggest that to work most reliably with

participants' words one must use an audio recording device when intewiewing (Seidman,
1991:86). Without it, participants' words are substituted with the interviewer's notes.
Although the interviewer's consciousness wiii eventually impact on the interpretation of

the data, at such an eariy stage it can negatively supersede what participants really mean
through their words. To avoid this, a small audio tape recorder was used in ail four focus
groups.

4.2.5 Questioning

Morgan (1997:47) suggests that it is best to confine the focus group i n t e ~ e w
to a
srnall number of broadly stated topics or open-ended questions. Unlike an individual
interview, where the respondent would easily answer the questions in a short period of
time, in a focus group a more lengthy discussion around each question occurs. Kmeger
(1988:60) wwites that the questions are really a stimulus for the response and their open-

endedness allows for the participants to detemine the direction of the response and
answer fiom a variety of dimensions. The focus group questions in this study were
developed based on these principles (Table 9.).
The main research question in this study asks, what indicators should be used to

rneasure revitalization progress in West Broadway? To answer this question effectively
requires that progress, or positive change, is defined in the West Broadway context. The
questioning route used in the focus groups attempted to develop discussions around the
concept of positive and negative changes in West Broadway. It sought to encourage
residents to talk about indicators of change that they have experienced in the p s t and

.

might experience in the niture. if the neighbourhood knproves in the way they desue. The

open-endedness of the qustioning route sought to allow participants to raise issues and
indicators that are important and particular to their expenences.

1

Neighbourhood Focus Group Questioning Route
How long have you lived in West Broadway and how has the neighbourhood changed since
you've k e n living here?

What do you think are the good points about West Broadway?
M a t âo
thhk am the bad poiis about West Broadway?
What would you like to see ch-?

wu

If the neighbourhood was improving M a t signs or changes do you think we would we start to

see?

M a t do you think you wouM notke if thhgs are improving?
What would be some iridicatm?
How wouM West Bmadway be dimrent?
1

Table 9. Neighbourhood Focus Group Questioning Route

4.2.6 Analysis

When analyzing the results 1used a systematic and verifiable process. Upon
completion of each group interview. 1wrote a short summary report of the discussion.
Where possible 1tned to describe the overall nature of the group, difficulties with the
queaionhg route, themes within responses to the questions, participants' enthusiasm,
consistency in behaviours, particular body language, new avenues for questioning, and
overall energy in the group (Knieger, 1988:114). 1then listened to the tapes immediately
after the discussions and transcnbed the tapes, includhg important pauses, lost train of
thought, laughter, incidences of visuai agreement/disagreemeaf sarcasm, hstration or
other critical non verbal clues. M e r some time away nom the data, 1went back and

reread the field notes and tranmipts. When rereading the t m w r î p t s 1
, set about
analyzing the data in process described in detaiI in Rubin & Rubin (1 995227-256) and

sirnilady in others (Morgan, L 997; Seidman, 1991; Krueger, 1988) whereby the analyst
searches for concepts, stories and themes in the data.
In the fkst reread of the trmscripts 1bracketed each occurrence of every concept

or issue that was raised. When the concept itself was not given a label by the participant, 1
assigned a short label that best captured the essence of the concept and wrote the label in
between the lines of the text. At the same time 1 highlighted pieces of text that best
represented these ideas. This was done several times for each transcript. As new
concepts or issues emerged 1went back to previous transcnpts and labeled thern with the
applicable new concepts. ifit was discovered that the label categories were not inclusive
enough they were changed accordingly.
Throughout the process, 1 also paid close attention to whether participants were

using stories to explain their contributions to the discussion. Rubin & Rubin (1995) write
that it is important to examine these stories closely because they are rneant to
communicate lessons or concepts that are hard to articulate in analytical terms. Rather,
people choose Stones to make points that are emotionai, uncornfortable, embarrassing,
dangerous or even forbidden. In the transcripts 1highlighted al1 stones and noted whether
they were fint hand stories or second hand stories, something that may have happened to

a fiiend or relative in West Broadway. This was used to determine how much importance
to assign . the concept in later analysis.

M e r labeling al1 the concepts I began to look for consistencies within the groups
and across groups. Then I determined what people were saying about the concepts.

These developed into themes. Themes are more normative and imply how things should
be or why things are the way they are. I combined al1 those themes into four categories

for reporting the findings.
When going through this analysis, 1kept in mind that the overreaching purpose of
this study is to define indicators of progress in the neighbourhood. In some cases,
participants volunteered what they thought were good indicators of positive and negative
change. In these instances 1 noted those indicaton. Sornetimes the discussion went in
directions where indicators were not explicitiy stated, but were irnplied by the normative
content of participants cornments. In those instances 1 noted an indicator that 1thought
best represented the nature of their ideas or concerns.

4.3 Focus Group Findings

The first question in aii four focus groups asked participants to taik about their
penonai expenences and how West Broadway has changed since they've been living in
neighbourhood. The second question asked them what changes or signs they'd aart to
see if the neighbourhood was improving.

In response to these two questions, they told

stones and offered evidence of things that seemed the same, things that are getting better,
things that are getting worse and things that need to be changed. Al1 their stories provided

indicators about revitalkation progress in West Broadway.
Some participants saw positive changes in the area, some saw no changes and

others saw the neighbourhood getting worse. While everyone gave examples or talked
about specific issues, some felt the need at different points in the discussion to make
overall conclusions about change in the neighbourhood.
I've been in this area for the last twenty five years. I've seen a lot of changes
in the West Broadway area which have been pretty good.(Al)
On this side [South of Portage) there's k e n a lot of positive changes(A4)
There are a lot of groups that are really trying to make some changes, It feels
positive Iike m e n you go to a wmmunity meeting.@3)
I've been here in the West Broadway area for 2 years and a half. I don? see
any improvement, (Bi)
1 lived here since August I think last year. Hmm [difkult for her to find an
answerf Nothing good mas changedl- (82)
I've lived here about..,l dont know-.-four or five years- No there really hasn't
been any change. (83)
There's too much, too much stuff going on. It's getting worse. (84)
I've lived here for the past six years. What changes? It's changed for the
worse. (C4)
It's good that you mentioned this. Boy it's al1 corning out now. I'm sorry I don?
have anything positive to say [about changes in the neighbourhood). (Dl)

This kind of variation in sumrnary conclusions demonstrates how difficult it is to really
determine if a neighbourhood is progressing because everyone defines progress differently
and uses different indicaton to gauge that progress. Everyone experiences a different
worId even within a few neighbourhood blocks. The foliowing themes demonstrate how
participants in the four focus groups idenufied specific expenences and indicators that
helped them gauge change and weil-being in West Broadway. These themes are grouped
into the categones of neighbourhood safety, neighbourhood housing, neighbourhood
spaces and neighbourhood opportunities.

4.3.1 Neighbourhood Safety

Although the issue of crime and safety in West Broadway can sometimes reinforce
the negative, the vivid discussions that took place around this issue cannot be ignored. It

was the most oflen raised topic in Group B, aborigind rnothers and Group C,

underhnemployed men and women. While Group A and D chose to centre their
discussions around other issues, they expressed at certain points that safety was one of the
major issues in the neighbourhood. It is important to note that groups B and C discussed
their concem for personal safety oeen using first hand accounts or personal stories of
incidences where their own sense of personal safety or personal property was

In some instances these accounts dernonstrate quite serious neighbourhood
violence. Group B, abonginal rnothen, when talking about crime in the neighbourhood

aiways expressed their concem in relation to their children's safety. Their comments ofien
reflected a sense of hstration and lack of control over the violence around them,
magnified by a strong feeling that the police often don't respond to their needs.
Neighbourbood Violence
I see a lot of younger kids here trying to be adults. They throw their weight
around. They think they...l didn't see it but I heard of kids trying to impress other
kids by slapping someiiody [a woman) around. And the woman was like nine
months pregnant. They don1 give a shit. Stuff Iike that...and grafffii al1 over the
walls and buildings. I'rn just scared to walk around with my kids. You can't trust
anybody when you go down the Street. (B4)
I had difficulties with gang related things. The police didn't even do anything
about it. And it scared my kids and myself...During the day, early in the
hti
rnorning, eariy in the evening, it lasted for the whole day. They came down w
some broorns and shovels. They were swinging them at me. And spitting. And
they broke my window. Idon't ...[see anything improving] I'm planning to move
out of here adually. (BI)

I live on Langside Street and last night I heard...l'm always hear gun shots going
off late at night, And that's not a good thing...especially when you have kids.
You gotta look out for your kids. You have to make sure your kids are in at a
certain tirne. Especially when you live in Yhe hood" you know. It's ..A's a
dangerous situation in this area. It's not getting any better. (B3)
I dont know, I've seen people getting the hell beat up and the cops not showing
up for fifteen minutes while this buddy's just laying on the ground. They come

by like they thought he d e ~ e ~ ite dI don? know maybe it's because it's in the
area West Broadway]. Or whatever. (82)
It's a lot rougher. It's more Iike you have to f ~ hift you want to survive. pretty
much have to keep...to get people away from you, you have to be aMe to fight.
Or you gotta leave them alone- You have to show who you are- It's that way in
elernentary [schoot]. mere's no change, The little ones have brothers, sisters in
gangs who...l've seen little kids doing the signs. This one kid made a pipe, a
can pipe, he's eleven years old! [as if tu say can you believe that?) There's no
stopping it, It's crazy. I don? know...l don1 knowJthrows her hands up] Idon't
like my kids being outside my fence. It's a spooky area, (82)

Group C, underlunemployed men and women, saw a kind o f fùtility in the kinds of
violence they experienced in the neighbourhood. They couldn't make sense of why it was
r

happening.
You CAN'T even go out at night to go to the store! I went to the store and got hit
in the back of the head. The best laugh is they only got seventy-five cents off of
me. They knocked me d o m and they only got seventy-five cents! (Cl)
A couple weeks back there Iwas by Juniors there. I seen a couple of kids and I
was riding my bike.A seen a couple of kids beat up a guy for a case of beer and
ten bucks out of his pocket. He was just fayirig there bleeding. Someone had to
phone to take hirn to the hospital. They kiclred the shit out of hirn for his b e r !
Young kids...one was twelve, the other one was thirteen, one was fourteen. (C3)

Others didn't describe such vivid violence, but talked generaiiy about feeling u n d e in the
neighbourhood. They expressed the frustration of having important personal property

taken corn them. They talked about feeling intimidated by others or unsafe walking at
night.
Feeling Unsafe
They can steal things out from behind the locked door. I have things under lock
and key and they took them. See I'm trying to build a workshop in the
basement. I leff some power tools there. The basement door locks and I have a
key and the Iittle old lady there has a key. AI1 the keys are ours. So I left, did
some work, came back after the weekend. The door was still locked but the stuff
was taken. (CS)
Better street lighting. Having the sidewalks actually lit up so you can feel safe.
Because l do feel more nervous at night than I used to. (03)
A lot of these senior citizens or even able W i e d people can't walk out at night

because of the fear the gangs hiding behind these boarded up houses. (Al)

These excerpts stress sorne of the most negative aspects of West Broadway, but they
c a ~ obe
t ignored, because for participants they are vivid and emotional indicators about
whether the neighbourhood is changing for the better. However, the stories aiso represent

a genuine concem about the issue of safety in the neighbourhood not only for themselves,
but for others. Group B is concemed with âheir kids being able to play outside. Group C

and D are concemed for Wends and neighbours who had personal property stolen. Group
A is concerned about the safety of seniors and the disabled. All groups had solutions to

these problems and saw a need for action on the issue of neighbourhood safety.
Yeah as much as I don't Iike to see them [police) or have anything to do with ttiem,
they need to be around. Because they're not around when you need them. (82)
Have more police walking around. Curfews at like ten o'clock- That worked for
awhile there. (BI)
There's a police station over there, but it's not open long enough. It's only
open from 8 to 8. It should be open twenty four hours. It's the time you need
them most. We should put together a petition and have them keep it open.
What's the use of having it open in the day- (C3)
We have more police officers in this area than any other area. But that
doesn't mean we don? need airymore, (Dl)
Get rid of the poverty first. that will diminish the crime imrnensely. (Al)
l think poverty is probably the mot of the problem. That's why there's lots of
aime, because people don't have [money]. (03)

1

Neighbourhood Safety Themes and lndicators
Themes

Summary of Themes

Possible Indicators

1 Neighbourhood Violence
-

-

-

Concemed for children's safety around
neighbouihood violence.

X

People being victirns of violent and
sometimes senseless attacks-

X

X

X

X

-

Lack of police response tirne and
sensitivity.

1

-

people who feel safe tetüng
their children play in the
neighbourhood
people who are vicüms or
witnesses of violent crime
average police response time
in West Broadway
those who feei there is a
respecthi relationship
between police and residents

Feeling Unsafé

Persona1 property being stolen.

x

x
,

The environment contributes to feeling
unsafe at night
-.

X
-

-

X

people who've had personal
property stolen in the
neighbourhood
people living in poverty
people who feel safe walking
alone after dark
board4 up houses
trees that are trimmed

-- -

Grwp A White Men and W o m RcCmng Social Assitîanct
Group 8 Young AborQinai Molhcrs
Grwp C White Men and W m Unemploycd and Under Empkycd
Group O Young White and Aboriginal Mdhcn
b

Table 10. Neighbourhood Safety Themes and Indicators

4.3.2 Neighbourhood Housing
Ail groups except for Group B discussed at length many issues surrounding

housing in West Broadway. The fact that group B chose not to tak about housing
extensively is not indication that the issue is unimportant to them. Rather it was clear that
saFety was their greatest concem in the neighbourhood and much of the discussion tirne

was spent on issues relating to that theme. Many participants in the other groups

expressed that the recent sponsored housing renovation projects in the neighbourhood are

having a very big impact on revitaiization progess.
Sponsorcd Housing Renovation Projects
One side of Broadway is belong looked after very well. The housing has been
looked after very well. (A?)
Oh yes! [housing renovation has had a positive impact on the neighbourhood,]
(A41
It's a good thing, because some of them have b e n boarded up for a long time.
About eight of them got tom down this year because they were strudurally
unsound. (C3)
They look really great. It's a major improvement to that area- (Cl)
The housing improvernents have a hell of a lot [of impact]! (C4)
The only good change I've seen is on Langside with those houses they repaired

and renovated, They look very nice. (D2)
We need more [housing renovation], more clean-up, more something to improve
the area. Because it is a beautiful neighbourhood. It's charaderistic. We have
beautiful trees that some areas dont have. (Dl)

They discussed how these and other housing Unprovements can counteract many negative

indicaton in the neighbourhood. They spoke about the high concentration of abandoned
buildings and broken windows in the neighbourhood and how they create places for
crimes to occur. Some felt that a decaying neighbourhood can have a negative impact on
the spirits of the people living there. Others expressed that the poor appearance of some
housing in the neighbourhood discourages others fiom moving into the neighbourhood
and gives West Broadway a bad reputation.
Impacts o f Housing Demy
[Sorne of the houses in the neighbourhood) The windows are smashed out,
there's gangs tags ail over. Some are boarded up. (A4)
Taking away those abandoned house you're getting a lot more space to take
away crime in the area. The fact that they're boarded up, that's a good place for
the crime to happen. (Al)
I've had a friend whose working who says he won? move down into the core

because it l w k s like a slum. People don1want to take care of their lawns, they
don't want to take care of their houses. They rnake them look run d o m - He's
says [his friend] I'm not gonna live down hem. He's say I'd rather pay the bucks
and live where I am. (C2)
[If the neighbourhod improved there would bel Less empty homes, More people
would be rnoving into the community. L e s drug homes. (Dl)
That whole building complex just looks temble. It's really bad, it really is.
There's broken windows and the yard... there's no gfassAms
just disgusting. It
gives you the impression that there's bad people living there. But they're not.
It's just kinda...[s he stops] (Dl)
[Housing Decay] It's like taking a nice atmosphere and painting it grey black.
And always having a great big cloud in front of you. (A4)
It cheers the place up. If it's a drab neighbourtiood. we would be walking around
al1 desolate and depressecl. You know if the place looks dirty. it can have an
effed psychologically.(Cs)

Groups D and C discussed how the sponsored housing renovation projects might resut in
spin-offs such as creating neighbourhood pride once people see % k t the neighbourhood
cm becorne." This,they Say, might encourage other home owners or landlords to fix up

their homes and yards.
Private Housing Im provements
Houses were getting fixed up. I live on Langside. A lot of the houses on there are
pretty much falling apart...Broken windows and al1 that. And a good way of
seeing if its getting deaned up is if the broken windows are getting replaced or
even a paint job on the outside. Iknow it would just appearlike its fixed up, and
rnay not necessarily rnean that it is better, but at least it would give an outwarâ
appearance. It might provide a bit of a boost for them to get working on their
homes, getting them fixed up- (Cl)
I think it encourages other people that live on that street to improve their own
yard. If next door suddenly this new beautiful house appears, it make you
wanna make your yard a Iittle bit neater or better. Because it seems that the
street is looking so much better. (03)

Groups A and C discussed that the housing renovation projects are especially beneficial
when the neighbourhood is involveci and the homes are given to low income people.

Some were concemeci however, that the renovations might make the neighbourhood
unaEordable for people with low Uicomes and people on social assistance.

Home Owncrship and Gentrification
Getting the community involved in doing sornething like that, as the Habitat for
Hurnanity has, getting people who aren't working because they've been laid off,
putting them to work to build up their housing amund them and then giving it to
them and then you'll see M o l e lot more cornmunity involvement, (Al)
mat's good they're fixing up houses for people who have hardly any money.
What I've k e n hearing though. like on the news that if you lose your job, you
have to move out of the house- You can't live in those places if you lose your
job, You have to move out, You can't even live there on welfare, you have to
have a part-tirne job. (C3)
The govemment will never senously solve the problem of inner city decay
without solving the problem of what people can afford in the way of housing. No
matterwhat program you put here or there, or anywhere else in the cily to fm it
up, quite often effeds of those repair programs and so on is to increase property
values and wind up chasing people out of those neighbourhoods to a place you
can afford to live which is a declining neighbourhood. (A3)
It [gentrification] has the potential to happeri anywhere. We went out to
Brandon...l used to live there-..for 6350 you could get a pretty decent one
bedroorn, but since the hogplant came in. no welfare recipient can get them
because of the guidelines. It's the same in Winnipeg... ten years ago you could
afford a decent one bedroom [now you can't). (A4)

Group 4 C and D talked about the poor quality of some rental housing in the
neighbourhood and places they had lived in the past with bad heating, loud parties and
broken fiont doors. Most believed the problern of low quality rental housing is the result
of landlords that don't care and "just leave them ta run down." Others empathized with

landlords and saw the welfare system or market forces as the main contributors to the
problem Some said they iived in good rental housing now, where the caretakers are
accessible and they plan to aay in West Broadway.
Rental Housing
Like I said, when you take the slum lords and put 'em in jail and fine them $5000
dollars [the neighbourhood will irnprove]. Imoved out of one and they stiH
haven't done anything about it- (Cl)
Also the slum lords want to make the greater proffi. The more money they have
to spend on fixing up the place, the l e s profd they make. There's no way they'll
fix anything up, because they're losing money. (Cl)

I'm no great fan of landlords, but quite fmnkly, in their situation, they're there to
make a buck and they have one of two choices in the face of what's happening
with welfare recipients. There are. like. what 25,000 people on welfare in
Winnipeg? Because of dedining revenue, they can't raise rents because they'd
al1 leave, so they let the building go to pot. (A4)
They dont live hem, they don? care about what happens hem, So often they're
people that live in another province- So they dont even have any idea of what
the area is Iike. Then m e n you go to find them if there's a problem it'd hard to
find them. l think there's a lot of landlords out there that don? care about what
their buildings are like. They dont care who's living there. (03)
The same with me. The other day there was something wrong with my stove. I
couldn't figure out M a t was wrong. The caretaker asked if my fuses was bumt
out, l said no because 1 know exadly where they are. lt was about two o'cloclc.
It was that thing on the inside of my oven...the element bumt out. i let the
caretaker know one day. the next day the eledrician came upstairs and put a
brand new one in there. It worlcs now, my stove. Same with my sin&. They
fixed it no problem. Now we got a good caretaker. I've been living there for
eight or nine years. (C3)

The topic of housing affordability was raised in al1 four groups. They talked about the
hstration o f only being able to S o r d low quality housing on theu social assistance

allowance, disability payments or the little money they earned fiom a part time job. It
was often expressed as f w t r a t i o n with the lack of choice. Some said that West
Broadway is the only housing option for them, even though they would tike to tive

elsewhere. Some moved to West Broadway because of its housing affordability and are
quite happy because of that.

Housing Affordability
[The negative aspect about West Broadway is] not wanting to live here, but
having to live here because it's the only price range you can afford. Pretty,
much try and look sornewhere else and it's like 500 bucks for a two bedroom
suite. So there's no r o m to advance and you havent got enough cash you
know to pay for. ..l'rn putting up extra cash to have a nice place to Iive in. Eighty
bu& of my cheque goes so like my kids can have a nice house and a big yard.

(W
That's Iike Carol. She doesn't like the place she's living in now. They want to
shove her into a bachelor pad. She has claustrophobia. She cm' live in a
bachelor. She's living in a one bedroom apartment right now, but she wants to
get out of that apartment block because it's going downhill...drugs or
whatever.,.and now the landlord is talking about selling it and she's scared about

who's going to buy its and Mat's going to happen to her, (AZ)
The welfare is forcn
ig
the people to live there, because they will only pay out
$275. And for that money, you don1get a nice apartment. (C2)
Two years now. I used to rive in East Kildonan- I came here kcause of cheaper
housing...l just wanted cheap rent. The landlord said I could do vuhatever I wantI never see him. He's one these guys that pays the Iittle old lady who lives
downstairs. He's a slum lord. You don't see him. The place is very clean. It
was dirty when I moved in, but we deaned it up. (CS)
One of the main pressures that is leading to certain degree of slow steady
decline is that the quality of housing available is diredly conneded with the
welfare system. Whaî's been happening over the past ten to fifteen years with
al1 the pressures on govemrnent to cut back, welfare recipients have k e n the
biggest victims. The arnount of money we receive has not kept up with inflation
regardless of the cost of living. The result effed is the kind of housing we can
afford. All we can afford is poorer and poorer housing. If that's al1 you pay,
that's al1 the quote. unquote market is going to get you. That is a very significant
factor in what we see in housing. (A3)

Neighbouhood Housing Themes and Indicatorr,
Oroups Diseusring
Theme

Summary of Themes

Possible Indicators

.

Sponsored Housing Renovation Projuds
Housing renovations are having a
positive impact on the neighbourhood.

X

X

X

number of sponsored housing
renovation projects

Impacts of Housing Oacry

There are too many houses that are
abandoned, boarded up with graffitiCrime occurs in boarded up houses-

I

Poor housing creates a bad perception
in and of the neighbourhood.

boarded-up houses
abandoned homes
broken windows
incidence of graffiti
number of houses in good
repair
number of yards in good
repair

X

X

X

1.1

Private Housing Improvements
Housing renovation projects cause
others to improve their homes and
others to move into the neighbourhood.

X

X

X

private housing improvements
and renovations
-paintjobs
new people moving to the
neighbourhood

1

1

Home Ownenhip and Gentrification

Horne renovation projects where
neighbourhood residents participate are
berteficial.

X

Renovated homes may be too
expensive for people with low incornes
and might drive those people out.

X

X

nurnber of residmts that
participate in renovation
projects
nurnber of low incorne home
owners
number of residents that
move from renting to owning
in the neighbourhood
length of time people have
been residents of the
neighbourhood

Rental Housina
-

Absentee landlords are not taking care
of their buiidings.

number of landlords/owners
that Iive in West Broadway or
Winnipeg
number of apartments
recognized in landlordltenant
cooperation program

X

1 Houring Affordability
Social Assistance does not provide
enough allowance for good quality
housing.

ratio of rental rates to welfare
rates
number of people who feel
they have a choice to Iive in
West Broadway
people who spend more than
30% of their income on rent

X

There isn't much choice in housing that
is affordable.
Group A White Men and Womcn Receiving Social Assistance
Group B Yourig Aboriginal Malh«s
Group C White Mm a d Wamen Unempbyed and Under Empkycd
Group O Young Whie and Aboriginal Mothers

Table 11. Neighbourhood Housing Themes and Indicators

4.3.3 Neighbourhood Spaces

Al1 groups discussed the importance of neighbourhood spaces Wce streets, parks
and comrnunity gardens. The issue of accessibility for the disabled was discussed
extensively in Group A and by some in Group D. They felt that considenng the number of
disabled people who must tive in the Uiner city because of housing a£Eordability, there is
very Little progress being made to make it more accessible to those people.
Further, others expressed that the lack of quality public infiastructure and
130

maintenance was a kind of environmental discrimination. They suspected that the quaiity
of seMce they received was somehow different, less adequate, than other parts of the city
might receive. They want the city to acknowledge that the imer city has special needs,

such as trees that are nit back, benches for seniors and the disabled and better Iighting on
the sidewaiks to prevent crime.

Public Places
It seems like they're out to kill us. The sidewalks in the Broadway area so
tem-blyslanted that it is very difficult to or a n y W y to with a manual chair to
travel on the sidewalks. They must travel on the road. So if that's the case.
They should rnake a lane designed for meelchairs and cydists. Forget buses
they already have to much leeway. The dooiways should be mandatory to make
them wheel chair accessible, old and new. (Al)
Plus the street there, when I drive by there, like the road is in very bad shape.
Then when you get to Maryland, it suddenly changes. That's not fair. Should
their street and place (house) be deteriorated... Then four months after that the
wiring in the neighbourtioad fell down and missed our car by this much. Then
our microwave broke and hydro didn't reimburse us. They were responsible. I
dont think those kinds of things happen in tuxedo, but because we're the a r e
area..,and I could go on and on. (Dl)
More benches to sit in. I need a bench halfway to the store to sit down, And
there's no benches at the bus stops. No bus shacks. ln the whole
neighbourhood, there's not one bus shack. They probably don2 last too long,
they get kicked in. (CS)

l think we neeâ lower lights. Because those high lights, even when they are on
dont shed the kind of light on the sidewzlk that you need. They shed the light on
the roadway, but not on the sidewalk. If you have those shorter light standards.
like on Broadway they shed light on the sidewalk. 1 know on Furby where I used
live that's a problem. The lights are in the trees and it's really dark. (03)

Ail groups discussed the need for more parks and places for chiidren to play and adults to

get involved with the cornmunity and their children- Most believed that if those spaces
were better cared for and maintained, the neighbourhood would improve. Mothers in

Group B and D, ovewhelmingly agreed that the amount of broken glass in the parks is a
pressing hazard in the neighbourhood. They are concerned for the safety of their children

playing in those areas, suggesting that they make manufacturers stop using giass botties or
put signs on the bars encouraging people to keep their botties in their boxes.

There would be no g l a s in the parks [if
the neighbourhood improved), There
would be nice parks for the kids to play in. Something that when they're
swinging, the swing is moving with thern. I've seen that and I had to tell my kids
to get off because it's dangerous. It freaks me out you know? They can get
injured, (82)
In the empty lots where they've taken down the (abandoned] houses they should
put play parks for three and four year old kids. (C4)
l think they should tear the nouses down and make community gardens. Like if
they're not going to fix !hem up, at least rnake community gardens out of thern.
(AS)

Isee building a community garden is a good idea because you're getting the
community involved and number two it's the Mothers and Fathers, of the kids
that are running wild, in the garden, I mean they're not going to damage their
own parents garden. (Al)

Community gardens in the ernpty lots are really great and help to spruce up the
neighbourhood. (03)
They should take better Gare of the park areas for the kids. Because I always
see g l a s there. Cause that's [broken glass] so dangerous for the kids tao when
they're playing outside. (02)
There's a lot of g l a s in the park, over there by Mulvey School. Broken beer
bottles. We were just there the other day, (01)

I

Neighbourhood Spaces Themes and lndicaton

Public infrastructureis not responding
to the neeâs of disabled people. . .

Possible Indicatori

Theme

Summary of Themes

X

X

There is not as much pubiic money or
service being invested in infrastructure
in the inner city-

X

X

More parks are needed in West
Broadway.
Some parks are hazardous and need to
be better maintained.

Community gardens add a lot to the
neighbourhood.

X

X

X

X
X

.

public irnprovements that are
accessible to the disabled
public places to sit
public money being invested
in infrastructure in West
Broadway

amount of padc and green
space available per person
number of positive spaces in
the neighbourhood
number of children who use
public parks
percentage of park
equipment in good repair
glass in the parks

Group A White Men and Women Receiving Sotil Assirtamc
Group B Young Abonginai Mothars
Group C White Men ind W o m U m p k y c d and Undcr Empbyed
Group O Young White and Aboriginal Mothem

Table 12. Neighbourhood Spaces Themes and Indicators

4.3.4 Neighbourhood Opportunitics

While some felt they had no choice in housing, they were glad that West Broadway had
rnany positive resources so conveniently located. These were the rnost positive points in

di four discussions. Although discussions about housing and neighbourhood d e t y
tended to depress the general enthusiasm in the group, the discussions surrounding
resources and neighbourhood places was upliffing. Some were very proud of the
resources they have that other neighbourhoods don? have. They described the places they
could go to get over bad times and meet with others in sWar situations. Issues of

mobility and access to transportation were often raised as reasons why they are able to
take advantage of neighbourhood opportunities and ohers are not.

Life Supports
There's one thing I don't know if it's positive. Iwent down to the soupkitchen.
They have the best soup I Say. I have a lMle bowl of soup, one or two. And if I
feel like getting anything else I just go down there. Generally I know a few
people there, adually I know lot, know them by name. Just go there talk with
them joke around- It's really positive thing. A lot of people depend on the soup
kitchens. Go down there and eat, get a hot chocolate, what have you. Go there
and get some soup. It helped me get over my cold. (84)
[l live on] Furby, That's why I come h e m I
t's only half a Mock away- Al1 winter
t couldn't even use the food bank, because it's al1 the way d o m on Osborne. I
'aint walking down there. If Itake the bus it costs three and half bucks. You
know? Places like this I like to see them, because they help me out. I depend
on the food banlrs. And now I'm back on my feet. Spending rnoney. (CS)

I just wish I had more help at home [with my partner who is sick]. It's nice to
come here fto the dropin centre] and visit Sarah- (Dl)
The positive thing is that you're around good resourcesJhere's nowhere to go
on Spence and Ellice and places Iike that. There's nowhere to get help in an
abusive situation. You can't use a phone. Sometimes they don? have access to
one. (A4)
She is so depressed, she doesn't want to go out anywhere. We try to cal1 her
everyday or every second day to see how things are going and try and get her
out. And welfare won't give her bus tickets to get to her doctor or meetings. She
says that if she doesn't have the bus fare to go, she doesn't go. (AS)
If you live in the area you can get picked up [and dnven to the neighbourhood
centre]. It's pretty good. (BI)

Many mentioned that shopping is another convenient opportunity in West Broadway
which makes their lives a lot easier. They generaiiy felt that convenience goods were

readiiy available, aithough they ofien went outside the neighbourhood for more durable

goods. Some told stories of purchashg appiiances and electronics from local pawnshops
that tumed out to be defective. Others felt that the large chah stores in the inner city
were not as good as those in the suburbs where the food and service is better.

Access to Quality Goods
Shopping is convenient [in West Broadway]. (83)
Foodfare is good. They done sorne work to improve the store, the mural outside.
And M e n Iask them to bnng something in it's there next tirne. They seem to be
ptetty accornrnodating to people from what I've seen. They're friendly. (03)
One of the employees [of Food Fare] gave a package of suckers to my five kids. (D5)
We bought a VCR at a pawn shop, brought it home and the serial number was
scratched off it, We tried to take it back and the guy laughed at us. (A41
I c m go down to Family Fare, but ifI really want to do shopping Igo to the
bigger rnalls. (B4)
1 go shopping to a different Safeway, because the one on Sargent never has
bulk food, And I asked..And they dont have a bathroom. So if 1 take my
daughter, I canY change her- That just makes me so mad. And the quality of the
store is not rnaintained. And the reason why is, I asked them, because people
are stealing toilet paper and clogging the toilets- 'We have sniffers and we have
alcoholics, we have this and that wming into the bathroom" and therefore they
closed the bathroorn.. That's disgusting. That's service? Idon1want to support
Safeway in that respect- That bothers me as a person and a shopper. It's the
Iowest grade Safeway that exists. If you go to that Safeway, they dont have any
fresh bread- They get the Sale bread. If you go to Safeway at Grant Park
shopping Center, you get treated differentiy. No one knows I come from the
core area if 1 go there. It's a different story. (Dl)

Mothers in Group B expresseci how important the neighbourhood activities and schools
are in their children's development and happiness. Many felt that these activities and

opportunities gave them a peace o f mind, a needed break and heiped their relationships
with their chiidren.
Children's Developmetit
The one thing that I like about the school. 1s that they have grade one and twos

playing together. Not everybody's al1 mixed up, you know, the big kids with little
kids. I noticed that in Transcona they were al1 playing together and my son
would get man handled and stuff. I don1 know if they just do that d o m hem, but
they just have to play with one and two It's a pretty good set-up. I like it like that,
I'm not wom'ed about the grade six picking on the Iittle ones- (82)
This place has stuff for the kids, which is a good point. They take them on trips,
you know. Field trips, whatever. (83)
Like for example, I rniscamed last year- And my daughter..A wasn't gonna keep

her home looking at the four walls saying oh I lost a sister. When she's hem,
she's busy, she's playing with ffierrds. mat's a very positive thirig. Her she has
fdends, &te knows ail the girls. Like they said, there's swimming too and lots of
trips, It gives you a time out. Then when you see them, they come running and
[demonstrating a big hug] they say, 1' love you!" Keeping them inside twenty four
hours a day, seven days a week, that's not healthy. (84)

While some expressed the neighbourhood opportunities as life supports or intluences on

children's development, others saw them as motivators of community pride. This was
especialIy true for those participants that were involved in volunteer and advocacy
activities. In general these participant were more empowered than others and saw

cornmunity participation as a way to empower others.
Community Pride and Participation
Living in the CO-opI have a good sense of community spirit, that there are
people in the neighbourhood that are working really hard to make it better.
Comrnunity gardens in the empty lots are really great and help to spnice up the
neighbourhood. There are a lot of groups that are really trying to make some
changes. It feels positive like when you to go to a community meeting. When
there is an issue like M e n there was those break-ins we had a community
meeting with some of neighbours and people that are around us. And then you
feel stronger when you know that people are working together for the same
thing. I feel there's a good sense of community spirit in the area. People want to
make changes. (03)
I believe in a real cornmon sense approach- If we gave everyone three
things,..pride, dignity and self-esteem. If we gave that back, we wouldn't need
any money f o m the government, We wouldn't need anything, because we
would do it for ourselves. We would have the resources, the people waking up
and feeling good about themselves. ( A l )

Neighbourhood opportunity was also expressed a sense of belonging in the
neighbourhood. West Broadway is a neighbourhood where people are Iike one another
and face the same challenges. People get to know each other through resources avaiiable
in the area and feel cornfortable with one another.

Sense o f Belonging
I fett so lonely over there [another part of the city]. I need some of my own
people. you know wbat I mean?...Weil the way I felt over there, I felt alienated.
In this area, it's all pretty much the same kind of people- (81)

You're not looked down upon. (82)
You're just people [in West Broadway]. (63)
Well the other day Iwas walking down the Street and these people who knew me
smiled and waved and said hi- That felt good- The next moming, over coffee I
thought about that and it made me smile all over again- 1 like that, Even afound
here there was young couple that got rnarried and had a kid. I had this clown I
had painted and cut out of wood. So Igave them the clown because they made
me feel good, (CS)
The people are not snobby. People accept each other for who they are.

Everybody's friendly. (02)

(Dl)
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NeighbourhooûOppoiainities niemes and Indicators
Groups Discuuing

Theme

Summary of Themes

Possible Indicltors

1 Lire supports
people who feel that have
access to the services they
need in the neighbourhood.
people who have access to
transportation or are mobile

Having access to help in the
neighbourhood is a very positive paR of
West Broadway.
Access to transportation or mobility is
important for accessing resources.

X

Broadway.

1

Durable goods and luxury good as
higher quality outside of West
Broadway

X

X

X

number of residents who
shop in local store

X

amount of incarne people
spend in West Broadway

i

Children's ûevelopment
Children should have positive acüvities
to participate in.

(

X

-

nurnber of children involved
in a positive activity

Comrnunity Pride and Participation
Community participation leads to pride
and empowerrnent in the
neighbourhood.

X

Number of people who
volunteer in the
neighbourhood
Number of people who attend
certain neighbourhood
activities

( Sense of Belonging
People have a sense of belonging in the
neighbourhood.

number of people who feel a
sense of belonging in the
neighbourhood

Group A White Mcn and W m Receiving Social Assistance
Group B Young Aboriginal Mdhars
Group C Whik Mm and Women Umpbyed uid Under Empkycd
Group D Young White and Aboriginal Mdhcrs

Table 13. Neighbourhood Opportunities Themes and Indicators
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4.4

Facus Group Findings and the WBA Strrtegic Plan
Clearly, when West Broadway residents were asked about change and progress in

theu neighbourhood, a great number of themes arose. From those themes forty one
indicators of neighbourhood revitalization progress were identined. (Table 14.) These
indicators were either explicitly stated by those residents or were implied by the normative
nature of comments such as "'West Broadway should have more parks" or "1 wish 1didn't
feel unsafe at Mght." These comments and their correspondhg indicators say much about

the values and goals of the residents who participated in the focus groups. Their ideas
about the "'way things should be" in West Broadway are generally similar, with a few
exceptions, to those expressed by participants in the West Broadway AUiance strategic
planning workshops and its resultant document (WB4 1997) (See Appendix).
First in the area of NeighbuurhoodSù$ety the West Broadway Alfiance identified
the followïng goals and objectives under their Socid ami Communiîy Development Gwls

Section (WB4 1997:18):

To ensure that West Broadway is a d e , non threatening neighbourhood for
children, families, adults, businesses, residents and visitors
Improve police/youth relationship.
Reduce Crime.
The actions ( W B 4 1997: 18) identified to achieve these goals and objectives include:

Involve police officers and volunteers in youth activities on a regular basis.
Street strolling program.
Improve light levels on residential streets.
Organize d e enjoyable neighbourhood events.
Hold d e t y workshops for at risk groups.
Develop group of peer councillors for various age groups.
Offer contlict mediation s e ~ c ine community.
Better lighting/development of riverbank/park area.
Instd community emergency phones in high crime areas.

Complete comprehensive street by Street safety audit - reguire upgrade by City.
Identify booze cans requue closing by City.
Improve number and quality of parks

-

Clearly these actions, if implemented, address many of the concems expressed by the
participants in the neighbourhood focus groups. This is particularly true with respect to
concems raised about feeling unsafe because of environmental concems such as poor
lighting and overgrown trees. The actions as they are described in the strategic plan could
markedly impact on the proposed indicators such as the mmber of people feeling safe
wufking alme ojrr dark. However, they do not deal with some of the more severe

neighbourhood safety themes that were expressed by neighbourhood focus group
participants.

The objective of improving policdyouth relationships by including officers in youth
activities can begin to address the relationship between residents and the police. However,
it does not fully address the severity of the problern as expressed by the focus goups

participants and may not markedly impact on the proposed indicator of the mmzber of
people who believe t h e is a respecef relationsîhip between police residents or the
average police respome tinte in West B r d a y (Table 14.). Some focus group

participants, particularly those who are aboriginal, saw the lack of police response and
sensitivity as a major concem for them in the neighbourhood. They hinted that cause for
this reality is more systernic, either racialiy motivated or a general expression of prejudice

on behalf of the police against people in the neighbourhood.
As weil, the WBA Strategic Plan does not explicitly state objectives or actions to

address the kind of serious neighbourhood violence that was talked about extensively in

some of the neighbourhood focus groups. Participants told stories of being victims or
witnesses of crimes such as beatings and rapes, which should not be ignored. West
Broadway has had to carry the burden of negative media stories and misnomen such as
"murders half acre" which untàirly oventate the problem of violence in the
neighbourhood. in an attempt to alter or "play down" outside perceptions of d e t y in the
neighbourhood the WBA should not inadvertently wipe the reality of neighbourhood
violence under the carpet. It is cieariy not a concern for aii neighbourhood residents nor
should it be concem for people contemplahg visiting or Living in West Broadway. For
some however, particularly low income aboriginal and white women, the violent reality of
their small corner of West Broadway is a signrf?cant barrier to their quality of We and

needs to be addressed.
In the area of NeighbourhOOdH~~sing
the West Broadway AUiance identified the
following goals and objectives under their H ' n g Developnent G w l s Section (WB4

To create a progressive dynamic neighbourhood that promotes home owaership,
stable residential and commercial tenancy, and quality housing for owners and
tenants.
To improve quality and condition of rentai properties in West Broadway.
To increase the number of owner occupied homes in area and improve the
quality of rentai housing to attract and maintain longer tenn tenancies.

-
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West Broadway Revitaliution Pmgress lndicators Draft List
people who feel safe letting their children play alone in the neighbourhood
people who are vidims or witnesses of violent crime
3. average police response time in the neighbourhood
4. people who feel there is a respectful reiationship between police and residents
5. people who've had personal property stolen or vandaluecl in the neighbourhood
6. people who feel safe walking alone aRer dark
7. boarded up houses
1.

2.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

number of sponsored housing renovation projects
boarded-up houses
abandoned homes
broken windows
incidence of graffiti
number of houses in good repair
number of yards in good repair
private housing improvements and renovations
new people moving to the neighbourhood
number of residents that participate in renovation projects
number of low income home owners
number of residents that move from renting to owning in the neighbourhood
length of time people have been residents of the neighbourhood
number of owneis that Iive in West Broadway
number of apartments recognued in landlordltenant cooperation program
ratio of welfafe rates to rental rates
number of people who feel they have a choice to Iive in West Broadway
ratio of income to rental rates

( Neighbourhood Spaces
public improvements that are accessible to the disabled
public money being invested in infrastructure in West Broadway
amount of park and green space available per resident
number of positive spaces in the neighbourhocd
30. number of children M o use public parks
31. percentage of park equipment in good repair
32. amount of glass in the parks
26.
27.
28.
29.

1

Neighbourhood Opportunities
33. people who feel that have access to the services they need in the neighbourhood.
34. people who have access to transportation or are mobile
35. number of residents who shop in local stores
36. amount of income people spend in West Broadway
37. number of children invoived in a positive activity
38, number of people who volunteer in the neighbourhood
39. number of people who attend different neighbourhood activities
40. number of people who feel a sense of belonging in the neighbourhood
41. people who feel that have access to the services they need in the neighbourhood.

Table 14. West Broadway Revitaiïzation Progress lndicators - Dr& List

The actions (WBA, 1997: 15- 16) identified to achieve these goals and objectives include:
To establish land badtmst
Work for zoning fiom R2T to R2.
Develop incentive prograrns to assist purchasen of homes.
Develop maintenancdrepair services for cumnt owner/occupant.
Inventoiy and assess existing houshg developing maintenancdrepair plans.
Develop property purchase plan to as& in sale of properties to
owner/occupants for non-rental properties.
Develop "sweat-equity" programs to facilitate new home construction.
Create multiple housing starts street by street to ensure community impact.
Develop vocational construction prograrns to utilize sources of ttnding for
manpower.
Develop a (year round) pre-fab housing construction operation in the
community.
To idenw al1 rental properties and owners
Code by compliance to existing standards/regulations.
Obtain a zero tolerance agreement with the City.
Identify variances on all rental properties, demand compliance.
Develop community standards and purue City adoption.
Develop rental property and tenant registxy
Develop Ove star rental property rating.
Inspect and recommend renovatiodrepair for each rentai property.
Develop a property maintenandmanagement seMce for landlords.
Develop alternative housing facicility for tenants in need of immediate dtemate
housing on a temporary basis.
Develop owner profiles to assist in compliance enforcement.
DeveIop relationships with insurance industry to establish Hordable insurance
rates.
Lobby to ensure weike fiuidiig only goes to landlords maintaining properties
that meet or exceed al1 building codes, health and safety standards.
Lobby to ensure no weltxe finds go to unlicenced rooming houses.

Most of these actions either explicitly or implicitiy address many of the housing concem
expressed by participants in the neighbourhood focus groups. Participants were
concemed about the low quality of rental apartments in the neighbourhood and recognized
that absentee landlords were a contributing factor to that reality. They were keeniy aware

and concerned about the negative impacts of housing decaying and were supportive of a

number actions that have taken place in the neighbourhood, including the various
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sponsored housing projects.
Some actions such as '*developirzg'3weut-equity"programs tufaditute new
hume cortstn~ction
" start to touch on concerns about gentdication and affordability

expressed by some focus gmup participants. While rnost participants were generally
supportive of home ownership in the neighbourhood the objective 70increuse the

number of ow~teroccupied homes irz area m d inprove the qriality of rentai hmsing to
aitmct and mainfainlonger tenn terrcacies" however is not explicit enough to address
their other concems. Some participants thought that the renovation projects may begin to

make the neighbourhood unfiordable and that giving low income people the opportunity
to own homes through sweat equity prograrns increases neighbourhood pnde. While an
indicator that measures the n u d e r of owner occupied homes does fdl within the stated
objective of the WBA Strategic Plan, it does not hliy address what this researcher
perceived as key concerns of the residents in the neighbourhood focus groups. Their

concems are better reflected in the proposed indicators such as the m b e r of redents

that participate in renovation projects, the mrmber of low income honte owners or the
m b e r ofresiùents thor movefrom renfingto owrting in the neighbourhood. In the
pursuit of more owner occupied homes, the WBA should be mindful of these concerns.
As well the WBA Strategic Plan does not explicitly address the issue of

affordability. Housing Sordability however, was an explicit concern for neighbourhood
focus group participants. Many live in the neighbourhood because it is ail they can afEord.
They see the issue of housing affordability and quality as dependent on larger forces such

as market realities and government policy regarding social assistance. Many expressed

that as long as welfme rates continue to decline or don't keep pace with inflation, the
housing stock will continue to dectine. These comrnents are reflected in the indicator of
the ratio of welfore rates and bicorne to rentaï rates- The W BA Strategic Plan action to
"lobbyto ensure welfarefirnding o d y gws io fandiorchrnainîainingproprties that meet

or exceed afibuilding codes. heufihorad safefy standarc&' does address this concem-

However, a more explicit statement about maintaining housing affordability in the
neighbourhood would also begin to better express what this researcher believes is an
underlying value of the WBA and the residents in the neighbourhood focus groups.

In the a r a of NeighbourhoadSpces the West Broadway Alliance identified the
following goals and objectives under their Community Participation and Social
Community Deveioprnent G w l s Sections (WB4 1 997:11- 14 & 17-20):

To ensure widespread participation of al1 levels of govemment in the
revitalkation and renewal process.
To obtain commitment to develop and maintain infiastructure required by the
neighbourhood.
To ensure that West Broadway is a clean environrnentally fnendly
neighbourhood that meets the cornmunity standards and reflects the pride of its
residents.
To improve the general cleanliness of West Broadway aresTo ensure that West Broadway continues to develop as a vibrant, diverse,
welcoming neighbourhood integrating multiple cultures, interests and values
while retaining and enhancing its character and heritage.
Reclairn the riverbank for parWrecreation.
Negotiate with City Parks and Recreation.
To expand West Broadway Community Gardens program.
To rnake West Broadway area more attractive.

The actions (WBA, 1997:11- 14 & 17-20) identified to achieve these goals and objectives
include:
Identifjr govemment contacts, estabiish relationship.
Implement regular reporting to govenunent contacts.

.

Create govemment advisory group on regulatory/policy issues.
I d e n t e infiastnicture requirements.
Work with the City to idente area requiring clean-up of junk a d o r garbage.
Organize clean-up crew to remove junldgarbage.
Develop g r s t i response teamDevelop vandalism response team.
Organke block dean-up partieicrews.
To contact owners of vacant lots in the West Broadway area and request use as
gardensCommission murds by artists.
Broadway Beauties.
West Broadway P.A-I.N.T.Project.

AU of these objectives and actions address many of the concems expressed in the
neighbourhood focus groups. Participants taiked about the importance of neighbourhood
spaces including streets, sidewalks, parks and gardens. The efforts that have already been
implemented to improve the cleanliess and appearance of West Broadway were
supported by many of the neighbourhood focus group participants. The objective "to

obtain cornmitment to develop and ntaintmn in@wtmcture repired by the
neighbourhd" is an objective that responds to some of the m o r compelling comments
made about neighbourhood spaces and public infiastructure. Many beiieve that West
Broadway suffers fiom a h d of environmental racism and that the neighbourhood is not

as equitably rnaintained by The City Winnipeg. This idea is retlected in the proposed
indicators such as the arnmnt of pubile money being invested in infic~shuciurein West

Broadway, amount of p k andgreen p c e mailable per redent and the percentage of
purk equipment in good repair.
In the area of Neighomrhood Opptunities the West Broadway Miance
identified the following goals and objectives under their Comntunity Purîiciparion and

-

Social Community Developrnent Goai..Sections (WB& 1 997:11 14 & 17-20):

To ensure widespread participation by residents, owners, tenants, business
people and others in the cornmunity revitalization and renewal of West
Broadway.
To ensure cornmunity involvement in the Strategic Planning process for the West
Broadway Alliance.
Community Involvement in specific goals.
To provide information to the cornmunity.
Awareness.
Infonn residents of al1 organizations/services available.
Involve under-represented groups in the a r a
To involve the youth of the neighbourhood in the revitaikation and renewal
process.
Involve youth in the strategic planning process.
Prepare youth to take a stronger leadership d e in the commmity.
Better orga-tion
of youth groupdactivitieslcounseling.
To ensure that West Broadway continues to deveIop as a vibrant, diverse,
welcorning neighbourhood integrating multiple cultures, interests and values
while retaining and enhancing its character and heritage.
To involve cultural groups in organization of eventdactivities.
The actions (WB& 1997:11-14 & 17-20) identified to achieve these goals and objectives

Hold strategic planning workshops for interested parties.
To develop and maintain listing of Ailiance participants.
To implement phoning program as required to inform participants of meeting
datedtimes.
To prepare and distribute follow-up materialskontacts after each Alliance
meeting.
Hold public meetings to discuss each goal and public opportunities for
involvement, publish list of tasks and opportunities, recmit volunteers.
Create a group to develop and maintain comrnunity bulletin boards.
Pubiicize neighbourhood seMces directory.
Organize outreach program, door-to-door carnpaign to encourage
participatio~nvoIvernent.
DeveIop the Broadway Broadcaster as a central component in the
communication pladprogram.
Continue block by block organization, block parties, discussion groups, elect
captains.
Create a youth assembIy/advisory group.
Ensure youth are aware of components of Strategic Plan related to them and
utiIize their input.
Develop youth leadership training programs, youth recognition program, high

school graduation program, and post secondary scholarship program.
Encourage comunity members to volunteer to develop programs for the youth
in the areas of sports, education and work experience.
Drum making workshops.
Build commercial bake oven.
Build a "town square" with performing areas and resident areas.
Host a FolkIorama pavilion
Create an annual major event wiih unique theme.

This area in addition to Neighbourhood Spces was an area where the WBA Strategic
Plan seems to reflect much ofwhat is valued by the resident who participated in the

e
Oppomnities in West Broadway are
neighbourhood focus groups. ' ~ h Neighbouthd

some of the rasons that participants gave for being content about Living in the
neighbourhood.
For some participants, these oppominities give them a sense of community pnde
in their neighbourhood. These were generaily residents who are more empowered and
have participated in some neighbourhood activities or programs. Those who are less
empowered saw the oppominities in the neighbourhood f?om a support perspective. The

access to seMces such as food banks or counseling made the neighbourhood a convenient
and barrier free place to live for them. The goals and objectives of the WBA strategic plan

are more explicit about neighbourhood activities rather than these kinds of support. These

two perspectives however, are both important to acknowledge in the context of
neighbourhood revitaikation efforts and perhaps should be addressed in some way in the
WBA Strategic Plan.

Upon completion of the neighbourhood focus group analysis, a meeting was

arranged with the WBA Organization Working Group and this researcher to bring the
findings and these reflections on the WBA Strategic Plan foward. The WBA

Organization Working Group consists of primarily white professionals, who are employed

in community development or planning positions in the city or specincally in the West
Broadway neighbourhood. Most are residents of the neighbourhood, however they have
considerably higher income and education levels than those residents who participated in
the focus groups. This researcher beiieved that a discussion of the results with this group
would determine if the findings of the focus groups are consistent with their perceptions of
neighbourhood issues and the objectives and actions of the WBA Strategic Plan.
Members of the O r g h t i o n Working Group were pleased that many of the
findings of the focus groups are in fact consistent with their values and the efforts they are
undertaking. However, some discussion did develop around the few inconsistencies.
Their response to these inconsistencies was not defensive, but veiy open. Members
acknowledged that the issues raised about neighbourhood safety suggest that there are
different realities in West Broadway from one Street to the next and that these variations
should not be ignored. They expressed a sense of fnistration they feel about their constant

struggle to get more residents involved in planning activities in order to better understand
these realities. One member mentioued, that although he sees under-represented residents
at neighbourhood support programs or events, there is rarely an opportunity to talk with
them and learn what they think about the neighbourhood. They were pleased that this
study gave them an opportunity to see the comments of these residents, however they also
expressed that there are residents in the neighbourhood who are even more isolated and
disempowered who must be heard. This, they recognize as a major challenge for the West
Broadway Ailiance.

With regards to home ownership, some members expressed that it is a key prionty
of the WBA, but that neighbourhood stability is the underiying objective. One member
suggested that an indicator like the number of yems a person hm Iived Ni the
~ieighbourhwdor the paky of the hoccsing perhaps better reflects what they hope to

achieve, rather than the number of owner occupied buildings. This initial discussion
proved to this researcher that tùrther discussions about indicators could have the potential
to get at the heart of many of the WBA objectives and actions. Members of the WBA

Organization Workuig Group aiso acknowledged this benefit and proposed that work
continue on the refinement of the draft List of indicators.

5.0 Conclusioas
The contents of this snidy represent a long joumey of discovery for this author
about the role of indicaton in neighbourhood revitalization. h e s (l987:g l), when
writing about knowledge in planning, recommends that quantitative methods should
continue to have an important place in planning. They should, however, do so whiie

recognizing the qua1 importance of interpretive or qualitative methods. She challenges
piannen to "idente more effective ways to combine these types of knowfedge lpositivist
and p henomenological] into practice." This study has accepted that challenge and has
challenged the reader to do so as well. Each chapter of this volume and the empirical
research component of this study attempted to explore a new way of t hinking about the
role of indicators in planning. This in-depth approach hoped to arrive at an appropriate
method for developing the most meaningfiil indicators of progress of West Broadway
revitabation efforts. It asked three research questions of the literature and of West
Broadway residents. These included: what indicators should be used to measure
revitalization progress in West Broadway; how can those indicators best reflect the goals
and values of neighbourhood residents; and will this process dari@ or reinforce the gods

of the West Broadway AUiance? Planning theoiy and community indicator practices
helped to begin to develop a way to answer the first two questions in this study.
Planning theory has helped to expand the idea of how indicators can influence
policy and action. It has shown that a a n d y positivist approach not only misinterprets
what indicators redy are, a reflection of our values and goals, it neglects the real potential

they have as tools for comrnunity building. The plannùig literature that advocates a more

phenomenological concept of knowledge indicates that there is much more that can be
achieved through listening to expenence and drawing upon local knowledge. If this
approach is adopted for indicator development, knowledge is not ody achieved through
what the indicators ever~~ally
measure, but also sociaiiy through the dialogue and
processes that take place in the seleaion and development of the indicaton.

Community indicator projects reinforce these theones in practice. They have
attempted to demysti@indicaton and debunk the idea that quantitative measure are the
strict domain of expert planners. They have advocated new uses and qualities of

indicators which not ody adhere to technical and methodological standards, but dso
capture more elusive quaiities such as cornmunity goals and values. They have shown that
indicators which are most meaningful to the community are in the end the most effective
catalysts for community change, even if they are never measured.
These ideas were adopted when designing the empirical research component of
this study. They helped, in part, to m e r the k

t two

questions of this study. Clearly

the iiterature has shown that indicaton used to measure revitalization progress in West

Broadway should be meaningful in the neighbourhood. They gain their meaning through
the extent to which they equitably represent the values and goals of neighbourhood

residents. The literature has shown that this is best achieved when neighbourhood
residents are involved in the process of discussing and selecting indicators. The decision

to conduct focus groups with under-represented residents of West Broadway resulted

from these conclusions. From that process a draft lin of indicators of revitalization
progress that represent the values and goals of those residents was developed (Table 14.).

That list reflets the concems that those residents have about neighbourhood safety,
neighbourhood housing, neighbourhood spaces and neighbourhood opportunities. They
are not al1 that different than those that may have been developed by representatives of the
WBA if they had gone about the process on their own, without greater resident input.

They do however, raise some important issues which this researcher believes are partïdar
- .

to under-represented residents in the neighbourhood.

Cleariy there are limitations on the extent to which tfüs study can effectively
answer the final research question; will the process of indicator selection clar* or
reinforce the goals of the West Broadway Miance? This study has oniy achieved a draft
list of indicaton or stage one through five of the Comrnunity Indicators Process (Figure
2.) However, these steps have helped to clar@ the goals and objedves of the West

Broadway Alliance to sorne degree. The focus group discussions with under-represented
neighbourhood residents about change in the neighbourhood brought sorne important
issues forward. Neighbourhood violence, home ownership and gentrificatioq and
cornmunity supports versus community participation gained a fonn that is not explicitly
evident in the WBA Strategic Plan, but perhaps should be. This was acknowiedged to
some extent in the final meeting with the WBA Organisation Working Group. It is in the
final steps of the Community Indicaton Process however, where even greater dialogue
around indicator development begins to occur. It is in these stages that neighbourhood
goals and objectives are ttrther clarified as the indicator list is shortened and key priorities
emerge. Whiie this study has helped to a develop a draft list that starts to better represent
I

what a few neighbourhood residents really value and desire in their neighbourhood, there

is more effort that is required.
When this author met in the final stages of this study with representatives of the
WBA Organization Group to discuss the findings of this study there was a arong

indication that such efforts will continue. Members of the group were pleased with the
research and the opportunïty to hear what other residents in the neighbourhood were
saying about the neighbourhood and its progress. They began to see how indicator

development might help to bring some of the goals and objectives of the WBA into
perspective. They were positive about the idea of continuing the indicator process and
developing a kind of "report card" of West Broadway revitalization. Some expressed how
it might be a presentation tool to demonstrate the assets and improvements of the

neighbourhood. The group agreed to continue as the "indicators working group" and that
a process for narrowing the list of indicaton should be developed. Frorn that discussion,
the fallowuig "next steps" were developed to guide that future process.

5.1 Next Steps

First this researcher recomrnends that the WBA follow the remaining steps of the
Community Indicators Process (Figure 2). Initially, the draft list of indicators should be
slightly expanded using a sirniiar process undertaken in the neighbourhood focus groups
conducted in this study. Some important neighbourhood stakeholders need to be included
in this step. Particularly seniors, youth and the business community in West Broadway
need to be involved in the selection ofindicators, ifthose indicators are to equitably

represent aii interests in the neighbourhood.

Then the WBA should continue ont0 step six of the Cornmunity Indicaton Process
which is to comtene a p u t c i p o t o ~seiection
~
prucess. This is an opportunity to include
more members of the neighbourhood into the indicator selection process. It is the process
where the large drafî List of indicators is winnowed down to a manageable and concise
number. The Contmuniv Indicators H d o o k suggests that there is no single formula
for conducting this broader process, although they suggest that a senes of public meetings

be held where the concept of indicators and some example projects are introdud The
first meeting might have people worklng in smaller groups in certain topic areas such as
housing, community participation, environment and so on to explore the dratl fist and add
or delete certain indicators. The second meeting may have people once again working in

groups to narrow the list even further based on a clear list of criteria such as
neighbourhood goals as was done in the Seward Neighbourhood Indicators process.
However, getting aü neighbourhood constituencies to participate in traditional public
meetings in West Broadway has proven dficult in the past.
A sixnilar process to that used in this study may be more effective for narrowing

the list. Each member of the Indicators Working Group could be assigned a particular
area of the draft list to narrow. They could then coordinate their respective WBA
Working Groups to go out into the neighbourhood and get feedback and response to the
drafl list. They should visit drop-in centres and other places where neighbourhood
residents gather. They should iisten openly to how others define and evaluate progress in
West Broadway. They should continue to reach out to residents that haven't been

involved in other neighbourhood planning activities to expand the dialogue about

neighbourhood revitalization, at the same time that they narrow the list.
While the most important selection critena for uidicators is that they represent
neighbourhood goals and values, their ultimate usefiilness also depends on a whole host of
other more methodological or technical criteria They must be measurable. Therefore
d e r narrowing the list of Uidicators, a technical review of those indicaton must be
conducted. This is step seven of the Community Indicatoa Process. Many questions are
asked of the indicators at this point including if the indicators are valid or if they actudly

measure what they are intended to measure? Will the source of the data be reliable and
consistent? Are the indicators comparable to other measures in other neighbourhoods?
Are the indicators creative or compeliing and will they attract public attention?

Ifthere is not sufficient technical expertise in the Indicators Working Group, then
it may be necessary to draw upon the expertise of researchers, acadernics or other
consultants- There are opportunities for the WBA to partner with the University of
Winnipeg or the University of Manitoba at this stage to ensure that the indicators are
credible to the larger community. The technical experts need to work in seMce to the
neighbourhood and let the intent of the neighbourhood guide any trade-offs or changes in
the indicators that need to take place at this stage.
Next the WBA must move to step eight of the Cornmunity Indicators Process
which is researching the data This includes detemiinhg if the indicaton are accessible
and aEordable. In other words, are the data sources already avaiiable at the West
Broadway geographic level or if not, how difficult or expensive are they to obtain? The
WBA Orga-tion

Working Group has already recognized that this will be a challenge,

because the data required by many of the indicaton selected in this snidy are not readily
available. They are more subjective in nature and require that residents be surveyed to
obtain the data Some members expressed that it may be necessary and even beneficial to
develop an annual or biannual resident survey like the Seward Neighbourhood Group has
done. They see this as an opportunity to get feedback Erom residents who are not usuaiiy
involved in neighbourhood planning activities. The development of a resident survey, wiU
be an almost inevitable step in this process. It must be recognized that there is a cost and

effort associated with a resident survey before indicator selection and adoption continues.
Once the data sources have been identified and the indicators have been measured,
a report of those results mua be published, step nine of the Community Indicators

Process. This report should be visually compelling and interesting. It should graphically
depict trends, explain why the indicators were chosen and give some interpretations of
what the indicator is illustrating. Some community indicator projects have developed theu
reports using icons such as school letter grades to quickly show trends in the indicators.
Whatever method is chosen, it should be -en

in nich a way that ail residents of the

neighbourhood can understand it.
This final step of the Community Indicators Process, updaing the report, is
ongoing. The indicators must be updated in order to assess trends in them over t h e . It is
also necessary to review the neighbourhood goais and actions to ensure that the selected
indicators still represent what is relevant in the neighbourhood. This is where the
cornmitment to indicators is a long process. The West Broadway Aiiiance must be
prepared to dedicate itself to the indicaton they choose over several years.

.

In al1 these stages of the process the WBA must continue to include underrepresented residents of the neighbourhood. This study has begun that process, but it
must continue. If the WBA can inciude al1 constituencies in the neighbourhood, their
indicator project will be one of the few truly democratic indicator projects in North
America The West Broadway Alliance will also better achieve what are the tme benefits
of a phenomenological approach to indicator development; the clarification of
neighbourhood goals and values.

5.2 Implications for Planning

The West Broadway Neighbourhood Database ties dormant in a computer. It is
not activeiy used by those living and working in the neighbourhood and therefore has little
tangible benefit to neighbourhood revitalkation efforts in West Broadway. There is a
strong indication however that the results of this study have provided some lasting benefit
to the West Broadway neighbourhood. It may lead to a new project charnpioned by the
West Broadway Ailiance to monitor and measure the neighbourhood's revitalkation

progress. The indicators they decide upon wili be different than traditional indicators used
in planning because they will truly refiect important goals and values of neighbourhood
residents. Further, West Broadway's indicator development process may become an
important mode1 for other neighbourhoods searching for meaningnil indicators of
progress. However, even if the Uidicaton are never measured, even if the project does not
continue, it has already lefi significant benefits for West Broadway. This conclusion has
important implications for planning which are worthy of inclusion as the &al section of

this study.

Cleariy the a m ' s length positivist approach of the "technical planner," adopted in
the West Broadway Neighbourhood Database Project, was ineffectual in comrnunity

development efforts. In contrast, the more phenomenologicai approach adopted in this
study provided spin-off or unintended benefits for neighbourhood revitalization efforts.

Through discussions with neighbourhood residents, important themes were raised by
voices that are ofken not heard in planning processes. Through their experiences, a better
understanding about the dinerent realities that exist within West Broadway was achieved

and it was acknowledged that these realities must be recognized when setting planning
objectives and priorities. These discussions also reinforced that many goals and values in
the neighbourhood are comrnon between residents with difEierent socio-economic

characteristics. These benefits were achieved because the approach to this study focussed
more on the process and the dialogue, rather than the production of information or
indicators.
This does not mean that positivism has no place in planning. Indeed. Innes (1998,

1990, 1995, 1987) writes that quantitative methods and analysis should remain a part of
planning practice. However, the implications of her work and this study suggest that

planners must look at new ways to combine this kind of information with more qualitative
and interpretive methods. She writes that "both ways of knowing are essential to
planning" (Innes, 1987:91). To achieve a better balance between the two, planners must

accept a different role than the expert role they have become accustomed to. Further
research into planning theory and practice is required to address this issue.

Planners must begin to examine how they can lem fiom local knowledge and
experience, even when embarking on technical taski like developing indicaton. As ïnnes
( 1995) writes this requires a kind of"1earning by doing" where the planners work through

problems and develops solutions with peoph who live in the neighbourhoods they are
working in. This requires a different set of skills that are often not components of
planning cumculurn, but perhaps should be.

These include negotiation, mediation, Open-ended interviewhg listening skills,
and the interpretation of aories as outlined in Imes (1998:6 1). It also includes an

acceptance of the six ways of knowing describeci in Sandercock (1998:77): knowing
through dialogue; knowing from expenence; learning from local knowledge; leaming to
read symbolic and non-verbal evidence; leaming through contemplative o r appreciative
knowledge; and leaniing by d o h g or action planning. It requires that planners not only
possess technical literacy, but that they also possess a kind of multicultural or sociocultural titeracy (Sandercock, 1998:227) that recognkes the value of diversity and cultural
difference. This means that planners must have communication skills, openness, empathy
and sensitivity (Sandercock, 1998:228). If there is one key lesson that this researcher has
learned nom this study, it is that these aforementioned skills are what make an "effective
planner," and in tum "effective planning." While it may be easier to f d into the
cornfortable role of expert planner, distancing oneself tiom the sometimes messy world of
politics, values and human emotion, it is far more rewardiig and beneficid to "plan with"

a neighbourhood, facing those issues head on.
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AND
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Note

This Draft Stntegic Plan contains infornition compiled from West Broadway Alliance
Stratcgic Planning Workhops held on March 22nd and May 24th. 1997

Preface

A procas of

eumining the cumnt and part.

defiaing our mission and our vision,

analjzing the utern.l/internal environment,
setting strategic goals
and

developing objtetivcs and action plans to reacb our goals.
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The Smtegic Plan containeci herein wu dmloped as the m l of collaboration by a aumber of
individuais reprcsenting p u p s md organizations who soiicaivcly mrke up the West Broadway
Alliance and am d concemed *ut the wclfue of the Winnipeg aaghb~mhbodb o w n 8s West
Broadwv.
Severai public sessions held within the commuaity gave participunt the oppom>nity to conmibute
ideas and comments which have ken utegorked and ue prrraned berc as Strategic Goals,
Objectives rad APlu.

The objective of this process was to e n w e comrnunity brsed participation in the preparation of
this Strategic Pian which WUbe a tool for ail those involved in the revitalkation and renewal of
this neighbourhood over the next few years.

M a n y of the organizations represented in the West Broadway Alliance have been active in the
community for some tirne. Their expencnce, cornmitment and suggestions have helped the
Strategic Planning Process greatly resulting in a pncticd document that can be utilized by new
and long standing organisations in planning their actions in the comrnunity.

The West Broadway Alliance has reviewed and prepared both Mission and Vision Statements
fkom which the Strategic Plan and Strategic Goals flow.
Twelve Strategic Goals are presented, organized into fivc cateoon'es; Organizarion Goals,
Community Participation Goals, Housing Development Goals, Social and Community
Development Goais and Economic Goals.
It is anticipated that once responsibility is assumed for pmicular actions five working groups or
cornmittees wil! each take responsibility for a specific group of goals and actions.
Pdcipaots in this process undemrnd that the Strategic Plan is a flexible plan that will require
penodic review and is aiways open to additions.

It is the sincere belid that umed Mth this plan organizatiom will be able to mrke meuiingfbl,
meanirable contributions to the improved quaiity of life of residents and visitors to this dynamk
neighbourhood.

The West Broadway Alliance
Overview

nie West Broadway Alliance consists of a number of o r ~ t i o n and
s individuais who have a
particular intaest in the reaewai and revitalkation of West Broadway.
The Aiiijmce evolved naavrtly as these groups sunt hto contact, primrrüy ovcr h o d g issues in
the ncighbourhood.
With over 65 organizrtions participahg in this Smtegic Plurning proces the AIliance has

become a more viable forum for achuige of ideas M o r c h g the individual organizations
involved, not replacing thcm, wàiie incorponting Mdespread input from the community.
is d c i p a t e d that these groups wiii fonn diances to pursut s h e d gods rsnvning
responsibiiity for actions mon appropriate for their individuai organization.
It

The individuais attending the Stntegic Planning sessions have idrntified the nced to have even
wider representation 6om the community pyiiculuily nom margiiulized groups. They also
recognize that interest and participation in this revitaliution and r e n d process by groups and
organizations in the Iarger civic and provincial context will be rquired as weii.
The Strategic Plan presents Strategic Goals that encompass improved socid and community
development as well as economic development initiatives ncognituig that neither group of goals
c m be accomplished in isolation and wiii succeed only by proceeding in a complementaq manner.
The Alliance will be accountabk to its members and the community repcning its progress
fiequently and facilitating on-going input and feedback fiom the cornmunity.

The Strategic Planning Proces

In the spring of 1996 reprcsentatives of a numba of poups and orpnhtions eithcr Iocated in or
concemed with the We
st. Broadway nei&bourhood of Winnipeg f o m d ui AUiance to nirther
.
their objectives of o-rn
a d r e n d of the neighbourhood.
As a r&t of discussions bctween Mernbers of the West Broadway Uümct it ans rrcognized
that some groups were ather duplicatin8 the &ORS of otha groups or àad inrdvcrtant1y begun to
plan overlapping activities.

In order to maxirnize the resulu of theu &ons it became nccessiuy to share in some ulritten or
documentcd fonn their objectives and plans. It wu believed that the resulting document would
not ody elhinate duplication of effort but in fia promote pitrtnerships or shared &£ionstowards
specific goals.
It was determined that a Stntegic Plan for the Alliance would be the document that was required.
To this end two open meetings were held in the community that faciiirated input by AUiance
Memben and others interested in the procas that was occuring.

The group fim dealt with the articulation of their "mission" as an organization and their "vison"
for the neighbourhood.

Howing from these wo statements twelve strategic goals were identified following into five
categorics.
4 Organization
O To ensure that the revitaikation and renewal process is well planned, coordinated, flexible
and responsible to community input.
O To ensure that the hnciai resources required for the revitalkation and renewd process
in West Broadway u e obtahed without compromising the beliefs and goals of the
community as refiected in the strategic plan.
+ Community Participation
O To msure widespread participation by residents, owners, tenants, business people and
others in the community, in the revitalization and renewai of West Broadway.
O To be a mode1 for neighbourhood revitaiization and renewai in Winnipeg.
O f o involve the youth of the neighbourhood in the revitaikation and nnewai process.
O To ensure participation of di leve1s of govanment in the revitaikation and raiewd
process.
Housing Devclopment
O I o create a progressive dynamic neighbourhood that promotes home ownership, stable
residentiJ and cornmerciai tenancy, and quaiity housing for ownen and tenants.

+

4

Social aiid Commuiity Devclopment
O To mnue thit îhe ncighôourhood is a positive environment in *ch
to r i e , fostcring
phpical, mentai and spinauI well baag for its resïdaits irrespective of age, nilture or
incorne.
O To ensure tht West Broadway is a cleu, CmiirOnmenUy friendly na~bourhoodthat
meeu comrnunity standards and refiects the pnde of its ruidenu.
O To ensure that West Brodway is a di non-thratahg n@hbourhood for children,
families, aduits. businesses, d d m t s and visiton.
O To ensure that West Broadway continua to dcvelop as a mirant, diverse welcomlng
neighbourhood intcgrating multiple ailtufes, interests and values while retaining and
cnhancing its character and hcritage.
Economic Developrntnt
O To ensure that West Broadway becomes a self-sustainhg neighbourhood that encourages
and facilitatu individual, orpankational and business growth and dwelopment, creating
opportunities for mployment and economic seelf-sufficiency in an environmentally,
sustainable manner.

In order to addras each goa! objectives were d&ed as well as actions required to achieve these
objectives.

The Strategic Plan has been fonnaned in such a

way that Alliance Members and othen in the
community rnay identify plrjcular activities thcy wish to pursue and to be awrre of the actions

being taken by other groups.
A final version of the Strategic Plan will be published uid circulated with scheduled reponing
sessions to the Alliance and to the community during the coming year.
A review of the Svategic Plan wiii occur on an m u a l bais.

Mission Sîatement

To renew and reviîahe West Broadway
through the responsible leadership and participation of people

who iivc work and play in the neighboiirhood.

Vision Statemtnt

Vision Stattment
A stable, healthy and safe neighbourhood

that is diverse, vi%rant, welcoming, clean and self-sufiicient.
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Strategic Goals

T h e Strategic Goals are p u p e d into fwe utegoria and are identifid as f o i i w :
O
O

4

ensure that the revhbtion and d process is well pluuied, mrdinated, flexible
a d respomile to comunity input.

-?O

To mnire that the nninciairesowces requircd for the miitdktion and m e w d procesr
in West Broadway are obtained without compromishg the beiiefs iad ~ o d sof the
community u r d e a e d in the strategic plan

Community Participation

O To ensure widespread participation by residents, ownen, tenants. business people and
others in the community, in the revitahation and rcnewal of West Broadway.
O To be a mode1 for neighbourhood revitalkation and renewd in Winnipeg.
O TO involve the youth of the neighbourhood in the revitalitation and renewal process.

O To ensure participation of ai1 levels o f govenunent in the revitalkation and r e n e d
process.
4

Housing Dcvclopmtnt

O To create a progressive dynamic neighbourhood that promotes home ownership, stable
residcntial and cornmerciai tenancy, and quality housing for owners and tenants.
Social and Community Devdopment

To ensure that the neighbourhood is a positive environment in which to live, fostering
physical, mentai rad spiritud wtI1 being for iîs residents irrespective of rge, culture or
incorne.

To ensure that West Broadway is a clan environmentaily aiendly neighbourhood thrt
rneas wmmunity standards and d e c t s the pride of iu midents.
To ainire that West Broadway k a d e , non-threathg neighbourhood for children,
families, adults. businesses, reUdats and Witon.

O

To cnsurt that West Broadway continues to d&op u a w%mt. diverse welcoming
neighbourhood integraîing multiple cultures, intaests and d u e s whiie retrinina and
enhanekg iuchancîer and h-e.

+

Economic Deveiopment
O

To ennve thu West Broadway becornes r scKmstahhg ncighbowhood thu encourages
rnd facilitates bdivjdud, organitationd iad business growth and dewlopment, neahng
oppominities for miploymmt and economic ~Ssufficiencyin an environrnentdly,

sustainable manner.

Objectives and
Action Plans

<ioal

To ensure that the revitabation and remval procas b wdl phoned, coordinated, lexible

+

+

+

+

ob~ective:

Provide vritten pladguideline for direction o f M h n c e

O Action:

Documemlpublish r d t s of Stnttgic Plrnnùig Workshop

Objective:

Develop effective Organizational Structure

O Action:
direction.

Present proposed stnichire to Strategic Planning Workshop for comments.

To tnsure emcient use of information by Alliance in directing
Objective:
activities and communication
O Action:

Devclop A Daubase For Use By AlIiance ComMttees

Objective:

To ensurt continuity in coordination and management.

O Action:

Obtaining ninding for

Executive Director for the Miance-

To Ensure That Progress In RMtrlizatiodRenewal Proeess Can Be
Objective:
Monitorcd And Measured.
Estabish A "Base-Line" of Statisticai Data And ReIevant information
Comsponding To Specific Strate& &ais.

O Actipn:

-

+

Objective:

To ensure bat procedurer/upitalPe on esperience.

hvo! ve University Depsrtments of City Planning. Architecîure, Social
Work in research and planning

O Action:

Wat

Bdway
h

c
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Goa1

To ensure that the financtl r t s o a requircd
~
for the rcvitrfimtioi and renmcù procas in
West Broadway are obtaintd without comprnmisiogthe klkrr and go& of the community
as rCne~edin iU reitqic p h .
4

d

Objective:
the next year.

I o idtntiQflomirt fianciil requirements of the organiution o v u

O Action:

To prepare annuai openting and upitai budgets for the Alliance

Objective:
To identify Charitable Organizations/Foundations interestcd in
CommunitylNcighbourhood Redcvelopment
O

+

+

Action:
Obtainlreview Canadian Dircctory of FoundationslCharitabIe
Organùations.

O Action:

To drafi leners/proposals to sdeaed FoundationslCharitics.

Objective:

To idcntify and solicit start-up sponsonhip funds for Allianct.

O Action:

Caildpresentationsto poientiaI sponsors.

Objective:

To crtate a legal entity for development puposcs.

O Action:

Create West Broadway Devdopment Corporation.

œ

To idcntify partners and dliincts tbat will u s k t in the rwitaliution
Objective:
and renewal procesr.
O Action:

Malce personai prtsentations to potcntid sponsors?

Objectives and
Action Plans

cornmuni& Participation
C;oai
To casore widesprud participation by midents, ownen, tenants, business people i a d
others in the commuaÏity in tbt revitdizatkn and renewd of West Broadway.

+

.

œ

To ensure Community iawlvtment in the Strategic Planning ptoccrs
Objective:
for the West Broadway Ulirnce.
O

Action:

O Action:

Hold nrategic p l d g workshops for htaested parties.
To develop and maintain listing of AUunce participants.

O Action:

To irnplement phonïng program as required to infonn participanu of
meeting dates/times.

O Action:

To prepare and dimibute foIIow-up matendslcontaas a e r each Miance

meeting.

+

Objective:

Community Involvement in Specific Goals.

Hold public meetings to dixuss each goal and public opportunities for
O Action:
invoIvement, publish lin of usks and opportunities. recniit volunteers.

+

Objective:

O

+

Action:

Objective:

I o provide information for the community.
Create a group to develop and maintain comrnunity bulletin boards.
Liform midentr of .O orginiutionslscrviccr ivailable.

0

+

O Action:

Publicire neighbourhood &ces

Objective:

Awartn~~s.

O Action:

ûrganize outreach prograra, door-to-door campaign to encourage

directory.

participationrui~olvement~

Dwdop the Broadway Brosdcaster u a centrai componait in the
communications pladprogram.

O Action:

+

Objective:
lnvotve undcr represeated poups and a m .
Continue block by block orgutiution block partje. discus6on groups,
O Action:
elea captaim.
L

+

+

Objective:
areas.

Provide rt.ff nrources for M i a n t e in communiutionr/prrticiprtion

O Action:

Runte h d i n g for store fiont ofnce.

Objective:

Include business- in phnning.

O Action:

Improve idormation distributionlinvolvement in meetinglplanning.

O .Action:

Contact downtown business community as well.

O

Action:

Make presentation of Sntegic Plan to businesses and political leaders.

Goal
T o bbe a modei for neighbourhood rtvitallutioa and renewal in Winnipeg.

To communiute cffectively with individuais and organizations
intcrcsted in neighbourbood rtvitalization and n a t w d .

Objective:

O Action:

Clearly n u e and pubiicise our gorls. objectives and actions.

0 Action:

Regulariiy report in a nnictured manner to cornmunity and to public at

large.
O Action:

Develop and maintain progrers monitoring.

E m r e best use of proven mcthods. ptoccd~tsin cornmunity
tedwelopment.

O Action:

O Action:

Cultivate positive media relations regarding the process as a whole.

Conl

To involve the youth of the neighbourbood in the mitdiution and renewal procesr.

-

Objective:
O

Action:

hvolve youtb in the Strategic Phonhg Proces.

Cr-

a youth 8ssanbIyfrdvisory poup.

Ensure youth are awue of components of Strategic Plan related to them
O Action:
and utilize the^ input.
O

+

Objective:

Preparc youth to take r stronger Iudenhip role in the community.

O Action:

Develop youth leadership training programs.

O Action:

Develop a youth recognition prognm-

O Action:

Dwelop a high school graduation program.

O Action:

Develop post secondary scholarship program.

Objective:

Better orpanbation of youth groups/activities/to~ns~Iing.

O Action:
Encourage community members to volunteer to develop programs for the
youth in areas of sports,education and work experience.

Goli

To ensure niduprtad pir(icipatioa of dl Iw& of governmeat in the rrvitilhtion and
renewal protes.
O

To obtain a cornmitment to devdop and mrintain infmstructure
Objective:
required by the ntighbourhood.
O

Action:

Identify governent contacts. establish relationship.

O

çPC! Action:

O Action:
O

Action:

h p k m m t ngulrr reportin8 foimu to govaamcm sontaas.

Crate governmtltt advisoy p u p on regulstorylpoliy issues.
IdentiQ i a h t m a u r ~q u i r a n e n t s .

Objectives and

Action Phns

Cori

To crute a progmsivt d p m i c oeighbourbood that promotes home o w k h i p , stable
midentid and c o m m e r ~
tenancy, and q d i t y houring for owners and tenants.

+

Objective:
To i n m e number of owoer oceupicd bornes in 8- and impquaiity of rcnt.l bousiag to i m i c t iod maiotah long- tum tenacies.
O

Action:

the

To establish land bank/trust.

O Action:

Work for zoning change f?om U T to R2.

O Action:

Dwelop incentive pro-

O Action:

Develop mwltenancelrepair seNices for current ownerfoccupant.

O Action:

Inventory and uses acisting housing dweloping rmintmuicc/repair plans.

to assist purchasers of homes.

O

Devdop property purchase plan to usist in saje of propenies to
Action:
ownerloccupants for non-rend propedes.

O

Action:

Develop "sweat-equity"programs to faciiitate new home construction.

O

Action:

Create multiple houshg &ans meet by street to ensure community impact.

O

Action:
manpower.

Develop vocational c o m a i o n programs to utilire sources of îùnding for

O Action:
comqunity.

DeveIop a @ar round) pre-f'ab houskg constnxction operation in the

Conl

+

Objective:

To improvt qudity and condition of natal propertia in West

Broadway.
Àction:

To identify rll r

d propenies and ownen.

Action:

Code by cornpliance to aCining st~dards/regulations.

Action:

Obtah a O tolerance agreement with The City.

Action:

Identify variances on ail rentai propenies, demanci complianct.

Goal Action: Develop "Communiry Standardsn rad pume City adoption.
Action:

Develop rentd properiy registry.

Action:

DeveIop tenant registry.

Action:

Develop "5 star" rental propeny rating.

Action:

Inspect and recommend renovationlrepair for each rental propeny.

Action:

Develop a propew maintenancelmanagement semce for landlords.

Develop aitemate housing facility for tenants in need of immediate altemate
Action:
housing on a temponry buis.
Action:

Develop owner profiles to assist in cornpliance enforcement.

Develop relationships with innirance indAction:
insur-incerates.

to estabiish afFiordable

Lobby to eruure w e k c fùnding only goa to IandIords maintaining
Action:
p r o p d e s that meet or excecd .LI building codes, health and safkty standards.
Action:

Lobby to auure no wefare h d s go to unlicensed rwming houses.

Objectives and
Action Plans

Social and Community
Devtlopment
Goal
To ensure thit the neighbourbood is a positive environment in which to live Fosteriag
physiul, mental and spirituai rd king for its residentr ~~e
of .se, culture or
income.

_

+

Ensure Euy Accar To Poviden Of Physicd and Mcntaî Hulth
Services for Individu& and Families in West Broadway

Objective:

O Action:
Defme agm~ieu'se~ces
that exist, identify and recniit representatives,
fonn committee, define mandate.

Establish worhg relatiomhip with Misaicordia and its new "Community
O Action:
Based" healtb direction.
Develop and sîrenghten e>ristingsenes of hedth focused programs for
O Action:
young mothers and funiles.

+

+

O Action:

Develop motivationd program seniice for youth.

Objective:

Improve nutritional health of residents.

O Action:

Fonn food buying clubsl&-opslcommunal kitchendcommercirl gardens.

Objective:

Ensun promotion of spiritual hulth.

Rccruit and involve churches fiom the cornmunity in the revitalkation and
O Action:
rcnewd program
9

+

Objective:

Prornote fitness of youth.

O Action:

Estabiish weight üfting/gymnasium/fitness centre.

O Action:

Devdop Uheaithylunch" prognmt for young mothers, school children.

Do a "kitchen" inventory of the neighbourhood kitchms suitable for
O Action:
involvement in lunch programs.

Goal
that
To ensure that West Broadway is a dean tavhnwnt.ny fritndly nei~hbour&ood
meets cornmunity standards and rrlects the pnde of i t s midents.
4

Objective:

To improve gentni deanlines o f West Broadway a m .

O

Work with the City to id-

Action:

amas rquiring dean-up ofjunk mdlor

garbage.
O

Action:

Organize clean-up crew to remove junWgarbage.

O

Action:

Develop grrnni response tum.

O

Action:

Develop vanddism response team.

O

Action:

OrganUe block dean-up pheslcrews.

Goal

T o ensure that West Broadway is isafe, non-threatening neighbourhood for children,

+

Objective:
O

4

Action:

Improve policdyou th relationship.

Involve police officers and voluntms in youth activîties on a regulrr buis.

Objective:

Rcduct Crime.

0 - Action:

Street stroiiing program-

O Action:

hprove iight levels on residentid streets.

O Action:

Or-e

d e aijoyrbk neighbowhood evmts.

O Action:

Hold d

i

O Action:

Develop group of peer counselors for various age groups.

workshops for at Nk groups.

O Ç o d Action: Offer conflict mediation &ce

in community.

O Àction:

Bette lighting!deveiopment of rivabrnWpuk uea-

O Action:

Irnprove street clcarin~niowremod.

O Action:

I

O Action:
City.

Complete comprehensive strea by street uf*y audit require up gnde by

O Action:

Identify booze c m requin closing by City.

O Action:

hprove number and quaiity of pulu.

d community emergency phones in high crime ueas.

-

-

Goal

To ensure that West Broadway continues to devdop as a vibrant, diverse wdcoming
neighbourhood integrating multiple culture iattruts and value while retaining and
enhancing its charncter l a d heritage.

+

Objective:

To CreatcldeveIop a Vibrant, Active Community.

Develop an eEectivt cornmittee with necessay skills and contacts to m a t e
O Action:
and direct and coordinate actions repuirecl.

+

Objective:
To communiute tfftctivdy with West Broadway residents and
community in gentnl.
O Action:

Devdop locai cocamunicatioas prognm

O Action:

Develop media communications prognm and protocol.

Goal
+ Objective:

R d i m rfverbank for p a r W m t i o a .

O Action:
.

Negotiate with City Parb and Reaeation

Objective:

Cmte an attraction to d r i r people to ama.

O Action:

Organite f m c m
~uka at Great West Li

Objective:

To espand West Broadway Community Gardeas program.

4

To contact owners of vacant lots in the West Broadway a n a and request
O Action:
use as gardas.
4

+

Objective:

To make West Broadway rrea more attractive.

O Action:

Commission murais by local mins.

O

Action:

Broadway Beautia.

O

Action:

West Broadway P.AI.N-T. projea.

Objective:

To involve cultural groups in orgaobtion of events/activities.

O Action:

Dnim m a h g workshops.

O Action:

Buiid a cornmerciai bake ovea.

0

Action:

Build a r o w n square" with perfonning areas and rerident mus.

O Action:

Host r "folkionrm"pavilion.

O Action:

Creatc an annual major m a t with unique theme.

Objectives and
Action Plans

Economic Dtvelopment
Goal
To ensure that West Broadway becornes a sclf-,ustaining atighbourhood tbat encourages
and facilitata individud, organiutionrl and businas gkwth and devdopmtat. crutiÏÏg
oppottunities for emplopent and ronomic d f ~ u l r c i e n ~inyan environmentilly,
- .
.
rustaiarble manner.
ObjèctÏve:
To identif'y/creatJencoumgeuonomic devdopmcnt in r o m of
newkspandcd employment o p p o r t u n i t i ~ u s i n ~ f l e n t u rfor
o raidents o f West
Broadway.
* -

.

O Action:

Identify and invmtory aii cwent jobs in the West Broadway a r a .

O Action:

Compile a skilis inventory of residents in the uea.

O Action:

Develop a training cen~rdprogramprimarily for youth and unemployed.

O Action:

Identie more or create put-time jobs for kids.

O Action:

Develop program to prepare youth for job search intemew process.

Action:
O Action:

Ensure committed financiai services to the area.
Research models of cornmuNty skius development.

Create neighbourhood Services Businesses, Iawns, window washing,
sidewalk cleaning, garbage collection, mow clearing, nreet and sidewaik npair.

O Action:
O

Action:
Establish neighbourhood bbmkro-loan"program to promote
entrepcneurship.

O Action:

Establish community owned business ventures.

0- Action:

DweIop rdationship with semice clubs fie. Lions, Kiwank, Optimins)

O Action:

Develop relrtionship with Wuuiipeg Chmber of Commerce.

O Action:

Sub contract to City for gubage collection.

O Action:

Sub contract to City for boulevard maintenance, iawn mowing,

landscaping.

9 Action:
O Action:
West
B-Y
Aittnct

-

Cnate a "nuecp-it" program sidewalk cleaning for businesses.
Crcate a window washing service.
t.p: 21

orrn~uue*

Organizational Structure

